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Abstract 

The surface properties of materials are crucial for interactions with the environment or other 

materials. A lot of effort is traditionally invested in the optimization of bulk properties, whereas the 

surface of a material is deemed to be suitable for many applications when it is, for instance, 

“passivated” as in the case of aluminum or “inert” as in the case of polymers. While this view 

focuses on preventing the surface from interacting with its environment, the functionalization of 

surfaces aims at controlling and designing these interactions. Therefore, the potential of a material 

can be expanded by combining well-engineered bulk properties with functional surface properties. 

The focus of this work was the surface functionalization of foils of poly(ethylene-alt-

tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE), a fluoropolymer with excellent chemical and thermal resistance, which 

provides a lightweight, flexible and deformable substrate.  

The grafting of polymer brushes offers a particularly versatile method for surface 

modification, as a variety of chemical functionalities can be introduced and the brush forms an 

extended interface between the substrate and its environment. In the grafting-from strategy adopted 

here, polymer brushes were grown from surface-bound initiators via free-radical polymerization. 

Peroxide species for initiation were created by the breaking of covalent bonds in the topmost layer 

of the inert polymer surfaces by treatment with atmospheric-pressure helium plasma or extreme-

ultraviolet interference lithography (EUV-IL) at the Swiss Light Source followed by exposure to 

air. While the plasma activation provided a straightforward method for the grafting of brushes in 

areas on the order of cm2, brushes patterned on the micro- and nanoscale with high grafting 

densities and controllable height were obtained using the interference lithography method.  

Strategies for grafting weak and strong polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes using the 

complementary activation methods were developed. Brushes having the desired chemical 

functionality were either prepared by directly grafting monomers with appropriate functional groups 

or by chemical modification of existing polymer brushes. Patterned weak polyelectrolyte brushes 

were prepared on samples activated with EUV-IL, and the dependence of the dry brush thickness on 

the exposure dose, the type of monomer, and the pH of the monomer solution was studied. The 

plasma activation route allowed macroscopic surface properties to be focused on. The wettability of 

fluoropolymer and polyolefin surfaces could be tuned over a wide range by selecting polymer 

brushes with appropriate functional groups. A partial shielding of the substrate during activation 
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and subsequent grafting of a hydrophilic polymer brush led to a strong wettability contrast and 

selective wetting of the brush-modified areas. Moreover, the wettability of surfaces modified with 

weak PELs could be switched in response to pH changes. 

The study of wettability phenomena was further extended to include surfaces with a spatial 

variation in wettability or with an anisotropic surface topography. A gradient in wettability and 

charge density was produced by exploiting the gradual conversion of a strong PEL to a neutral 

polymer brush in alkaline solutions. The gradient direction could be switched by exchanging halide 

for perfluorinated organic counterions, leading to a substantial increase in the range of accessible 

contact angles. The influence of square and grooved microstructures, produced by hot embossing, 

on the drop shapes and contact angles was investigated for a number of surface chemistries. 

Droplets were most strongly pinned when the polymer brush was moderately hydrophilic, leading to 

highly elongated droplet shapes and a substantial variation of contact angles observed in different 

directions. Combining a polymer-brush wettability gradient with the highly anisotropic grooved 

microstructure resulted in spontaneous movement of liquid across the substrate.  

In the following, it was attempted to implement functional properties going beyond mere 

chemical functionality. Moving towards surfaces that can be manipulated by an external switch 

such as a magnetic field, a strategy to create iron oxide nanoparticles in a polymer brush was 

developed. The prepared polymer brush/iron oxide nanocomposites were thoroughly characterized, 

the scanning transmission x-ray microscope at the SLS being used to gain information on the 

chemical state of iron, its distribution in the brush, and the magnetizability of the composite. 

Depending on the chemical nature of the brush matrix, the formed iron oxide nanoparticles were 

very small (~ 1 nm), or the complexation of iron by the matrix was too strong to allow nanoparticle 

formation.  Consequently, neither composite exhibited magnetic properties at room temperature.  

In order to implement biofunctionality, the potential of weak and strong PEL brushes for the 

immobilization of enzymes by physisorption was tested. Horseradish peroxidase and alkaline 

phosphatase both showed very strong activity in brushes with quaternary amine functionality, i.e. in 

positively charged brushes with excellent water solubility. Moreover, the binding of his-tagged 

green fluorescent protein was enhanced by complexing Ni2+ in polyamine brushes.  

Finally, the mechanical properties of weak PEL brushes were probed on the nanoscale with AFM. 

The friction forces between the probe and the polymer brush were strongly dependent on the charge 

density in the polymer brush and could therefore be altered by changing the pH of the solution. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Oberflächeneigenschaften von Materialien sind entscheidend für deren Interaktionen mit 

der Umwelt oder mit anderen Materialien. In der Regel werden grosse Anstrengungen 

unternommen, um die Bulk-Eigenschaften zu optimieren. Die Oberfläche eines Materials wird 

jedoch für viele Anwendungen als geeignet erachtet, wenn sie „passiviert“ oder „inert“ ist wie im 

Fall von Aluminium, beziehungsweise von Polymeren. Diese Sichtweise ist darauf fokussiert, 

Interaktionen der Oberfläche mit der Umwelt zu unterbinden, während die Funktionalisierung von 

Oberflächen auf deren Kontrolle und Beeinflussung abzielt. Das Potential eines Materials für den 

Einsatz in neuen Gebieten kann daher vergrössert werden, wenn die Oberfläche funktionale 

Eigenschaften aufweist. Im Fokus dieser Arbeit stand die Funktionalisierung von Poly(ethylen-alt-

tetrafluoroethylen) (ETFE). Dieses Polymer hat eine exzellente chemische und thermische 

Beständigkeit und eignet sich ausserdem als leichtes, flexibles und verformbares Substrat.  

 Das Graften (Pfropfen) von sogenannten Polymerbürsten ist eine sehr vielseitige Methode für 

die Modifizierung von Oberflächen, da Bürsten mit verschiedensten chemischen Funktionalitäten 

hergestellt werden können und diese eine erweiterte Grenzschicht zwischen dem Substrat und der 

Umgebung darstellen. Für die Herstellung der Bürsten wurde eine Strategie verwendet, bei der die 

Polymerketten ausgehend von Initiatoren auf der Oberfläche („grafting-from“) in einer freien 

radikalischen Polymerisation entstehen. Die inerten ETFE-Folien wurden entweder mit 

atmosphärischem Helium-Plasma oder an der Extrem-UV Interferenzlithographie-Strahllinie (EUV-

IL) an der Lichtquelle Schweiz (SLS) vorbehandelt, um kovalente Bindungen auf der Oberfläche zu 

brechen und somit Radikale zu erzeugen. Beim Kontakt mit Luft werden daraus Peroxide für die 

Initiierung der Polymerisation gebildet. Die Plasma-Aktivierung ermöglichte das Graften von 

Polymer-Bürsten auf Flächen von einigen Quadratzentimetern. Durch Aktivierung mit EUV-Licht 

mittels Interferenzlithographie konnten mikro- und nanostrukturierte Bürsten mit hohen 

Graftingdichten und kontrollierbarer Höhe hergestellt werden.  

Strategien für das Graften von Bürsten von schwachen und starken Polyelektrolyten (PEL) 

wurden entwickelt. Oberflächen mit den gewünschten chemischen Funktionalitäten wurden 

entweder durch Graften geeigneter Monomere oder durch chemische Modifikation bereits 

gegrafteter Bürsten hergestellt. Strukturierte, schwache PEL Bürsten wurden auf EUV-IL 

aktivierten Proben gegraftet, und die Abhängigkeit der Bürstendicke von der Belichtungsdosis, der 
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Art des Monomers und dem pH der Monomerlösung wurde im trockenen Zustand untersucht. Die 

Aktivierung mit Heliumplasma ermöglichte die Untersuchung von makroskopischen 

Oberflächeneigenschaften. Durch die gezielte Anpassung der Funktionalität der Polymerbürsten 

konnte die Benetzbarkeit von Fluorpolymeren und Polyolefinen über einen weiten Bereich 

verändert werden. Eine gezielte Maskierung während der Aktivierung ermöglichte das Graften 

hydrophiler Bürsten in klar definierten Bereichen. Der „Kontrast“ zwischen dem hydrophoben 

ETFE Substrat und den gegrafteten Bereichen führte zu einer selektiven Benetzung der Bürsten. Die 

Benetzbarkeit von schwachen PEL Bürsten konnte aufgrund ihrer pH-Abhängigkeit reversibel 

verändert werden.  

Des Weiteren wurde eine Gradientenoberfläche erzeugt, auf der sich die Ladungsdichte in der 

Polymerbürste und als Folge davon der Kontaktwinkel veränderte. Die Richtung des Gradienten 

konnte durch den Austausch der Gegenionen invertiert werden, was zu einer beträchtlichen 

Erweiterung des abgedeckten Kontaktwinkelbereiches führte. Der Einfluss von mikrostruktierten 

Substraten auf die Form von darauf deponierten Wassertropfen wurde für Oberflächen mit 

verschiedenen Funktionalitäten untersucht. Die Kontaktlinie des Tropfens orientierte sich am 

stärksten an den Vorzugsrichtungen der Mikrostruktur, wenn die Oberfläche moderat hydrophil 

war. In diesen Fällen waren auch die Kontaktwinkel stark von der Betrachtungsrichtung abhängig. 

Durch die Kombination von Linienstrukturen mit Kontaktwinkelgradienten konnte eine spontane 

Bewegung von Flüssigkeit hin zum hydrophileren Ende des Gradienten provoziert werden.  

Weiterführende Experimente dienten der Implementierung von funktionalen Eigenschaften, 

die über rein chemische Funktionalitäten hinausreichen. Die Fernsteuerung von Oberflächen, zum 

Beispiel durch ein Magnetfeld, kann als Fernziel formuliert werden. Strategien für die Herstellung 

von Eisenoxid-Nanopartikeln in Polymerbürsten wurden entwickelt. Die entstandenen 

Kompositoberflächen wurden eingehend charakterisiert, wobei das Raster-Transmissions-

Röntgenmikroskop an der SLS dazu diente, Informationen über den chemischen Zustand des 

Eisens, dessen Verteilung in den Polymerbürsten und über die Magnetisierbarkeit des Komposites 

zu erhalten. In Abhängigkeit von der chemischen Funktionalität der Polymerbürsten bildeten sich 

entweder nur sehr kleine Eisenoxid-Partikel (~ 1 nm), oder die grosse Stabilität des Eisen-Polymer 

Komplexes verhinderte die Partikelbildung vollständig. Folglich wies keine der untersuchten 

Oberflächen bei Raumtemperatur magnetische Eigenschaften auf.  

Die Eignung von schwachen und starken PEL-Bürsten für die Immobilisierung von Enzymen durch 

Physisorption wurde im Hinblick auf die Herstellung biofunktionaler Oberflächen untersucht. 
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Meerrettichperoxidase und alkalische Phosphatase zeigten starke Aktivität in Bürsten mit 

quaternären Aminen, d.h. in positiv geladenen Bürsten mit ausgezeichneter Wasserlöslichkeit. 

Ausserdem konnte die Einbindung eines fluoreszierenden Proteins mit „his-tag“ verbessert werden, 

indem Ni2+ in Polyamin-Bürsten komplexiert wurde. 

Schliesslich wurden die mechanischen Eigenschaften von schwachen PEL-Bürsten auf der 

Nanometerskala mit Rasterkraftmikroskopie untersucht. Die Reibungskräfte zwischen der Spitze 

und der Bürste waren stark abhängig von der Ladungsdichte in der Polymerbürste und konnten 

daher durch Anpassung des pH-Wertes der Lösung beeinflusst werden.  
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Abbreviations 

 

AFM atomic force microscopy 

ALP alkaline phosphatase 

ATR attenuated total reflectance  

ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization 

 

BCML Nα,Nα-bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine hydrate 

BSA bovine serum albumin 

 

CA  contact-angle 

 

DPPH 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl 

 

EBCL electron beam chemical lithography 

EBL electron beam lithography 

EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

EDX energy dispersive x-ray analysis 

ETFE  poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) 

EDX energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 

EUV-IL  extreme ultraviolet interference lithography 

 

FRP  free radical polymerization 

FZP Fresnel zone plate 

 

GFP green fluorescent protein 

GFP-His His-tagged green fluorescent protein 

 

HRP  horseradish peroxidase 

 

IR  infrared 
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LCP left-handed circularly polarized 

LCST lower critical solution temperature  

 

µCP micro-contact printing 

 

NMRP nitroxide mediated radical polymerization 

NTA nitrilotriacetic acid 

 

OSA order sorting aperture 

 

P4VP poly(4-vinylpyridine) 

PAA poly(acrylic acid) 

PAAm poly(allylamine) 

PAN poly(acrylonitrile) 

PDADMAC poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) 

PDMAEMA poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 

PE  poly(ethylene) 

PEG poly(ethylene glycol) 

PEI poly(ethylene imine) 

PEL polyelectrolyte 

PFO perfluorooctanoic acid / perfluorooctanoate 

PGMA poly(glycidylmethacrylate) 

PLL-g-PEG poly(L-lysine)-graft-poly(ethyleneglycol) 

PMAA poly(methacrylic acid) 

PMETAC poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl-trimethylammonium chloride)  

PMVAm poly(N-methyl-vinylamine) 

PNIPAAM poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 

pNPP para-nitrophenyl phosphate 

pNP para-nitrophenol 

PP poly(propylene) 

PS poly(styrene) 

PSS sulfonated poly(styrene) 
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PVA poly(vinylalcohol) 

PVAm poly(vinylamine) 

PVDF poly(vinylidene fluoride) 

PVF  poly(vinylformamide) 

PVMP poly(vinyl(N-methyl-2-pyridone)) 

 

QPDMAEMA poly(2-(trimethylammonium iodide)ethyl methacrylate) 

QP4VP poly(N-methyl-vinylpyridinium) 

 

RAFT reversible addition fragmentation transfer 

RCP right-handed circularly polarized 

ROMP ring opening metathesis polymerization 

 

SAM self-assembled monolayer 

SLS Swiss Light Source 

STXM scanning transmission x-ray microscopy 

σ grafting density  

 

TEM transmission electron microscopy 

Tg glass transition temperature 

TMB 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine 

TRIS tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

 

UV  ultraviolet 

 

XMCD x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

XRD x-ray diffraction 
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1 General Introduction 

 

The interface between the bulk of a material and the environment is often decisive for its 

performance. Tailoring the surface of materials is therefore essential in order to control properties 

such as chemical hydrophilicity, friction and biocompatibility. Moreover, advanced functional 

surfaces can interact with the environment, be it for example by reacting to a change in external 

conditions such as the pH value of the surrounding medium or through the specific binding of metal 

ions or proteins.  

The focus of this work lies in the functionalization of fluoropolymer surfaces. These polymers 

have a number of outstanding bulk properties, such as a high temperature stability, excellent 

chemical resistance and low water sorption.1 Owing to these properties, fluoropolymers have found 

their way into countless applications, yet there is still room for new developments. The 

hydrophobicity and chemical inertness of fluoropolymer surfaces is advantageous for many 

purposes, but also severely limits the scope of interactions with the environment. In order to retain 

the excellent bulk properties while tailoring the surface properties, a modification method that is 

strictly confined to the surface is required.  

Grafting of polymer brushes is a particularly versatile way of producing functional surfaces. 

Polymer brushes are arrays of polymer chains with one chain end tethered to the surface. If the 

chains have a dense lateral packing and are in a good solvent, they are forced to elongate 

perpendicularly to the surface, resulting in a brush-like structure. By choosing a suitable method for 

the creation of polymerization initiators, only the topmost layer of the polymer substrate is affected 

by the modification. Nevertheless, entirely different surface properties can result, since the brush 

provides an extended interface with a large number of functional groups which, depending on their 

nature, can for instance result in improved wetting properties or the capability of immobilizing 

molecules or particles on the surface. The scope of recent reviews depicts the versatility of polymer 

brushes by focusing on their production,2 grafting from polymeric substrates,3 creation and 

characterization of structured4, 5 and of responsive brushes,6-8 interactions of brushes with proteins 9 

and applications in biotechnology.10  
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In this thesis, the surface of ETFE was modified with polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes. After a 

general description of polymer brush formation and properties in Chapter 1, the applied 

experimental procedures and methods will be detailed in Chapter 2. The preparation of micro- and 

nano-structured weak PEL brushes via activation in an extreme-ultraviolet interference lithography 

(EUV-IL) setup at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) is discussed in Chapter 3. Focusing on 

macroscopic surface properties, a second activation route via cold atmospheric-pressure helium 

plasma is introduced in Chapter 4 and the wettability of the surfaces prepared in this way is 

discussed. Wettability phenomena are further investigated in the following two chapters. A gradient 

in wettability and charge density was created by conversion of a strong PEL brush into a neutral 

polymer (Chapter 5), and the influence of anisotropic sample topography produced by hot 

embossing on drop shapes and contact angles is discussed for a variety of brush-modified surfaces 

(Chapter 6).  In the following chapters, surfaces with functional properties beyond mere chemical 

functionality are studied. In Chapter 7, the ability of certain weak PEL brushes to complex metal 

cations was exploited to produce polymer brush/iron oxide nanocomposites. In order to assess 

whether this method is suitable for achieving surfaces with magnetic responsiveness in the long run, 

the composites were characterized by a variety of techniques including attenuated total reflectance 

infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) and scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM). With the 

aim of implementing biofunctionality, immobilization of enzymes by physisorption was tested on a 

variety of polymer brushes. Moreover, transition metal cations were complexed in brushes with 

amine functionality and the specific binding of his-tagged proteins was assessed (Chapter 8). 

Finally, the nanomechanical responsiveness of weak PELs was tested with atomic force microscopy 

(Chapter 9).   

1.1 Characteristics and Formation of Polymer Brushes 

Many of the unique properties of polymer brushes result from the stretched conformation of 

the polymer chains on the surface. In contrast to chains in solution, one chain end is tethered to the 

substrate surface in a polymer brush. The distance between the chains and a related quantity, the 

grafting density (σ), are therefore essential to describe the behavior of end-tethered polymer chains. 

If the distance between the anchor points is close to or lower than twice the radius of gyration (of 

the polymer chain in solution), the chains are forced to stretch away from the surface. The amount 

of stretching is determined by a balance of the repulsion force between neighboring polymer 

segments and the elastic free energy of the chains. As stretching results in a loss of conformational 
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entropy, the latter component acts as a restoring force.11 Different regimes, distinguished by the 

scaling of brush height with grafting density, have been defined. In the “mushroom regime”, the 

height of the polymer layer is independent of the grafting density, as the chains are in a coiled 

conformation determined by the chain-solvent interaction and sufficiently far apart to avoid 

repulsive interactions between neighboring chains. In contrast, scaling of the brush height with σ1/3 

or even σ1/2 is observed for the semi-dilute brush regime and the brush regime, respectively. This is 

due to the fact that a further decrease in chain-chain distance at high grafting density inevitably 

leads to a higher degree of chain stretching. Notably, the height of a neutral brush in a good solvent 

was predicted to scale with σ1/3 by Alexander and De Gennes.12, 13 The transitions between the 

different regimes have been experimentally studied on a number of systems.14-16 Discussions 

pertaining to the grafting density obtained in the systems presented in this thesis can be found in 

Chapters 3 and 4. Note that for the sake of readability, the term polymer brush is used throughout 

this text also in the absence of solvent (e.g. “dry polymer brush”). 

One factor which heavily influences the obtained grafting density is the strategy adopted for 

polymer-brush creation. Grafting to involves chemical binding of preformed polymer chains to the 

surface or to surface-bound linker molecules. However, only rather low grafting densities can be 

obtained as the diffusion of polymer chains to the surface is hindered once a certain amount of 

chains has attached. In contrast, in the grafting from approach, polymer chains are grown from 

initiators bound to the surface. For example, initiator-bearing, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 

or peroxide compounds can be cleaved to yield reactive species under free radical polymerisation 

(FRP) conditions. The main drawback, i.e. the poor control over chain length in free-radical 

polymerisation, can be overcome by applying living radical conditions such as reversible addition-

fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) or atom-transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP).2 However, 

the substrate material may narrow down the choice of polymerisation technique and/or the initiator 

type.  
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1.2 Polyelectrolyte Brushes 

1.2.1 Characteristics 

Polyelectrolyte brushes carry charges along the polymer backbone or in side chains. In strong 

PELs, the number and position of the charges is fixed and cannot be changed by external influences, 

such as ion concentration or pH. In contrast, weak PELs carry functional groups that are protonated 

or deprotonated depending on the pH of the surrounding medium. As this is a matter of 

dissociation-association equilibrium, the charges in a weak PEL are mobile and the average degree 

of charging depends on environmental conditions. Consequently, the degree of charging of a weak 

PEL can be tuned. Electrostatic interactions cause fundamental differences between charged and 

neutral brushes, especially in terms of chain conformation. For strong PELs, different regimes were 

theoretically identified and scaling laws for the brush height were derived.11, 17 The two most 

important cases will be briefly described. In the osmotic brush regime, high grafting density and 

charge fraction lead to an entrapment of counterions inside the brush. The balance is defined by the 

osmotic pressure of the counterions and the restoring force of the stretched chains, resulting in a 

brush height which is independent of the grafting density σ. The presence of salt does not alter the 

brush behaviour as long as the concentration is low. However, when the concentration (cs) is equal 

to or higher than the counterion concentration inside the brush, the screening effect of the external 

salt reduces the osmotic pressure of the trapped counterions. In this salted brush regime, the brush 

height scales with the salt concentration (~ cs 
-1/3) and the grafting density (~ σ 1/3). The situation is 

more complex for weak PEL brushes and experimental studies are more illustrative for the 

description of their behavior (see below).17  

1.2.2 Experimental Study of Swelling 

The conformation of PEL brushes under different conditions has been thoroughly investigated 

with neutron reflectometry and ellipsometry. Neutron reflectometry studies of a sulfonated 

polystyrene (PSS) brush showed that small counterions were distributed throughout the brush, while 

macromolecular counterions and enzymes were irreversibly trapped at the outer border of the 

brush.18 The influence of added salt on PSS chain stretching was investigated by the same method, 

and the theoretical predictions for the osmotic and the salted brush regime were confirmed.17 In 

agreement with the former study, multiple-angle ellipsometry measurements of poly(N-methyl-

vinylpyridinium) (QP4VP) showed that the almost-extended conformation of the polymer backbone 
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remained unaffected by low salt concentrations. In solutions of higher ionic strength, shrinking was 

observed, although the onset and extent of shrinking strongly depended on the nature of the salt.19 

The scaling laws for neutral poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) brushes and strong PEL brushes 

(QP4VP) were confirmed in a further study.20  

In weak PELs, the degree of swelling was thoroughly investigated as a function of pH and 

concentration of added salt using the example of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) brushes.21 For 

purely ionic interactions (e.g. with Na+), the brush thickness was found to monotonically increase 

with pH as expected, i.e. with increasing charge density in the polymer brush. In contrast to strong 

PEL brushes, the degree of swelling first increased with the salt concentration, reached a maximum 

and decreased again at high salt concentrations. Additionally, the type of added salt was found to 

play an important role, as dramatic differences in swelling behavior were found. In contrast to the 

effects observed above for mainly ionic interactions (Na+), dehydration of the brush and the ions 

(Ca2+) or strong complexation (Al3+) led to irreversible collapse at much lower ion concentrations.22 

The rich complexation behavior of PMAA brushes with different metal cations was investigated in 

detail in a further study, illustrating that complexes with one or two central atoms were 

observable.23 

1.2.3 Responsiveness 

A polymer brush is considered to be responsive when it changes its structure and properties in 

response to environmental stimuli. Some examples for PEL brush responsiveness are given in the 

following, sorted by the type of stimulus that provokes the response of the brush.  

pH. In a phosphate-bearing polymer brush, three-stage switching of the wettability was 

reversibly induced by pH changes, in agreement with the three (de)protonation stages of the 

phosphate groups.24 The difference between the contact angle (CA) measured on the weak PEL in 

the fully protonated and the fully deprotonated state amounted to 52°. The same type of brush was 

grafted from a cantilever surface to demonstrate the potential of actuating the cantilever by pH 

change.25 A dramatic impact on wetting properties was achieved by grafting poly(2-(diisopropyl-

amino)ethyl methacrylate) (PDPAEMA) from hierarchically structured surfaces. Changing the pH 

from 8.5 to 2.5 resulted in switching of surface properties from superhydrophobic (152°) to 

superhydrophilic (0°).26 Silver nanoparticles were created in situ in a poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) 

brush. Upon pH change, the variation in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) due to the changing 

interparticle distance could be monitored, showing the potential of the brush/nanoparticle composite 
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to sense changes in pH.27 Similarly, gold nanoparticles immobilized on P2VP were used for sensing 

changes in pH by enhanced transmission SPR.28 

Temperature. A very prominent example for a thermoresponsive polymer is poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAM). A phase transition occurs at its lower critical solution 

temperature (LCST) of 32° C, resulting in a dramatic decrease in the hydration of the polymer. The 

thickness of a PNIPAAM brush was shown to decrease smoothly upon temperature increase, and 

the process was reversible. However, a sharp transition in surface wettability was observed, 

suggesting that the collapse behaviour of the outermost brush surface was very distinct from the 

behaviour of the whole film.29 

Interactions with Ions. Drastic changes in surface wettability were observed when exploiting 

ion-pairing interactions of poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl-trimethylammonium chloride) 

(PMETAC) brushes. It was found that the type of counteranion was decisive for the hydration, and, 

consequently, the wettability of the brush.30 Moreover, brushes that had collapsed due to ion-pairing 

interactions had markedly different nanomechanical properties from the brush in the swollen 

state.31, 32 As mentioned above, the swelling of PMAA brushes is also very sensitive to the nature of 

the counterion.22, 23 Conformational changes were induced in poly(methacryloyloxyethyl phosphate) 

(PMEP) brushes by exchanging  pure water for solutions of KCl. Collapse and reswelling was 

visualized by monitoring the fluorescence of a covalently attached fluorophore. A strong decrease 

was observed when the brush was in the collapsed state; this was attributed to fluorescence self-

quenching due to proximity effects.33 Different stimuli were used to reversibly switch the interfacial 

electrochemical properties of a poly(NIPAAM-co-AA) brush on gold. Collapsed states were 

induced by: a) lowering the temperature below the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the 

NIPAAM moieties; b) increasing the ionic strength or c) lowering the pH of the solution to collapse 

the acrylic acid moieties.34  

Humidity. QP4VP brushes are extremely hydrophilic and the degree of swelling was shown 

to be strongly dependent on the relative humidity. With increasing swelling, the refractive index of 

the QP4VP film strongly decreased. The high sensitivity of this type of film suggests a use in 

sensors.35  

Magnetic Field. A nanocomposite of poly(3-sulfopropyl methacrylate) brushes loaded with 

magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles was produced by exchanging the potassium with iron(II) and 
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iron(III) counterions and subsequent formation of iron oxides in air. The height and width of line 

patterns changed depending on the direction of the applied magnetic field.36  

Mechanical Forces. As a proof of concept, the ion-pairing interactions of a dye probe with a 

PMETAC brush were used to mechano-transduce physical forces (pressure) into chemical signals 

(color). Upon application of pressure, a charge-imbalance arises due to the compression of the 

positively charged brush. This is compensated and screened by the dissociation of the incorporated 

dye into its anionic form, leading to a color change.37 

1.3 Grafting Polymer Brushes onto Polymeric Substrates 

In the case of polymeric substrates, the strategy adapted for the grafting of polymer brushes 

strongly depends on the type of the substrate. On polymers bearing reactive functional groups, 

initiators can be covalently bound, whereas inert polymer substrates need to be chemically 

pretreated before initiator binding is possible. Another strategy involves the activation of inert 

polymers by irradiation.38 

1.3.1  Grafting from Polymer Surfaces with Reactive Functional Groups 

Controlled polymerization methods have been developed to graft brushes from “functional” 

polymer surfaces. ATRP initiators were for instance bound to the hydroxyl groups on cellulose or 

chitosan surfaces,39, 40 or to the glycidyl groups of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) films.41 

Grafting from poly(dicyclopentadiene) films was carried out after reacting the double bonds with an 

anchoring group and immobilization of an initiator.42 In general, there are not many types of surface 

functional groups eligible for the direct binding of initiators. Moreover, multistep procedures with 

limited control over the number of bound initiators are involved.   

1.3.2 Grafting from Inert Polymer Surfaces after Chemical Pretreatment and Initiator 
Coupling 

On inert polymers, a pretreatment of the surface is necessary in order to allow for the binding 

of polymerization initiators. A number of multi-step procedures involving plasma, ozone, and/or 

wet-chemical treatments have been reported. Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) was treated in 

aqueous LiOH followed by reduction steps in NaBH4 and diisobutylalumniumhydride (DIBAL) in 
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order to introduce hydroxyl groups for the binding of an ATRP initiator.43 On a nylon membrane, 

amide groups were reacted with formaldehyde before introducing the initiator by esterification.44 

However, more straightforward procedures have also been described. Alkylchlorides for initiation 

of ATRP were introduced on poly(divinylbenzene) (PDVB) particles by treatment in HCl 

solution.45 Photochemistry was used to directly create alkylbromide groups on isotactic 

poly(propylene) (PP) films by photobromination.46 Additionally, the ability of benzophenones to 

abstract H-atoms from aliphatic C-H groups and to form C-C bonds under UV-irradiation was 

exploited for the binding of 2-benzophenonyl bromoisobutyrate on PP.47  

 While the above methods are well suited for the treatment of large samples or polymer 

particles, selective grafting in defined regions of a substrate is not possible in most cases. Moreover, 

harsh chemical treatments bear the danger of affecting the bulk properties of the substrate.  

1.3.3 Grafting from Inert Polymer Surfaces Following Irradiation or Plasma Pretreatments 

Another strategy for the activation of inert polymers consists of the one-step creation of 

initiators by treatment with photons or particles, e.g. using plasma or by irradiation with x-rays, e-

beam or ion beam sources.3, 48 Thereby, chemical bonds are broken resulting in surface radicals, 

which are converted to surface-bound peroxides or hydroperoxides in the case of fluoropolymers. 

These act as polymerization initiators which can be triggered by thermal activation.49  

In many cases, the aim is to modify the bulk of the material with grafted chains, for instance 

in the preparation of membranes for fuel cells.50-53 Typically, thin films are irradiated with an 

e-beam source and then grafted with poly(styrene), which is subsequently sulfonated to yield 

proton-exchange membranes. Alternatively, activation of fluoropolymers by γ-rays has been 

investigated.54 However, there is also a large need to functionalize the surface of fluoropolymer 

substrates while leaving the bulk of the material unaffected. For this purpose, the creation of 

radicals must be limited to the surface of the polymer. Mild plasma treatments are considered to be 

suitable for this kind of modification, even though systematic studies on the creation depth of 

radicals are very scarce.55 In an early study, the UV-induced graft-polymerization of hydrophilic 

monomers such as acrylamide or acrylic acid on argon plasma pretreated PTFE was reported.56 

Irradiation of ETFE surfaces with extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light was shown to be efficient in the 

creation of radicals. In the nanografting approach developed at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), 

micro- and nano-patterns of radicals can be created in an interference lithography setup at the Swiss 

Light Source (SLS) and subsequently used to initiate free-radical polymerization reactions.57  
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In this work, ETFE and polyolefin surfaces were activated by EUV radiation or cold, 

atmospheric-pressure helium plasma to produce initiators for free-radical polymerization. These 

methods will be described in the experimental section (Chapter 2) and specifically discussed in 

Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. A schematic representation of the grafting strategy is given in 

Figure 1-1.  

∆T
Monomer

a)

b)

Polymer foil

EUV-light
or
plasma

e.g.c)

 

Figure 1-1. Grafting strategy employed in this work: a) a polymer foil, typically ETFE, is 

activated by either photons (EUV-IL) or plasma, initiators for free-radical polymerization 

(FRP) being subsequently created upon exposure to air; b) these initiators are thermally 

decomposed in the presence of a monomer and brush growth is initiated; c) after grafting, 

transformation of the chemical functionalities is possible.  
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1.4 Patterned Brushes  

Creating well-defined patterns of polymer-brush-modified areas on the micro- and nanoscale 

is desirable for the local control of surface chemistry and surface functionality and the site-specific 

immobilization of particles or biomolecules. Various multistep procedures for pattern creation have 

been developed.5 Three main categories can be distinguished: a) creation of an initiator pattern 

(grafting from), b) patterning of binding sites for the attachment of polymer chains (grafting to), c) 

patterning of a homogeneous brush. Strategy a) is by far the most flexible and also most frequently 

employed, as described below.  

Photolithographic techniques are frequently used and can be implemented in a number of 

strategies. For example, chemical patterning of a homogeneous poly(tert.-butyl acrylate) (PtBuA) 

was achieved by lithographic illumination of a sacrificial photoresist layer. Photoacid molecules 

were generated in the illuminated areas and the PtBuA was hydrolyzed to poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). 

A 10 µm checkerboard pattern was obtained, which showed preferential wetting in the PAA areas.58 

Alternatively, SAMs on silicon or gold were irradiated through a mask to selectively activate an 

immobilized photoinitiator.59  

Electron-beam lithography (EBL) offers potentially higher pattern resolution since this 

technique is not diffraction limited. An elaborate approach involved the deposition of gold nano-

patterns on substrates with pre-patterned PMMA resist. After lift-off, thiol-bearing photoinitiator 

molecules were assembled on the gold areas and N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAM) was grafted to 

yield responsive polymer brush features.60 Additionally, a more elegant and versatile method 

termed electron beam chemical lithography (EBCL) was developed. Briefly, aromatic 4’-nitro-1,1’-

biphenyl-4-thiol SAMs were cross-linked upon e-beam irradiation and the nitro end-group was 

converted to an amine simultaneously. An azo-type initiator was then coupled to the SAM via 

diazotization and polymer brushes with very high feature resolution were obtained via 

photopolymerization.61, 62 It was also demonstrated that ATRP initiators could be bound to simple 

aliphatic SAMs following e-beam treatment and an exchange reaction, reducing the complexity of 

the procedure.63 

In micro-contact printing (µCP), relatively large patterned areas can be prepared by 

transferring molecules for self-assembly from a soft stamp to a solid substrate.64 The polymeric 

stamps are replica-molded from patterned masters. The obtained pattern resolution is on the order of 

micrometers and influenced by a number of factors such as master quality, ink diffusivity and 
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contact time and pressure. By printing a thiol functionalized with an ATRP initiator, patterns of 

strong PEL brushes or polyzwitterionic brushes were prepared on gold substrates.65, 66 Similarly, 

patterned PNIPAAM and poly(norbornene) brushes were grafted from silicon substrates via ATRP 

and ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), respectively.67, 68 The poly(norbornene) brush 

was then successfully used as reactive-ion-etching resist, allowing the pattern to be transferred into 

silicon.  

The term capillary force lithography was coined for a method combining µCP and 

nanoimprint lithography (NIL). An elastomeric stamp is positioned on a polymer thin film and 

moderate pressure is applied. When the film is heated above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

the polymer, the cavities of the stamp are filled due to capillary forces and the substrate surface is 

dewetted in adjacent regions. This was exploited to prepare binary brush patterns by creating a 

patterned poly(styrene) (PS) structure on a macroinitiator layer. The first polymer brush was 

grafted, the PS pattern dissolved, and the second polymer was grafted from the unreacted initiator.69 

Scanning-probe lithography techniques are unique among the presented methods in their 

ability to manipulate and image nanostructures. However, as the patterning is based on scanning of 

a probe over a surface, these approaches are also inherently very slow. Lines of PNIPAAM polymer 

brushes were prepared, for instance, by “shaving” an inert thiol monolayer with an AFM tip 

followed by backfilling with an initiator-functionalized SAM. The polymer was then grafted by 

ATRP of NIPAAM.70 In dip-pen nanolithography, the AFM tip is “inked” with a molecule for 

deposition. Upon contact, the molecules are transported towards the surface via capillary forces 

induced by the water meniscus between the surface and the tip. The concept has for instance been 

demonstrated in the creation of line and dot arrays of polymer brushes. To this end, norbornenyl 

thiol molecules were deposited in selected regions on a gold surface, and ROMP was initiated after 

backfilling with an inert thiol and catalyst activation.71   

In this work, patterned brushes on ETFE were prepared using EUV interference lithography 

(EUV-IL).72, 73 This method can be classified as a photolithography technique and will be described 

in detail in section 2.2. Compared to the techniques presented above, pattern creation with EUV-IL 

offers several powerful advantages. First and foremost, it appears to be the only activation method 

enabling the grafting of nano-patterned polymer brushes on freestanding polymer foils. By using a 

mask with different features, line and dot patterns of different periodicity are produced in a single 

exposure. Moreover, exposure doses can be varied from field to field, resulting in a wide range of 

radical densities, which, in turn, will lead to different grafting densities. Consequently, both grafting 
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density and pattern resolution can be monitored in a single grafting reaction. The major drawbacks 

of the method are the very sophisticated equipment (beamline at synchrotron source), the need for 

ultrahigh vacuum operation and the limited size of the patterned fields, which is on the order of 

hundreds of microns. These disadvantages are somewhat mitigated by the fact that exposing a 

single field takes only seconds due to the high intensity of the synchrotron light, allowing a large 

number of samples to be prepared simultaneously. Also very importantly, the synthesis of a 

polymerization initiator is not necessary, and polymer brushes are grafted in a single step after 

activation.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

2 Methods and Experimental Procedures 

 

In section 2.1, the methods used for the functionalization of polymer surfaces with polymer 

brushes are described in detail. The scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) technique 

available at the PolLux beamline at the Swiss Light Source is introduced in section 2.2. Materials, 

experimental procedures and analytical techniques are presented in sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, while 

methods used only in specific chapters are described in 2.6. 

2.1 Formation of Polymer Brushes 

2.1.1 Activation Methods 

In order to graft polymer brushes selectively from the surface of polymeric substrates, 

polymerization initiators need to be created in the topmost layer of the polymer. The formation of 

thermally labile (hydro)peroxide species is considered to proceed via the breaking of covalent 

bonds in the substrate polymer during the activation step, followed by the reaction of the radicals 

with water vapor or oxygen in the air.49,74,75 The main advantages and drawbacks of the activation 

methods used in this work are compared in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-1. Main advantages and drawbacks of the methods used for the activation of ETFE. 

EUV-interference lithography cold atmospheric-pressure helium plasma 

Advantages Drawbacks Advantages  Drawbacks 

micro- and nanopatterning small areas large areas (~ cm2) low grafting density 

exposure dose control, 
tunable brush height 

need for ultra-high 
vacuum 

fast procedure, simple 
equipment 

limited flexibility of the 
process 

screening of parameters in 
one reaction 

synchrotron source 
required 

shielding from plasma - 
selective activation 

high helium 
consumption 
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Extreme-Ultraviolet Interference Lithography (EUV-IL). EUV-IL is conducted at PSI at a 

dedicated beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS). It combines the advantages of the coherent, 

brilliant EUV-light provided by the synchrotron source with a diffraction-grating-based interference 

setup, to expose appropriate materials to interference patterns. It unites excellent resolution 

capabilities with relatively high throughput, owing to step-and-repeat exposures and the 

exceptionally high light flux available at the synchrotron source. In step-and-repeat exposures, an 

entire area is patterned in a single exposure before the sample is moved and the procedure is 

repeated. In contrast, in serial processes such as e-beam-exposures, the pattern is produced by 

“writing” each feature of the pattern separately. The scope of research projects requiring work at the 

beamline has been summarized in recent reviews.72,73 Projects include resist testing for future high-

resolution lithography relying on EUV sources, the fabrication of metallic and magnetic nanodevice 

components (e.g. wires), prepatterning of substrates for self-assembly of Si/Ge quantum dots, 

chemical patterning of SAMs, and, as discussed in detail below, the radiation grafting of polymers.  

At the EUV beamline, light with a wavelength of 13.4 nm, corresponding to a photon energy 

of 92.5 eV, is provided by an undulator source (42 poles, 212 mm period). Due to the small size and 

divergence of the electron beam in the storage ring, the light is spatially coherent at the selected 

energy. The temporal coherence depends on the spectral bandwidth (∆λ/λ) of the undulator (3 %). 

As diffraction-grating-based interference schemes are achromatic (i.e. not wavelength dependent), 

most experiments can nevertheless be conducted using the full spectral bandwidth of the radiation.  

The beam is diffracted by linear chromium gratings that are patterned on a single, partially 

transparent Si3N4 membrane framed by a silicon chip. These so-called masks are fabricated using an 

electron beam to write a pattern in a resist material, which is then transferred to the underlying 

chromium film by reactive-ion etching. Mutually coherent beams diffracted by the mask features 

interfere at a certain distance along the beam direction and are used to expose a resist material with 

a pattern. The created interference patterns range from lines to dots to more complex geometries, 

such as rings and crosses, depending on the number of interfering beams. Patterns can for instance 

be created in positive-tone photoresists, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), in which 

irradiation leads to chain scission and, as a consequence, increased solubility of the material. The 

development of the photoresist results in the removal of the resist in exposed areas. The opposite 

effect is exploited in negative-tone resists, such as hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), where 

irradiation leads to crosslinking. It was reported that the highest resolution (11 nm half-pitch) in 

photon-based lithography was achieved using EUV-IL.73 
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As mentioned in section 1.3, radiation sources including electron-, ion-beams or x-rays are 

frequently used to activate polymers for subsequent modification with graft polymers.  EUV-IL can 

be used to expose a polymer foil to a pattern, leading to the creation of radicals in the topmost layer 

of the foil (as opposed to bulk grafting methods). This can be appreciated by inspection of 

Figure 2-1, where the attenuation length of x-rays is plotted as a function of photon energy. The 

attenuation length of a solid is defined as the depth into the material measured along the surface 

normal where the intensity of x-rays falls to 1/e of the value at the surface. At the energy used at the 

EUV beamline, i.e. 92 eV, the attenuation length is only 72 nm, rendering the activation surface 

specific. Moreover, the bond-breaking process is expected to be very efficient, as the photon energy 

is over 20 times larger than the typical bond energy in ETFE (~ 4 eV). 

Figure 2-1. Attenuation length of x-ray radiation in ETFE. At the photon energy used for 

the exposures at the EUV-IL beamline, the attenuation length is only 72 nm (calculations 

from http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/atten2.html).  

In Figure 2-2, the setup at the beamline consisting of the vertically mounted mask and sample 

is illustrated. Areas in which the 0th order, undiffracted beam hits the ETFE foil are indicated. 

Moreover, the structures resulting after grafting are also shown, and the homogeneous fields of 

polymer brushes are marked in the light-microscopy image. Similarly, areas where the sample is 

exposed to interfering beams are indicated as well, and AFM images of line- and dot-patterns are 

shown. Noticeably, the dose delivered to regions exposed to interfering beams (1st order diffraction) 

or the direct beam (0th order) varies substantially, by a factor of about 5-10. This is due to the mask 

having different diffraction efficiencies for different diffraction orders.  
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Figure 2-2. Illustration of EUV-IL. Left: exposure of an ETFE foil to EUV-light in an 

interference setup. Right: light microscopy and AFM images showing the micro- and nano-

structures produced after grafting of polymer brushes.  

The concept of “polymer micro- and nanografting” based on EUV-IL activation described 

above was first demonstrated at PSI on the example of PAA and PS brushes grafted from ETFE.57,76 

Further work on micro- and nanografting in our laboratory focused on the influence of solvent 

viscosity on the grafting reaction,77 the production of surface-relief structures by gray-scale 

exposures,78 grafting of thermoresponsive PNIPAAM brushes,79 and the preparation of 

biofunctional brushes.80 It is important to notice that the resolution of the nanopatterns is limited by 

the length and high polydispersity of the polymer chains grafted via free-radical polymerization (cf. 

section 2.1.2) and not by the exposure process. In order to improve the pattern resolution, a living 

polymerization approach, i.e. reversible addition fragmentation transfer (RAFT), was employed, 

and line patterns down to 100 nm were obtained.81 

Cold Atmospheric-Pressure Helium Plasma. The activation of polymer foils with cold, 

atmospheric-pressure helium plasma was used as a complementary technique to EUV-IL. Plasma is 

a gaseous, conductive state of matter consisting of ions, electrons, neutral particles and radicals. On 

polymers, plasma pretreatments are widely used to improve the adhesion of inks, varnishes and 

paints. The charged particles are able to cleave chemical bonds in a polymer owing to their kinetic 

energy. Depending on the choice of the gas (reactive, e.g. O2 or inert, e.g. He) and the chemical 

nature of the substrate polymer, the treatment will result in a variety of functional groups or yield 

reactive radicals on the surface.82 Compared to plasma devices operating at low pressure, the advent 

of atmospheric-pressure plasmas has significantly reduced the complexity and cost of plasma 

devices.  
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The most significant extension provided by this activation method is the ability to treat areas 

on the order of cm2, enabling the study of macroscopic surface properties such as wettability after 

grafting of polymer brushes. In contrast to EUV-IL, the complexity of the experimental setup is 

drastically reduced to a lab-scale device. Moreover, the use of cold plasma helps avoiding heat-

induced changes when working with polymers. The nozzle of the piezobrush® used in this work 

consists of a piezo crystal and a pair of electrodes connected to an rf-power supply (Figure 2-3). 

When operating the device, the power and the gas flow are switched on simultaneously, and a high 

output voltage is generated by the piezocrystal leading to the ignition of the plasma. A high helium 

gas flow rate is necessary to sustain the plasma and propel it towards the substrate. A detailed 

discussion of the atmospheric-pressure plasma used in this work and comparison with other 

techniques can be found in section 4.1. 

Figure 2-3. Picture of the nozzle of a piezobrush® in operation. The plasma can be 

identified by its purple color. It is propelled from the nozzle to the substrate by the stream of 

helium.  

2.1.2 Grafting of Polymer Brushes via Free-Radical Polymerization 

The (hydro)peroxide species created in the activation step are thermally labile and can be used 

as radical initiators after cleavage. The free-radical polymerization (FRP) method was selected for 

the grafting of polymer brushes from the pretreated surfaces. FRP is a chain-growth polymerization 

and consists of three steps: initiation, propagation and termination. Initiators that can be thermally 

or photochemically cleaved to yield radical species are required to start a FRP. The double bond of 

a monomer molecule is attacked by the radical initiator, a new bond is formed and the radical is 

then located at the growing chain end. This process is repeated (propagation) until termination via 

combination of two growing chains or disproportionation occurs. The driving force for the 

polymerization is the energetically favorable conversion from a C=C double bond in the monomer 

piezo crystal, 
electrodes

helium flow

discharge
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to a C-C single bond in the polymer. Due to the very fast propagation step, high molecular weights 

are already obtained at low monomer conversion. However, polymer chains grown via FRP have a 

high polydispersity, particularly because the molecular weight can easily double if two chains of 

similar length terminate by combination. Moreover, side reactions such as chain transfer, whereby 

the radical at a chain end attacks solvent molecules or other polymer chains, can lead to preliminary 

termination of a growing chain or branching, respectively. The experimental conditions for FRP are 

not restrictive, since high purity of the involved chemicals is not crucial, the reaction mixture is not 

too complex, and thorough purging to provide oxygen-free conditions is the only preparatory step 

required. A very important advantage compared to controlled polymerizations such as ATRP is the 

high tolerance of FRP towards functional groups, i.e. a wide variety of monomers can be used for 

this type of polymerization.  

In surface-initiated FRPs, additional effects have to be taken into account. If a homolytic 

cleavage of the surface-bound initiator occurs, initiating species are present in solution and on the 

surface, and both grafted and free polymer chains form. The concentration of initiating species is 

considerably lower than in conventional FRPs, as only a limited amount of initiator molecules can 

be accommodated on a given surface area. Propagation is potentially limited by the diffusion of 

monomer to the surface, but this problem can be mitigated by using high monomer concentrations. 

Termination could be favored by the close proximity of the growing chain ends. However, it is 

unlikely that two neighboring chains have a similar chain length and a conformation allowing for 

the growing ends to meet and combine or disproportionate. Another aspect is the interaction of 

monomers with the substrate. For instance, as the fluoropolymer substrate used in this work is 

hydrophobic, interactions with highly hydrated monomers will be unfavorable. This phenomenon is 

addressed in more detail in Chapter 3.  

The fast and uncontrolled growth of polymer chains in FRP renders a strict control of molar 

mass and polydispersity impossible. This was of minor importance for this work, as the focus lay on 

the functionality of the grafted chains and, in many cases, on the macroscopic properties of a 

polymer-brush layer. However, with controlled radical polymerizations (CRP), molar mass control 

is possible also in surface-initiated polymerizations. This was studied in our laboratory in order to 

improve the structure resolution in samples activated with EUV-IL. Lines of 200 nm resolution can 

be obtained via FRP, but significantly smoother lines with a resolution down to 100 nm were 

achieved by employing reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization.81 
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A further option for CRP that could be implemented on fluoropolymer surfaces bearing 

(hydro)peroxide initiators is reverse ATRP.83,84 

2.2 Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy  

Characterization of the polymer brush/iron oxide nanocomposite layers described in Chapter 7 

is challenging due to the small dimensions involved and the limited amount of iron oxide 

nanoparticles. In a first step, the presence of iron in the polymer brush needs to be confirmed and 

the distribution of iron assessed. Furthermore, the type of iron oxide and the magnetic properties of 

the particles are of great interest. The scanning transmission x-ray microscope (STXM) at the 

PolLux beamline of the SLS, shown schematically in Figure 2-4, is able to deliver all of the 

required information.85,86 

The STXM can be used for high-resolution imaging at different x-ray energies, whereby the 

sample is rastered across the focus of the stationary, highly focused x-ray beam by a movable stage. 

At present, the maximum spatial resolution of the microscope is ~20 nm (limited by the zone plate 

used for focusing). By selecting the x-ray edge of interest, element-specific contrast is obtained. For 

instance, when images are acquired at energies at or above the iron edge, i.e. at 715 eV, the x-rays 

will be strongly absorbed by iron, which results in dark regions in the image. Additionally, x-ray 

absorption spectra are usually obtained by repeatedly scanning the same region at defined energy 

intervals. Evaluation of the absorption in defined regions of the image stacks yields absorption 

spectra. The shape of the recorded spectra can then be analyzed to obtain further chemical 

information, for instance on the oxidation state87,88 or on the ligand-metal interactions.89.90 

The magnetic properties of materials can be studied by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

(XMCD). The experiment consists of exposing the sample to a magnetic field in the beam direction 

and measuring the absorption of left- and right-handed circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) x-rays. 

The dichroic signal is the difference between the two absorption spectra from which the 

magnetization can be deduced. The origin of the different absorption of LCP and RCP x-rays lies in 

the annihilation of the photon in the absorption process and the resulting necessity to transfer the 

angular momentum of the photon to the sample. In terms of the magnetic quantum number m 

(projection of the angular momentum), this gives ∆m = 1 for RCP and ∆m = -1 for LCP. As a 

consequence of this and of the dipole selection rule, the transition of a core electron of the sample to 
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a shell of higher energy is allowed for RCP photons but not for LCP photons, resulting in a higher 

absorption of RCP than of LCP light.91 

In a typical experimental setup, a magnetic field is used to polarize the magnetic sample in the 

direction parallel or antiparallel to the beam. Circularly polarized radiation can be obtained at a 

synchrotron source by tilting the storage ring orbit (using successive dipole magnets) with respect to 

the optical axis of the beamline. Depending on the tilt, the electrons are “seen” to rotate in a 

clockwise or an anti-clockwise sense. This rotation of the electrons confers an angular momentum 

to the emitted photons.85,91 

Figure 2-4. Schematic view of the STXM setup at the PolLux beamline. X-rays are 

provided by a bending magnet source and focused with a Fresnel zone plate. First-order 

diffracted light is selected by an order-sorting aperture. Transmitted light is detected with a 

photomultiplier tube.   
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2.3 Materials 

Polymer Foils: Extruded 100 µm thick films of ETFE (Nowoflon, ET-6235 Nowofol GmBH, 

Siegsdorf, Germany) were placed between two 4’’ silicon wafers and hot pressed for 5-20 minutes 

at 220°C with an applied pressure of 4 MPa, in order to obtain flat surfaces. 120 µm thick PP foils 

(Kolma 59 464, Kolma AG, Wabern, Switzerland) were hot pressed for 20 minutes at 140°C with 

an applied pressure of 4 MPa. 100 µm thick LDPE foils (Petroplast Vinora AG, Andwil, 

Switzerland) were hot pressed for 20 minutes at 90°C with an applied pressure of 4 MPa. 

Chemicals: If not stated otherwise, chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 

Switzerland.  

Monomers: Acrylonitrile (AN, for synthesis, Merck, Switzerland), 4-vinylpyridine (4VP, 95%), 

N-vinylformamide (VF, 98%), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA, > 97%), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate (DMAEMA, 98%) and acrylic acid (AA, anhydrous, 99%) were used as received. 

Methacrylic acid (MAA, 99%, Aldrich, Germany) was distilled under vacuum prior to use 

(Chapter 3) or passed through a monomethyl ether hydroquinone remover column (Chapter 4). 

Solvents: chloroform (puriss. p.a. ≥ 99.8 %, Fluka, Germany), nitromethane (CH3NO2, puriss. 

≥ 98.5%, over molecular sieve, or ≥ 95%), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, average Mn 380 - 420), 

1,4-dioxane (>99%), cyclohexanone (puriss. p.a.), anhydrous toluene (99.8%), isopropanol 

(analytical grade, VWR, Switzerland), ethanol (analytical grade, VWR, Switzerland) and acetone 

(analytical grade, VWR, Switzerland). Water for rinsing or as a solvent was used in ultrapure 

Millipore quality (resistivity 18.2 MΩ·cm). 

Modification of Polymer Brushes: borane-THF complex (1M solution in THF), sodium pyrosulfite 

(Na2S2O5/NaHSO3), methyl iodide (MeI, >99%, Fluka, Switzerland), Nα,Nα-bis(carboxymethyl)-L-

lysine hydrate (BCML, ≥ 97%), NaOH (p.a., Merck, Switzerland), HCl (fuming, 37  %, VWR, 

Austria). 

Other reagents: 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), potassium iodide (KI, puriss. p.a.), 

potassium iodate (KIO3, puriss. p.a. ≥ 99.5 %), starch (soluble, p.a., (C6H10O5)n, Merck, Germany), 

perfluorooctanoic acid (PFO, CF3(CF2)6COOH, 96 %), Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 (CBB, pure, 

C.I. 42655, Serva Feinbiochemica, Heidelberg, Germany), ferrous chloride tetrahydrate 

(FeCl2·4 H2O, puriss. p.a. ≥ 99%), poly(ethylene imine) solution (50 % in H2O).  
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Buffers: Potassium phosphate monobasic (KH2PO4, Fluka, Switzerland), potassium phosphate 

dibasic (K2HPO4·3 H2O, Fluka, Switzerland), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS, ≥ 99.8%).  

Enzymes and substrates: Peroxidase from horseradish (HRP, Sigma Type VI-A, essentially salt-

free, lyophilized powder), alkaline phosphatase (ALP, from bovine intestinal mucosa, lyophilized 

powder, 28.09 units/mg solid), 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB, purum, ≥98%, Fluka, 

Switzerland), citric acid monohydrate (p.a., Merck), methanol, potassium hydroxide (KOH, p.a., 

Merck Switzerland), hydrogen peroxide (30 wt%, Merck), sulfuric acid (95-97%, p.a., Merck), 

4-nitrophenyl phosphate disodium salt hexahydrate (98%). 

GFP-His-Ni2+ affinity: Nickelsulfate hexahydrate (NiSO4·6H2O, purum, Fluka, Switzerland), 

nickelnitrate (Ni(NO3)2, p.a., Merck, Switzerland), Tween® 20 (Fluka, Switzerland), 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA, p.a., ≥ 99%, Fluka). GFP-His was 

kindly provided by Jörg Ziegler. 

2.4 Experimental Procedures 

2.4.1 Hot Embossing 

ETFE samples with hot-embossed periodic grooves or squares were prepared as follows: 

Stamps with the desired structures were produced using standard photolithography and reactive-ion 

etching. The stamp was embossed into 100 µm thick ETFE foils for 20 minutes at 220 °C with an 

applied pressure of 4 MPa using a HEX 03 embossing press (Jenoptik GmbH, Germany). The 

system was cooled down to room temperature before the pressure was released.  

2.4.2 Extreme-Ultraviolet Interference Lithography 

Exposures were performed in vacuum (< 5×10-6 mbar). The beamline uses undulator light 

with a central wavelength of 13.4 nm (92.5 eV photon energy) and ~3 % spectral bandwidth. The 

incident EUV power on the sample was several mW/cm2 and the delivered dose was controlled 

using a fast beam shutter. Patterns of radicals were created on the ETFE surface by irradiation 

through silicon nitride masks with chromium gratings of different periods. As indicated in 

Figure 2-2, line patterns were created by two interfering beams (requiring two gratings on the 

mask), while dot patterns were created by four interfering beams (requiring four gratings). Patterned 
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regions (1st oder diffraction) are always neighbored by homogeneous regions (0th order) with a 

higher number of incident photons. Gratings producing patterns of different periods and shapes can 

be accommodated on a single mask, allowing the screening of a number of conditions in a single 

exposure. With the mask used in this work, line patterns with a periodicity between 100 nm and 

1000 nm and dot patterns with a periodicity between 141 nm and 707 nm can be exposed. As an 

alternative to exposures through a mask, squared fields (3 mm or 1.5 mm) were prepared by 

irradiation through Si3N4 membrane windows of the corresponding size. Typically, a range of 

exposure doses was tested by exposing nine fields on one sample. In order to cover a large range, 

the exposure doses followed a geometrical series with a factor of 1.5 between fields. Most 

frequently, the lowest dose was 1.6 mJ/cm2 and the highest 40.2 mJ/cm2 (=1.6 mJ/cm2·(1.5)8).  The 

irradiated samples were stored in a deep freezer at -80°C.  

Chapter 7: For the preparation of microtome cuts, samples were activated with EUV radiation 

through Si3N4 membrane windows of 3 mm x 3 mm size, exposure dose 8 mJ/cm2. 

Chapter 8: For adsorption experiments, samples were activated with EUV radiation through 

Si3N4 membrane windows of 1.5 mm x 1.5mm size, exposure dose 3 mJ/cm2. Samples for His-Ni2+ 

affinity experiments were exposed through a mask (exposure doses from 1.6 mJ/cm2 to 

40.2 mJ/cm2).   

2.4.3 Cold, Atmospheric-Pressure Helium Plasma Activation 

Flat pressed samples were cut to pieces of 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm with a scalpel. After thorough 

rinsing with ethanol and acetone, the pieces were dried in a stream of nitrogen and fixed to glass 

microscope slides with poly(imide) adhesive foil. This foil was also used to cover part of the 

sample, in order to shield it from the plasma. The samples were then activated with cold, 

atmospheric-pressure helium plasma by repeatedly passing the nozzle of a piezobrush® (PZ1, 

Reinhausen Plasma GmbH, Regensburg, Germany) at a distance of about 1 cm over the surface for 

20-30 s. This nonthermal plasma is of the capacitive discharge type with an rf power supply 

(135 kHz, 20 W) and an output voltage of 1.8 kV. Helium (6.0) was supplied at a flow rate of 

22 L/min. The plasma temperature was lower than 40°C (manufacturer’s information). Plasma-

treated samples were allowed to stand in air for 10 minutes and were then rinsed with ethanol and 

blown dry with nitrogen prior to grafting.  
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2.4.4 Grafting and Modification 

General grafting procedure: Monomer solutions were degassed with argon for 10 minutes. 

Samples were rinsed with ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen. They were then added to the 

vial containing the monomer solution, which was sealed with a rubber septum and degassed for 

another 15 minutes. The vial was placed in an oil bath and heated to the given temperature for the 

time indicated. After rinsing and washing, the samples were dried with nitrogen. 

PMAA: The pH of the methacrylic acid solution (10 vol.-% in H2O) was adjusted with NaOH or 

HCl. The polymerization was carried out at 60°C for 1 hr. The grafted sample was rinsed with H2O 

(Chapter 3). Alternatively, the polymerization was carried out in an aqueous solution of methacrylic 

acid (20 vol%) at 60°C for 1 hr. The grafted samples were immersed in acetone, treated in an 

ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and then rinsed with water (Chapter 4). 

PAA: The polymerization was carried out in a solution of acrylic acid (20 vol.-%) in 0.1 M HCl at 

60°C for 1 h. The samples were then washed and immersed in water and treated in an ultrasonic 

bath for 10 minutes.  

P4VP: 4VP (50 vol.-% in PEG) was polymerized from the polymer surfaces at 60°C for 1 h. PEG 

was added to increase the viscosity of the monomer solution, as this has been found to have a 

beneficial effect on the grafting of polymer brushes.77 The samples were washed and immersed in 

ethanol, treated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and then rinsed again with ethanol. Due to a 

strong variation in monomer quality, the procedure in Chapter 3 differed: 4VP was polymerized 

from the ETFE surface without added solvent at 60°C for 1 hr. The sample was washed in 0.1 M 

HCl and immersed therein overnight. QP4VP: Samples grafted with P4VP were immersed in a 

solution of MeI (0.3 mL, 5 mmol) in nitromethane. The solution was degassed for 15 minutes and 

then heated to 45°C for 8 h. After the reaction, the samples were rinsed with nitromethane, 

immersed in isopropanol and treated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes and then rinsed with 

water.  

PVF: Chapter 3: The polymerization was carried out in an aqueous solution of N-vinylformamide 

(20 vol.-%) at 70° C for 2 hrs. The sample was rinsed with H2O. Chapters 4 and 8: The 

polymerization of VF was carried out without added solvent at 70°C for 1 hr. The samples were 

then rinsed with water and treated in an ultrasonic bath. PVAm: In order to obtain poly(vinylamine) 

polymer brushes, the formamide moiety was hydrolyzed in 2 M NaOH at 70°C for 8 h. The samples 

were then rinsed with water and blown dry with nitrogen. PMVAM: the formamide group was 

reduced in 1 M BH3 in THF at 50°C for at least 8 hrs. The samples were then washed in 0.1 M HCl 
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and immersed therein overnight. Finally, boric acid, a reaction byproduct, was extracted with 

chloroform at 50°C for 8 hrs. 

PAN: the FRP of acrylonitrile (66 vol.-% in PEG) was conducted at 60°C for 2 hrs. The sample was 

washed with water and stored in water overnight. The nitrile was reduced in 1 M BH3 in THF 

according to the procedure described for PVF.  

PGMA: Grafting was conducted in a solution of GMA (10 vol.-%) in PEG (40 vol.-%) and dioxane 

(50 vol.-%) at 70°C for 1 h. The samples were rinsed with and immersed in isopropanol and treated 

in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. Then, they were rinsed with water. PGMAS: Na2S2O5 (295 mg, 

2 mmol) was dissolved in isopropanol (0.55 mL) and water (2.25 mL). After addition of the sample, 

the solution was degassed for 15 minutes. The reaction was conducted at 70°C for at least 12 hrs. 

Then, the samples were thoroughly rinsed with water. 

PDMAEMA: For the polymerization, a solution containing DMAEMA (30 vol.-%) in PEG 

(20 vol.-%) and cyclohexanone (50 vol.-%) was prepared. The reaction was carried out at 70°C for 

1 hr. Samples were then rinsed with cyclohexanone and treated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. 

QPDMAEMA: The quaternization of PDMAEMA was carried out analogously to the quaternization 

of P4VP.  

Conversion of QP4VP to PVMP (Chapters 5 and 6). ETFE foils modified with QP4VP 

brushes were immersed for a given time (5 to 40 minutes) in 0.1 M NaOH at room temperature. 

Then, the samples were thoroughly rinsed with water and blown dry with nitrogen. 

Coupling of BCML via ring-opening on PGMA (Chapter 8). Samples modified with PGMA 

brushes were immersed in a solution of BCML (0.1 M) in 1 M NaOH. The solution was degassed 

for 15 minutes and then heated to 65°C for 1 h. After modification, samples were thoroughly rinsed 

with water.  
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2.5 Analytical Techniques 

2.5.1 Attenuated Total Reflectance IR Micro-Spectroscopy 

Spectra were recorded on a Hyperion 3000 IR microscope (Bruker, Switzerland) using an 

ATR-IR objective with an anvil shaped germanium crystal with about 8000 µm2 contact area 

(Bruker, Switzerland). The ATR crystal contacted the surface with a preset and constant pressure. A 

Globar source and a KBr beamsplitter were used. Light was collected using dedicated optics and 

sent to a liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector of 250 µm × 250 µm 

size (Infrared Associates, FL, USA). The detector is sensitive between 500 and 10’000 cm-1. 

Reference spectra were recorded just prior to the actual measurement. OPUS spectroscopy software 

(version 6.5, Bruker, Switzerland) was used for correction of atmospheric contributions of carbon 

dioxide and water and baseline correction.  

2.5.2 UV Spectroscopy 

UV spectra of (modified) foils were recorded in transmission on a UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer 

(Lambda19, Perkin Elmer, Switzerland) in a range from 200 nm to 1000 nm using a halogen source 

in the visible and a deuterium lamp in the UV range. A background scan was performed before each 

series of experiments. 

Chapter 5: Spectra of CBB in ethanol were recorded for comparison and for establishing a 

calibration curve (concentration range 0.5 – 5 µM). 

Chapters 4 and 8: Absorbance values were measured on a different UV spectrometer 

(Ultraspec 2000, Pharmacia Biotech, England).  

2.5.3 Atomic Force Microscopy  

Measurements were performed in TappingMode® in air on a Dimension IIIa instrument 

(Veeco, Germany). Silicon cantilevers with a Si3N4 coating and a tip radius of 20 nm, a spring 

constant of 40 N/m and a resonance frequency of 325 kHz (NSC15/AlBS, Mikromasch, CA, USA, 

manufacturer’s specifications) were used for obtaining images in height, phase and amplitude mode. 

Images were processed with first or second-order flattening procedures (Nanoscope software, 
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Veeco, Germany). The step-height-measurement function implemented in the program was used to 

determine the dry thickness of polymer brushes at the edge of unpatterned regions. 

Chapter 9: Triangular silicon cantilevers with a natural oxide layer and a tip radius of 10 nm, 

a spring constant of 0.12 N/m (k) and a resonance frequency of 12 kHz (CSC21/noAl, Mikromasch, 

CA, USA, manufacturer’s specifications) were used for imaging in contact mode to obtain height 

and friction force data. Alternatively, rectangular cantilevers with a spring constant of 1.75 N/m and 

a silica sphere of 5 µm diameter (colloid probe) were used. Prior to the measurements, the 

cantilevers were treated in a UV-ozone cleaner for 30 minutes. In order to obtain positively charged 

tips, cantilevers were immersed in an aqueous solution of poly(ethylene imine) (PEI, 0.1 wt.-%) for 

1 hr, thoroughly rinsed with water and blown dry in a stream of nitrogen.  

Experiments were carried out in liquid using a special cantilever holder (Veeco, Germany). Prior to 

imaging, cantilever sensitivity (S) and snap-in voltage (Vs) were determined by recording force 

curves and averaging the values obtained. The applied normal force (FN) was varied by changing 

the setpoint value (V) and calculated as follows: 

( )SkVVF SN −=  

Images in height and friction mode were acquired at different normal loads in solutions of different 

pH. The scan direction was 90° with respect to the cantilever main axis, scan speed 0.5 Hz and scan 

area was 5 µm x 5 µm. Samples with nano-patterned brushes (dot features with 283 nm period) 

were used. For pH 5.5, MilliQ water equilibrated in ambient air was used, while HCl or NaOH were 

added to obtain pH values of 3 and 8, respectively. The pH of the solutions was checked and 

adjusted prior to each experiment. Friction forces were not calibrated and are reported in arbitrary 

units. They were obtained by recording the trace-minus-retrace (TMR) signal provided by the 

Nanoscope software during acquisition and averaging over a large number of values.  

2.5.4 Profilometry 

Measurements were performed on a DEKTAK profiler (Veeco, Germany) with a stylus of 

2.5 µm radius with an applied load of 5 mg. For each exposure dose, three scans of 250 µm length 

across unpatterned regions were performed and the obtained thickness values were averaged. 
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2.5.5 Contact-Angle Determination 

Water drops of 3 µL (chapter 4) or 2 µL (chapters 5 and 6) volume were placed on the sample 

with a pipette and images were recorded with a microscope camera (DigiMicro 2.0, dnt GmbH, 

Germany). Contact-angle evaluation was performed with the contact-angle PlugIn of the ImageJ 

software (version 1.38x, National Institute of Health, US). In most cases, contact angles were 

measured at several positions on each sample and average values are reported. The error in contact-

angle determination is estimated to be ± 3°. 

Chapter 4: The treatment sequence in experiments in wettability switching was as follows: 

An ETFE sample modified with a PMAA brush was first immersed in 0.1 M NaOH for 1 minute 

and then blown dry in a stream of nitrogen. After determination of the water contact angle, the 

sample was thoroughly rinsed with water, and then immersed in 0.1 M HCl for 1 minute. After 

drying, the contact angle was measured again and the procedure repeated five times. The treatment 

sequence for P4VP brushes was identical, except for the use of H2O instead of 0.1 M NaOH.  

Chapter 5: On gradient samples, images of water droplets (2 µl volume) were recorded at 

regular intervals (2.5 mm) along the gradient. 

Chapter 6: Sliding-angle determination. The sample was mounted on a glass slide with 

adhesive tape. The glass slide was then continuously tilted until the drop started moving or the tilt 

angle was 90°. Sliding angles were determined from images recorded with a microscope camera 

(DigiMicro 2.0, dnt GmbH, Germany) 

2.5.6 Light Microscopy 

Samples were imaged on a Leica IMN 100 microscope in bright field contrast. 
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2.6 Topical Methods 

2.6.1 Determination of the Peroxide Density (Chapter 4) 

DPPH method: The stable radical DPPH was used to capture radical species liberated by the 

cleavage of surface-bound peroxides. The amount of converted DPPH was determined by 

spectroscopic methods. A 1 mM stock solution of DPPH in anhydrous toluene was prepared and 

diluted to 0.1 mM. The absorbance-concentration calibration curve for DPPH (section 4.4) was 

established by preparing six DPPH solutions in the concentration range between 0.05 mM and 

0.1 mM and measuring the absorbance at 520 nm on a UV spectrometer (Ultraspec 2000, 

Pharmacia Biotech, England). 

ETFE samples were cut to a size of 2 cm × 2 cm, thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and acetone 

and then blown dry in a stream of nitrogen. Samples activated with cold, atmospheric-pressure 

helium plasma for 1 minute (as described in 2.4.3) were placed in vials containing 3 mL of 0.1 mM 

DPPH solution. The solution was degassed with argon for 15 minutes and then heated to 80°C for 

20 minutes. Subsequently, the sealed vials were left standing at room temperature for 5 minutes to 

cool down. The absorbance of the solution at 520 nm was then recorded. The experiment was 

repeated six times. The same procedure was applied to unactivated samples. From the difference in 

absorbance between DPPH solutions containing unactivated and activated samples the number of 

peroxide species per nm2 was calculated using the calibration curve and accounting for the fact that 

two DPPH molecules are consumed per cleaved peroxide. Note that the peroxide density could only 

be determined on ETFE, as PE and PP do not have the necessary stability towards elevated 

temperatures and aromatic solvents such as toluene. Moreover, it was noticed that DPPH molecules 

were also decomposed when degassed solutions were heated to 80°C in the absence of a sample; 

this consumption occurred linearly if heating times were not too long (≤ 75 minutes, section 4.4). In 

order to limit the decomposition of DPPH and nonlinear effects, heating times were limited to 20 

minutes, a sufficiently long time to decompose peroxide initiators even at temperatures lower than 

80°C.77,92 

Iodometric determination: A literature procedure was adapted to the requirements of the 

present experiment.93 The acid catalyzed redox reaction of (hydro)peroxides with potassium iodide 

was used to quantify the amount of surface-bound peroxides (Scheme 4-2, section 4.4). The iodine 

liberated in the course of the reaction was complexed by starch and a blue inclusion complex 

formed which was spectroscopically assayed. In order to determine the amount of surface-bound 
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peroxides, polymer foil samples (1 cm2) were activated with helium plasma for 20 s on both sides 

and left standing in air for 10 minutes. KI solution (0.5 mL, 0.12 M) and 0.1 M HCl (1 mL, 0.1 M) 

were mixed in an Eppendorf tube. Then, the activated samples were added and the tube was shaken 

vigorously for 5 minutes. Starch solution (0.5 mL, 1 wt%, 20 wt% NaCl) was added and the 

absorption at 560 nm was determined immediately. Blank tests were conducted with untreated 

polymer samples. The amount of converted (hydro)peroxides equals the amount of liberated I2 and 

could therefore directly be determined from the calibration curve. The calibration curve was 

established by reacting known amounts of KIO3 (0, 25, 40 and 50 µL, 1 mM) with KI (0.5 mL) in 

the presence of HCl (1 mL). Then, starch (0.5 mL) was added, and the solution turned dark blue. 

The solution was shaken, then the absorption at 560 nm was measured and corrected for the small 

differences in sample volume. In the calibration curve, the amount of liberated I2 was plotted 

against absorbance. The reported value is an average of several measurements. Note that the 

peroxide density on PE and PP foils was below the detection limit (i.e. < 1 nm-2) of the presented 

method. 

2.6.2 Wettability Gradients (Chapter 5) 

Preparation of QP4VP/PVMP Gradient Samples. Gradient samples were prepared by slowly 

immersing samples modified with QP4VP brushes into a 0.1 M NaOH solution at room 

temperature. For this purpose, a programmable 3-axis robot of the “Industry Roboter” series from 

FischerTechnik (Waldachtal, Germany) was used. The parameters were chosen such that the sample 

was moved downwards at about 1 mm/min for 20 minutes. After this time, the sample was 

thoroughly rinsed with water and blown dry with nitrogen. 

Loading of Polymer Brushes with CBB. Samples that had been immersed in 0.1 M NaOH for 

0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40 minutes were rinsed with water and immersed in the wet state into a 

Coomassie Brillliant Blue (CBB) solution (0.1 mM in H2O) for 15 minutes. Then, the samples were 

washed with copious amounts of water and blown dry with nitrogen. 

Counterion exchange. A solution of perfluorooctanoate (PFO, 0.025 mM) was prepared by 

adding perfluorooctanoic acid (2.06 g) to 0.01 M NaOH (50 mL) and diluting with water to the final 

concentration. Gradient samples were immersed for 60 s and then rinsed with copious amounts of 

water. Samples were regenerated by immersion in sodium chloride solution (0.1 M in water) for 

several hours. 
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2.6.3 Determining Drop Dimensions and Drop Anisotropy (Chapter 6) 

Water droplets (2 µl) were placed on the sample and images in top view were recorded with a 

digital camera (Nikon Coolpix 4500) mounted on a Leica MZ 95 optical microscope. A piece of 

millimeter paper was used as a reference for the determination of absolute drop sizes. The 

drop-shape ratio was calculated by dividing the drop dimension along the grooves by the drop 

dimension perpendicular to the grooves, or, in the case of foils embossed with squares by dividing 

the drop dimensions determined in perpendicular directions.  

In order to obtain images of the droplet footprints, samples were mounted on glass 

microscope slides. After deposition of a water droplet (0.5 or 2 µL volume), images were recorded 

from below with a microscope camera. The ratio of straight, pinned droplet sections to the drop 

circumference were determined by manual evaluation with the ImageJ software. 

2.6.4 Preparation of Polymer Brush/Iron Oxide Nanocomposites (Chapter 7) 

P4VP/FexOy: P4VP brush modified samples were immersed in 0.1 M NaOH for 15 minutes in 

order to fully deprotonate the brush. Then, samples were immersed in ethanol for 15 minutes and 

transferred in the wet state to a freshly prepared solution of FeCl2 in ethanol (30 minutes). The 

oxidation step was carried out in 0.1 M NaOH at 80°C for 15 minutes.  

PAA/FexOy: PAA brush-modified samples were immersed in a freshly prepared aqueous 

solution of FeCl2 (0.1 M) for 2 hrs under an argon blanket. After rinsing with water, samples were 

immersed in sodium hydroxide solution (1 M) for 1 hr.  

The complexation and oxidation sequences were repeated as indicated in the text.  

2.6.5 Preparation of Microtome Sections (Chapter 7) 

ETFE samples modified with polymer brush/iron oxide nanocomposites were cut with a 

scalpel to pieces of about 1 mm x 1 mm size. These pieces were then embedded in an epoxide resin 

(Epon) which was polymerized at 60°C for 48 hrs. Ultrathin sections were prepared by 

ultramicrotomy at the electron microscopy center of the ETH Zurich (EMEZ).  
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2.6.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (Chapter 7) 

High resolution TEM images and EDX spectra were obtained according to standard 

procedures at the EMEZ.  

2.6.7 Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy (STXM) (Chapter 7) 

Experiments were performed at the PolLux beamline at the SLS (Figure 2-4). This beamline 

provides monochromatized X-rays from a bending magnet source. The x-rays were focused with a 

Fresnel zone plates (FZP) to a spot diameter of 35 nm or 15 nm. The FZP is positioned with µm-

precision with respect to the stationary x-ray beam by a five-axis alignment system mounted outside 

the vacuum chamber. An order-sorting aperture (OSA) placed between the FZP and the sample 

rejects higher diffraction orders and zero order light that is not diffracted by the FZP. Microtome 

cuts on TEM grids were mounted on sample holders. Imaging of the samples under vacuum 

(~10-3 mbar) was done by raster-scanning in x- and y-direction across the x-ray focus. The 

transmitted light was detected with a photomultiplier tube coupled to a phosphor screen. For 

spectroscopy, image stacks were recorded at a range of x-ray energies (typically around the iron 

edge between 705 and 735 eV). During these measurements, the FZP is moved along the optical 

path (z-direction) in order to track the energy dependence of the FZP focal length. Image stacks 

were evaluated with the aXis2000 IDL widget (aXis scripts by C. Jacobsen et al., IDL developed by 

Research Systems Inc., ITT VIS, Boulder CO). For XMCD experiments, two strong permanent 

magnets (field strength ~ 1 T, diameter 2 mm, thickness 1 mm) were placed on either side of the 

sample holder in proximity to the grid with the microtome cuts of interest. At the position of the 

sample, a magnetic field in the direction of the beam was therefore established. In order to obtain 

circularly polarized light, a localized angular tilt of the electron beam within the dipole magnet was 

induced using the standard SLS orbit-correction system, resulting in the storage ring orbit being 

tilted relative to the optical axis of the beamline. The maximum tilt angles are ±300 µrad; in this 

work, a tilt of 200 µrad was used.85 Images were either ratioed with the aXis2000 software, or if a 

compensation of drift was necessary, with a custom-made script in LabView (National Instruments, 

Austin, Texas, USA).  
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2.6.8 Fluorescence Microscopy and Image Evaluation (Chapter 8) 

Fluorescence images were recorded with a fluorescence microscope using a CCD camera. 

Only images recorded during the same session with identical settings were compared. Histograms 

for intensity evaluation of the indicated regions were obtained with the ImageJ software (ImageJ 

version 1.38x, National Institutes of Health, USA).  

2.6.9 Enzyme Immobilization Experiments (Chapter 8) 

Adsorption Experiments: Samples were cut into pieces containing three square fields 

(2.25 mm2 each) modified with polymer brushes. Phosphate buffer (pH  7.4, 50 mM) was used 

throughout for HRP experiments, while TRIS buffer (pH 9, 50 mM) was used for ALP samples. 

Prior to incubation, the polymer brushes were soaked with the corresponding buffer for 15 minutes 

and transferred to the incubation solution in the wet state. Samples were incubated in solutions of 

HRP (5 µg/mL) or ALP (50 µg/mL) for about two hours. The samples were then very thoroughly 

washed in and rinsed with buffer. After drying, samples were attached to the bottom of wells in 

multiwell plates with a small piece of adhesive tape. HRP: Solutions for the assay were composed 

as follows: TMB (0.1 g, 0.4 mmol) in 2 mL acetone and 18 mL methanol (solution A); citric acid 

monohydrate (22.06 g, 0.1 mol), KOH (5.6 g, 0.1 mol) and H2O2 (200 µL, 2 mmol) in water (total 

volume 500 mL) (solution B). Solutions A (50 uL) and B (1 mL) were mixed in the well, and the 

resulting solution was shaken for 15’. Then, 0.8 mL of the blue solution were mixed with 0.4 mL of 

1 M H2SO4 to stop the reaction , the solution turned yellow and the absorbance was read at 450 nm. 

ALP: pNPP solution (10 mg/mL in TRIS buffer, 1.5 mL) was added to the well and the multiwell 

plate was shaken for one hour. Then, the solution was transferred to a cuvette and the absorbance 

was read at 405 nm. For HRP and ALP, one well was filled with substrate solution in the absence of 

a sample to obtain a reference value.  

In order to establish the time dependence of the reaction catalyzed by immobilized ALP, samples 

containing three polymer brush-modified fields were treated as described above. The samples were 

then attached to the sidewalls of UV cuvettes containing 1 mL of pNPP solution (10 mg/mL). The 

absorption was read at 405 nm after given time intervals. Cuvettes containing pNPP solution but no 

sample were used as a reference.  

GFP-His-Ni2+ Affinity Experiments: 

 Polyligand Strategy. PVAm and P4VP modified samples were soaked for 10 minutes with water or 
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ethanol, respectively. Then, samples were loaded with Ni2+ by immersion in aqeous 0.1 M NiSO4 

solution or ethanolic 0.1 M Ni(NO3)2 solution. After thorough rinsing with water or ethanol, 

samples were placed on a glass microscopy slide along with PVAm and P4VP samples without Ni2+ 

for comparison. 50 µL of GFP-His solution in phosphate buffer (diluted from stock solution 1:100) 

was placed on each sample and incubated for 15 minutes. Then, the samples were very thoroughly 

rinsed with phosphate buffer and sandwiched between a glass microscopy slide and a glass cover 

slip in the wet state. Samples were kept in the dark prior to the inspection with fluorescence 

microscopy.  

Bound Chelator Strategy. PGMA brushes modified with BCML (PGMA_BCML) were immersed 

in aqeous 0.1 M NiSO4 solution for 30 minutes. PGMA_BCML samples loaded with Ni2+, and for 

comparison, without Ni2+ were placed on a glass microscopy slide. A solution of GFP-His was 

prepared by diluting the stock solution with 0.5 % Tween solution (in phosphate buffer) in a ratio of 

1:10. 50 µL of the GFP-His solution were pipetted on the sample and a glass coverslip was placed 

on top to ensure smooth spreading of the solution. The solution was incubated for 1 h, then the 

samples were washed with a solution of Tween 20 (0.5 wt.-% in phosphate buffer) and rinsed with 

phosphate buffer.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

3 Functionalization of Fluoropolymer Surfaces with Patterned 
Weak Polyelectrolyte Brushes 

 

 Abstract* 

We present a strategy to combine the excellent bulk properties of fluoropolymer substrates 

with the wide range of functionalities of surface-grafted polyelectrolyte brushes. Patterns of radicals 

serving as initiators were created by irradiation with extreme ultraviolet light (EUV) in an 

interference setup at the Swiss Light Source. From these initiators, brushes of poly(methacrylic 

acid) or poly(4-vinylpyridine) were grafted in one step by free radical polymerization. Brushes 

carrying primary or secondary amines, i.e. poly(vinylamine), poly(allylamine) and poly(N-methyl-

vinylamine), were obtained by grafting vinylformamide and acrylonitrile followed by hydrolysis or 

reduction. Periodic patterns with a resolution of 200 nm were achieved, while the thickness of the 

brushes in unpatterned areas could be controlled over a range of several hundred nanometers by 

variation of EUV dose and grafting parameters. The maximum dry brush thickness was used to 

estimate the average molecular weight of the polymer chains. 

3.1 Introduction 

Tailoring the surface properties of bulk materials opens a wealth of possibilities, since the 

crucial interface with the environment or another material can be modified as required. More often 

than not, a material with bulk properties suitable for a given application does not have the desired 

surface properties. Fluoropolymers, for instance, exhibit a number of outstanding bulk properties 

such as high-temperature stability, excellent chemical resistance and low water sorption.94 

                                            

*   This chapter was published in Polymer in 2010: S. Neuhaus, C. Padeste, H.H. Solak, N.D. Spencer, Polymer 2010, 
51, 18, 4037-4043. The experimental part has been integrated in Chapter 2. The supplementary material has been 
added as an Appendix at the end of this chapter.  
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However, their hydrophobicity and chemical inertness, although appropriate for many applications, 

present a considerable challenge for surface modification. The incentive to create functional 

fluoropolymer surfaces while preserving their excellent bulk properties has led to a number of 

approaches ranging from surface chemical etching to plasma and irradiation treatments.48, 95 One of 

the most versatile ways of surface functionalization is the grafting of polymer brushes, as a number 

of polymerization techniques are applicable and a variety of functional groups can be introduced.2, 3 

Polymer brushes consist of arrays of polymer chains with one chain end tethered to the surface. If 

the chains have a dense lateral packing, i.e. if the distance between the chains is much smaller than 

the radius of gyration, they are forced to elongate perpendicularly to the surface in a good solvent, 

resulting in a so-called brush structure. Brushes of polyelectrolytes (PEL) carry charges along the 

polymer backbone or in the side chains, causing fundamental differences to neutral brushes in terms 

of chain conformation and response to external parameters. In weak PELs, the charge density can be 

tuned by changing the pH of the medium, whereas the charges are fixed in strong PELs.11 As weak 

PELs respond to simple external parameters, a number of investigations have dealt with the degree 

of swelling as a function of pH, concentration and nature of the counterions,20, 22, 34, 96 as well as pH 

induced switching of surface wettability.24 Typical chemical functionalities in weak PELs include 

amines and carboxylic acids, which can for instance be used to immobilize molecules on the surface 

via peptide coupling. Noncovalent immobilization of biomolecules has been reported, whereby their 

functionality was retained. These promising results could pave the way to polymer-brush-based 

biosensors.10, 97-99 PEL brushes are also excellent scaffolds for polyelectrolyte multilayer deposition, 

as the obtained layer thickness is tunable by varying the conditions during deposition and/or the 

nature of the underlying brush.100, 101 Polyelectrolytes can be deposited selectively on patterns of 

charged polymer brushes on a suitable substrate, leading to surface-anchored objects with defined 

vertical layering. Therefore, the creation of layers of polyelectrolytes on nano-patterned brushes 

could lead to novel assemblies on the nanoscale.  

In this study, radiation-grafting has been used to grow polymers from the surface of 

fluoropolymers, i.e. poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) foils. Radicals are created 

directly in the polymer substrate by irradiation with electrons or photons, a process established in 

the production of bulk grafted membranes for fuel cells.50, 51 In order to limit the creation of radicals 

to the surface, the penetration depth of the radiation must be very small. The “nanografting” 

approach has been developed to fulfill this requirement and to prepare nano-patterned polymer 

brushes.57, 76 ETFE substrates are exposed to extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light (Eph = 92 eV, 

λ = 13.4 nm) in an interference setup at the EUV Interference Lithography Beamline (EUV-IL) at 
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the Swiss Light Source (SLS).73 The interference of beams diffracted by a silicon nitride (Si3N4) 

membrane mask with chromium gratings creates a pattern of radicals in the topmost 100 nm of the 

foil (Scheme 3-1). Upon contact with ambient air, the radicals react to form stable peroxides and 

hydroperoxides.74, 75 During the grafting procedure, the peroxide moieties are thermally cleaved, 

yielding radical initiators for free-radical polymerization (FRP). 

Here, we present strategies to modify ETFE surfaces with micro- and nanopatterns of weak 

polyelectrolyte brushes with carboxylic acid or amine functionality. Variation of the exposure dose 

leads to changes in the grafting density which influences, along with other parameters, the dry brush 

thickness. The pH of the monomer solution has a large impact on the dry brush thickness in the case 

of PMAA. Characteristic dependencies of the brush thickness on the exposure dose were observed 

for different monomers and will be discussed in detail. 

Scheme 3-1.  EUV interference lithography. The incoming beam from the SLS (A) hits a 

membrane mask (B) with diffraction gratings and a beam stop (C). The direct beam (D) 

creates an area of high radical density (E = unpatterned region) on the ETFE foil (F), while 

the 1st order diffracted beams (G, dashed lines) interfere in (H) and create a pattern of 

radicals (I) on the ETFE surface. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Strategies for the Creation of Weak Nanopatterned PEL Brushes on ETFE 

Starting from ETFE substrates carrying peroxide initiators created with EUV-IL, a 

straightforward approach to obtain weak PEL brushes is via free-radical polymerization (FRP) of 

charged monomers or monomers with dissociable side groups. A variety of monomers was 

therefore tested for applicability. The dry thickness of the resulting brushes was measured, which is 

much lower than the thickness of a polymer brush in the swollen state, i.e. in a good solvent. 

However, it is more easily and precisely accessible and usually correlates closely with the thickness 

in the swollen state.15 

The grafting of methacrylic acid (MAA) proceeded smoothly in aqueous solution. The brush 

thickness (measured in air) could be tuned from less than 100 nm to 700 nm by variation of the 

exposure dose and the pH of the monomer solution, offering the possibility to grow PMAA brushes 

of a desired thickness by adjusting simple experimental parameters (Figure 3-1). 

Figure 3-1. Dry thickness of PMAA brushes measured with AFM as a function of the 

exposure dose and the pH of the monomer solution. The maximum thickness is marked for 

each pH value with a dashed line starting at the dose where saturation was reached. The error 

in the thickness measurement is estimated to be smaller than 10 % of the measured value. 

Thick brushes of P4VP, i.e. a polymer carrying aromatic amines, were also obtained in one 

step (Scheme 3-2A), but pH control of the polymerization was not possible due to the insolubility of 

the monomer in water. The introduction of primary or secondary amines was more problematic, as 
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most monomers with amine functionality suitable for free-radical polymerization are available in 

the more stable salt form (e.g. 2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride, AEMA). However, the 

hydration sphere around highly ionized side groups seems to be incompatible with the hydrophobic 

ETFE substrate, as grafting of AEMA, diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride and sodium styrene 

sulfonate from ETFE did not succeed in our experiments. In line with our findings, Shkolnik et al. 

reported similar observations for the grafting of sulfonated styrene from poly(ethylene).102 

Neutralization of the side groups is not an option for AEMA, since this monomer undergoes 

rearrangements at higher pH. Therefore, graft polymerization of a neutral monomer followed by a 

transformation of the functional groups was applied (Scheme 3-2B). PEL brushes with primary and 

secondary amines could be derived from PVF brushes by basic hydrolysis and reduction in 

borane/THF, respectively. Interestingly, the dependence of the PVF brush thickness on exposure 

dose was very distinct from that of P4VP brushes (Figure 3-2). These findings are detailed in the 

next section. 

Figure 3-2. Dry thickness of PVF and P4VP brushes measured with a profiler as a 

function of the exposure dose. In the dose range shown, the thickness of PVF brushes 

increases steadily, while the thickness of P4VP brushes saturates at a low exposure dose. 

PAAm brushes were obtained by grafting of PAN followed by reduction with borane. ATR-

IR microscopy of reduced samples showed that boric acid had been incorporated into the substrate 

and the brush. It could be extracted by washing the samples in chloroform at 50°C. Other than that, 

no changes in the substrate were observed after the harsh chemical treatments, confirming the 

stability of ETFE against the applied conditions. Moreover, the stable covalent anchoring of the 

polymer brushes to the surface also tolerated these treatments. The presented approaches as 

summarized in Scheme 3-2 are very versatile, as a large variety of weak polyelectrolyte brushes can 
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be created. The two-step approach is extendable to strong PEL brushes, e.g. by the sulfonation of 

poly(styrene) brushes or the quaternization of P4VP brushes. Therefore, the limitations imposed by 

the incompatibility of certain monomer/substrate combinations or the lack of a suitable monomer 

can be overcome by the two-step procedure involving grafting and subsequent transformation of 

functional groups on the surface. 

Scheme 3-2. Strategies for the creation of weak PEL brushes on ETFE substrates: A) FRP 

of monomers with dissociable side groups; B) graft polymerization of a neutral monomer 

followed by transformation of functional groups. a) FRP initiated by surface-bound 

initiators; b) primary amines in PVAm by hydrolysis of PVF in 2M NaOH; c) secondary 

amines in PMVAm by reduction of PVF in 1M borane/THF; d) primary amines in PAAm by 

reduction of PAN in 1M borane/THF. Details are given in the experimental section. 

With the strategies presented above, dot patterns with a 283 nm period, as well as line patterns 

with a 200 nm period were routinely obtained (Figure 3-3). Note that due to the significantly lower 

initiator density, the structure thickness in patterned areas is in the tens-of-nanometers rather than in 

the hundreds-of-nanometers range, as is observed for unpatterned areas. The pattern resolution can 

be further improved by means of controlled living polymerization methods, such as reversible 

addition fragmentation transfer (RAFT).81 Note that the discussion of the interplay between initiator 

density and brush thickness in section 3.2.3 is based on measurements on unpatterned regions. 
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Figure 3-3. AFM height images of PMAA structures forming a 283 nm-period dot pattern 

(top) and a 200 nm-period line pattern (bottom). Height scale is in nm. 

3.2.2 Parameters Influencing the Polymer Dry Brush Thickness 

In one exposure at the EUV-IL beamline, a number of samples can be prepared. On each 

sample, the exposure dose is varied from one field to another. This allows assessing nine exposure 

doses in a single free-radical polymerization experiment, ensuring consistent reaction conditions. 

The exposure dose correlates with the initiator density, and an increase in dry brush thickness with 

increasing initiator density is naturally observed (Figures 3-1 and 3-2). The grafting conditions such 

as monomer concentration, solvent and solvent viscosity affect the thickness of the obtained brushes 

and were adjusted such that the brush regime was reached and the dry thickness was on the same 

order of magnitude for all monomers. The polymerization times (1-2 hrs) are long enough to reach 

the maximum brush thickness obtainable with FRP, as initiator decomposition is fast77, 92 and an 

almost constant monomer concentration can be expected throughout the polymerization reaction, 

making the obtained molecular weight dependent on the ratio of the rate constants of propagation 

and termination, but independent of time.103 

The grafting of P4VP and PVF brushes was well reproducible, and the data points shown in 

Figure 3-2 are averages of measurements on several samples. The range over which the brush 

thickness can be tuned by simply varying the exposure dose is remarkable. The thickness of P4VP 

brushes saturates at a low exposure dose, while the PVF brush thickness increases steadily in the 

regime shown, only saturating at a much higher exposure dose. Possible reasons for these trends 

will be discussed in the next section. 

In addition to the exposure-dose dependence discussed above, the thickness of PMAA brushes 

could be tuned by the pH of the monomer solution as illustrated above (Figure 3-1). The thickest 
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brushes were obtained at pH 1, where the MAA monomer is undissociated and neutral. When 

increasing the pH and therefore the fraction of negatively charged monomers, the brush thickness 

steadily decreased. Above pH 4.5, MAA could not be grafted from ETFE. For MAA 

polymerizations in solution, the dependence of the propagation rate on the pH of the monomer 

solution has been investigated by several groups, resulting in intricate interpretations.104-106 In our 

case, two explanations for our observations are possible. Firstly, electrostatic repulsion between 

growing chain ends and monomer molecules must be considered, as this could hinder the 

incorporation of more monomers. Secondly, when the degree of dissociation is high, the 

incompatibility of the negatively charged monomer with the hydrophobic base polymer could 

hamper polymerization, especially in the initiation step and during the initial brush growth, when 

the charged monomers are very close to the surface.102 We assume that a combination of these 

factors led to the decrease in brush thickness with increasing pH value. The reason notwithstanding, 

adjusting the pH of the monomer solution offers a straightforward approach to tuning the brush 

thickness to the desired value over a wide range. The same tunability by pH adjustment was 

observed in experiments with the grafting of acrylic acid monomers. 

3.2.3 Interplay of Exposure Dose, Initiator Density and Monomer Type 

The different dependencies of the P4VP, PVF and PMAA brush thickness on exposure dose 

warrant further consideration. In a former investigation in our group, the diffraction efficiency (f) of 

a typical Si3N4 membrane mask was determined using a CCD camera.81 In unpatterned areas, 

roughly 50% of the set dose reached the sample, whereas patterned areas were irradiated with 

6-10 % of the dose incident on the mask (note that the exposure dose given in the figures always 

corresponds to the set dose). With this information and the photon energy (Eph = 92 eV), the number 

of photons (NPh) incident on 1 nm2 at a given exposure dose (D) can be calculated as follows: 

(1) 
( )

( )JE

nmJDf
N

Ph
Ph

2⋅=  

For example, for a set dose of 10 mJ/cm2, 3.4 photons would impinge on one nm2 in an unpatterned 

area and an average of 0.7 photons/nm2 in a patterned area. Taking the bond energy in the main 

chain of ETFE as roughly 400 kJ/mol (4 eV/bond), one EUV photon (92 eV) is more than 20 times 

higher in energy than the bond to be broken.107 Therefore, we assume that almost every photon 

incident on the sample is able to create radicals, which are then converted to peroxides or 

hydroperoxides upon exposure to air.74, 75 These considerations are complicated by radical 
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recombination events and the finite penetration depth of the photons (< 100 nm), i.e. some radicals 

will recombine before they are stabilized and not all of the created radicals will be located near 

enough to the surface to inititate a chain. However, despite these complications and even if the 

initiation efficiency was very low, the number of chains grown from the surface should be near to or 

above the limit for polymer brushes at a moderate exposure dose for high-molecular-weight 

polymer chains. The dependence of dry thickness (measured on unpatterned areas) on exposure 

dose observed in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 corroborates this statement. A monotonic increase of dry 

brush thickness with exposure dose, i.e. with increasing grafting density, is expected in the regime 

where a decreasing distance between initiating sites forces growing polymer chains to stretch away 

from the surface. This trend is interrupted, however, when a certain initiator density (corresponding 

to a certain exposure dose) threshold is crossed. This is the case when there is no space to 

accommodate additional chains. Therefore, the observed saturation in polymer brush thickness at a 

given exposure dose implicates a very high grafting density. Following the argument of the 

geometric constraints on chain initiation and growth, the varying threshold doses for different 

monomers can be explained. Tsujii and coworkers have introduced the dimensionless grafting 

density σ*, which allows comparing different monomers.16 The cross-sectional area a2 (i.e. the 

projection) of a monomer is given by 

(2) 
0

02

l

v
a = , 

where v0 is the molecular volume per monomer unit, which is estimated from the bulk density of the 

monomer, and l0 is the length of a repeat unit in all-trans conformation (0.27 nm). The 

dimensionless grafting density σ* is then calculated as 

(3) σσ 2* a= , 

where σ  is the grafting density. A dimensionless grafting density of σ*  = 1 presents the 

hypothetical limiting case where the surface is tightly packed with polymer chains in all-trans 

conformation. Very highly stretched PMMA chains, i.e. with a thickness measured in a good 

solvent approaching 90% of their contour length, were found experimentally for σ* = 0.4 by 

Yamamoto and coworkers.14 Moreover, the dry thickness of these brushes reached about 40% of the 

extended chain length, indicating a high degree of stretching even in the dry state. Based on these 

findings and our experimental evidence pointing to high graft densities in the brush regime, a 

dimensionless grafting density of σ*  = 0.4 is assumed in the following.  Using eqs. (2) and (3), the 
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cross-sectional area a2 for the monomers used in this study as well as an estimate for the grafting 

density σest was calculated (Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1. The projected area a2 of each monomer was calculated from the molecular 

weight M and the bulk monomer density ρm. A dimensionless grafting density of σ* = 0.4 was 

assumed to estimate the grafting density σest. 

monomer molecular weight M 

(g/mol) 

bulk density ρm 

(g/cm3) 

area/monomer a2 

(nm2) 

grafting density σest 

(chains/nm2) 

     

VF 71.08 1.014 0.43 0.9 

MAA 86.09 1.015 0.52 0.8 

4VP 105.14 0.975 0.66 0.6 

 

The results in Table 3-1 indicate that, the space demand of a 4VP monomer or repeat unit 

(0.66 nm2) is 1.5 times larger than for VF repeat units (0.43 nm2). The fact that a 4VP unit occupies 

the largest area can be easily appreciated, as it is the only monomer with an aromatic ring, and thus 

has a stiff and bulky side group. The results presented in Figure 3-2 can therefore be explained by 

the substantially higher space demand of P4VP chains, leading to saturation at low exposure doses, 

while the maximum density of PVF chains is not reached in the dose range shown. On the other 

hand, it is less clear why the space demand of a PMAA unit should be considerably larger than a 

PVF unit. A potential explanation is the dimerization of carboxylic acids, which fixes pairs of 

carboxylic acid side groups in one plane, decreasing the rotational freedom of single bonds and 

increasing the occupied area. This theory is supported by the ATR-IR spectrum of a PMAA brush 

grown at low pH (Figure 3-4). The C=O band is clearly in the region of hydrogen-bonded 

carboxylic acids. More evidence for dimerization is the shoulder around 940 cm-1, as this OC-OH 

deformation (out of plane) band only appears in dimers.108 Based on this observation, the trend of 

increasing saturation dose with increasing pH of the monomer solution can also be justified 

(cf. Figure 3-1). With increasing pH, the fraction of charged MAA monomers increases. However, 

dimerization is not possible for carboxylates, and the fraction of dimers will therefore decrease with 

increasing pH. As the space demand concomitantly decreases, the saturation dose will be shifted to 

higher values as clearly observed in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-4. ATR-IR spectrum of a PMAA brush (blue line) and ETFE (black line) for 

comparison. A number of bands indicate the dimerization of carboxylic acids. 

The estimated grafting density σest also indicates the approximate number of radicals that 

need to be created by the EUV photons to obtain saturation. The estimated grafting density is 

0.6 chains/nm2 for P4VP, i.e. a minimum of 0.6 radicals must be created per nm2. In the case of 

P4VP, saturation is reached at an exposure dose of about 12 mJ/cm2, corresponding to 4 photons 

impinging on one nm2. From these data, the efficiency of the radiation-grafting process, i.e. the 

number of grafted polymer chains per impinging EUV photon, is estimated to be about 15 %. This 

process leading to a grafted chain is composed of the creation of radicals by EUV photons followed 

by their stabilization as peroxides, and finally, the initiation and growth of a polymer chain. 

As we have measured brush thicknesses in the dry state, the density of the brush ensemble is 

expected to approach the theoretical density of the bulk polymer when saturation is reached. 

Therefore, the grafting density can be expressed by the following:109 

(4)  
w

Adry

M

Ntρ
σ = , 

where t is the dry brush thickness, Mw
 the molecular weight, ρdry is the bulk polymer’s dry density 

and NA Avogadro’s number. This equation describes the proportionality of the brush thickness to 

the molecular weight of the polymer chains and the grafting density. Solving the above equation for 

Mw and entering the measured saturation thickness tsat and the estimated grafting density σest, 
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(5) 
est

Adrysat
w

Nt
M

σ
ρ

=  

we can roughly estimate the average molecular weight using the values in Table 3-1 and a typical 

polymer density of 1.1 g/cm3. A considerable variation in the grafted polymer chain length is 

expected due to the free radical character of the polymerization. The results are given in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2. Estimation of the average molecular weight of polymer chains in a polymer brush, 

based on the measured saturation thickness in the dry state tsat and the estimated grafting density 

σest. 

polymer saturation thickness tsat 

(nm) 

grafting density σest 

(chains/nm2) 

average molecular weight Mw 

(g/mol) 

    

PVF 1000 0.9 710’000 

PMAA 500 0.8 430’000 

P4VP 450 0.6 500’000 

 

Summing up, the dry brush thickness is a function of the grafting density and the molecular 

weight of the grafted chains. By varying the exposure dose, the grafting density was experimentally 

controlled. In the case of MAA, variation of the pH of the monomer solution allowed tailoring of 

the molecular weight. With this selection of parameters at hand, the thickness of a polymer brush 

can be adjusted to the desired value. 

3.2.4 Polymer Brush Integrity and Modification of Functional Groups Monitored by  
ATR-IR Microscopy 

IR spectroscopy is well suited to confirm the presence of functional groups and their 

transformation by reduction or hydrolysis. However, the limited area covered by polymer brushes 

and the fact that the brush is about two orders of magnitude thinner than the ETFE foil necessitates 

the use of an IR microscope, which allows for the surface sensitive characterization of defined 

areas. In the case of P4VP, the pyridine ring skeleton vibrations could be clearly identified 

(Figure 3-5). Features common to all spectra of polymer brushes on ETFE are the bands between 

1320 cm-1 and 970 cm-1, which are attributed to C-F stretching vibrations and the CH2 deformation 

band at 1455 cm-1. The spectra are shown from 2000 cm-1 to 600 cm-1 because the most important 

spectral information can be found in this wavenumber range. 
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Figure 3-5. IR spectrum of a P4VP brush on ETFE recorded on an IR-microscope in ATR 

mode (blue line). The bands corresponding to pyridine ring skeleton vibrations (marked with 

arrows) could be clearly identified. The spectrum of the ETFE substrate is shown for 

comparison (black line). 

The hydrolysis of PVF to PVAm is shown in Figure 3-6A. After hydrolysis, the intensities of 

the amide I and amide II bands were drastically reduced, and the amide NH wagging band 

disappeared completely. The band at 3265 cm-1 associated with the amide NH group was also 

strongly reduced (cf. Appendix). Two NH2 deformation bands are in evidence in the PVAm 

spectrum as expected. The hydrolysis of formamide to amine groups was therefore successful, even 

though it was apparently not quantitative, despite the very long reaction time. It is probable that the 

thick, dense polymer brushes limited the diffusion of the reactant molecules to functional groups 

buried at large depth. We can therefore assume that the conversion to amines is higher at the brush 

surface than at the substrate/brush interface. The reduction of the formamide moiety to yield 

secondary amines also resulted in a drastic decrease in amide band intensity and the spectrum of the 

resulting PMVAm brush (Figure 3-6B) was clearly distinct from that of the PVAm brush. After 

reduction, the band corresponding to the CH3
 group appeared as a shoulder to the CH2 deformation 

band and the amide NH wagging band was replaced by a NH deformation band. The change in 

intensity in the C-N stretching band (1388 cm-1) hints at a change in the vibrational properties in the 

two C-N bonds as the side group carbon atom is reduced from -COH to -CH3. 

The reduction of the PAN brush resulted in a brush with primary amine functionality, as 

confirmed by the disappearance of the nitrile peak at 2243 cm-1 (cf. Appendix). As the PAN brushes 

had a low dry thickness, the expected weak NH2 δ  band could not be unambiguously identified. 
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Figure 3-6. ATR-IR spectra of PVF as grafted (black line) and after hydrolysis (A) and 

reduction (B) (blue lines). The relevant PVF bands are labeled in italics; the PVAm and 

PMVAm bands are labeled in normal script. 
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3.3 Conclusions  

We have presented a versatile approach to the modification of fluoropolymer surfaces, which 

allows the retention and use of their excellent bulk properties. Weak PEL brushes with carboxylic 

acid and amine functionalities were obtained by the nano-grafting approach and subsequent 

transformation of functional groups on the surface. Some straightforward experimental parameters 

influencing the brush thickness were identified and used to tune the latter over a wide range. It was 

found that the nature and size of the repeat unit strongly influenced the exposure dose required to 

reach saturation. Average molecular weights in the range of 400’000-700’000 g/mol were reached 

in the free-radical graft polymerization as estimated from the dry thickness of the brushes at 

saturation. Furthermore, the efficiency with which an impinging EUV photon finally leads to a 

grafted polymer chain could be estimated to reach  ~ 15%. 
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3.4 Appendix – Supplementary Material 
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Figure 3-7. Extended versions of the spectra in Figure 3-6. ATR-IR spectra of PVF as 

grafted (black line) and after hydrolysis (A) and reduction (B) (blue lines). The relevant PVF 

bands are labeled in italics; the PVAm and PMVAm bands are labeled in normal script 
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Figure 3-8. ATR-IR spectrum of PAN as grafted (black line) and after reduction (blue 

line). The relevant PAN bands are labeled in italics, the PAAm bands are labeled in normal 

script. 
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4 Grafting of Polyelectrolyte Brushes from 
Atmospheric-Pressure Plasma Activated Surfaces 

 

Abstract* 

ETFE, PE and PP surfaces were functionalized by a procedure involving the activation of the 

substrates with cold, atmospheric-pressure helium plasma, formation of surface-bound peroxides in 

air and subsequent grafting of polymer brushes from these initiators by means of free-radical 

polymerization. Strategies for obtaining weak and strong polyelectrolyte brushes are presented and 

the applicability of the method to the different polymer substrates is evaluated. The wettability of 

the modified surfaces was found to be increased on all three polymers, resulting in a decrease of 

contact angle from 100° in the unmodified state to about 10° after modification with the most 

hydrophilic brushes. Examples of surfaces with strong wettability contrast or with reversibly 

switchable wettability are shown. 

4.1 Introduction 

Inducing permanent changes in the wettability of fluoropolymer and polyolefin surfaces poses 

a challenge due to their chemical inertness and the tendency of these polymers—when 

surface-oxidized—to undergo hydrophobic recovery.95 In terms of applications, it is often essential 

to control and design the interface between the polymer and the environment or the polymer and 

another material. Consequently, the selective modification of the surface is desirable in order to 

introduce functional groups and tailor the wettability while preserving the materials’ excellent bulk 

properties. A versatile way of permanent surface functionalization is the grafting of polymer 

                                            

*  This chapter was published in Plasma Processes and Polymers in 2011: S. Neuhaus, C. Padeste, N.D. Spencer, 
Plasma Proc. Pol. 2011, 8, 6, 512-522. The experimental part has been integrated in Chapter 2. The supplementary 
material has been added as an Appendix at the end of this chapter. 
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brushes, as the polymer chains are covalently attached to the surface and a variety of functional 

groups can be introduced. Polyelectrolytes can be used to form polymer brushes that carry charges 

along the polymer backbone or in the side chains. Such systems differ fundamentally in their 

properties from neutral brushes,11 since one can deliberately switch from a charged to a neutral 

brush by changing the pH (in the case of weak polyelectrolytes) or exploit electrostatic interactions 

of charges that are present irrespective of the environmental parameters (strong polyelectrolytes). 

One of the main strategies to obtain polymer brushes is the “grafting-from” approach, whereby 

polymer chains are grown from initiating species on the surface. These initiators are either bound to 

the surface by a chemical reaction or created at the polymer surface by irradiation with electrons or 

photons, or by plasma activation. The radicals generated by these treatments react to form 

(hydro)peroxides upon exposure to air. In a further step, they can be thermally cleaved to yield 

radicals that are able to initiate polymerization.74, 75 

Modification and activation of polymer surfaces with atmospheric-pressure plasma has 

elicited much interest, as it is a fast and versatile method that does not rely on costly low-pressure 

or vacuum equipment. In the following, the focus will lie on work describing various uses of plasma 

activation (not limited to atmospheric plasmas) followed by polymer grafting. Suzuki and 

coworkers were among the first to systematically study the plasma activation of poly(ethylene) (PE) 

foils; they identified the initiating species to be (hydro)peroxides. Moreover, they proved that the 

substantial increase in wettability after plasma activation was very short lived but could be 

stabilized by grafting of poly(acrylamide).74 Grafting of various monomers was conducted on 

different types of fibers ranging from poly(propylene) (PP) nonwovens to cotton fibers, whereby the 

authors sought to improve dye uptake and wettability,110-112 implement antibacterial properties113, 114 

or enhance the adhesion of the fibers to rubber blends.115 Grafting of polymer layers from polymer 

films was also studied,116-118 and yielded functional surfaces that resisted protein adsorption119 or 

showed temperature-dependent wettability120. Grafting of acrylic acid from membranes was found 

to enhance flux and antifouling properties.121 Another large class of studies deals with the 

improvement of adhesion of polymer/polymer or polymer/copper laminates produced by concurrent 

graft polymerization and lamination.122-128 In more recent work, strategies for surface modification 

of polymers for biological applications were developed as reviewed by Desmet and coworkers.129 

As grafted polymer layers present a large number of functional groups, they were exploited for the 

immobilization of proteins or deposition of multilayers, aiming at the production of surfaces with 

improved biocompatibility.129-133 
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In this work, cold, atmospheric-pressure helium plasma was used to activate the surface of 

three technologically important polymers, i.e. poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE), PE 

and PP. The activation step is straightforward and provides the initiators necessary for starting a 

FRP in a single step. This is in contrast to the multi-step and time-consuming experimental 

procedures required for the immobilization of initiators on other substrates such as silicon wafers. 

Competitive methods for the activation of polymers for subsequent polymer grafting as presented 

above include low-pressure plasma technologies74, 112, 113, 116, 117, 122-125, 127, 130-132 as well as 

atmospheric-pressure plasmas110, 111, 114, 115, 118-121, 128, 133. The cited low-pressure methods are mostly 

of the glow-discharge type, while atmospheric pressure methods include dielectric barrier, corona 

and capacitive discharges. A detailed description of the different types of plasma sources used for 

surface modification of polymers can be found in a review by Desmet et al.129 The process 

parameters vary widely, most heavily so when it comes to frequency, power and treatment times. 

Low-pressure plasmas naturally provide a more stable discharge, but the total time required for 

processing is substantially higher and the equipment needed more complex than in atmospheric-

pressure methods. The piezobrush® plasma nozzle used in this work provides a capacitive discharge 

with low power and output voltage but high frequency compared to other atmospheric-pressure 

methods. Drawbacks of this method include the high helium flow rate required to stabilize the 

discharge and the low area that is treated by the plasma jet launched from the nozzle. The very low 

plasma temperature (< 40°C), however, constitutes an important advantage when treating 

temperature-sensitive materials such as polymers.  

Following activation, the samples were exposed to air, the radical species thereby being 

transformed to (hydro)peroxides. A free-radical polymerization was started by immersion of the 

activated samples in degassed monomer solutions and thermal cleavage of the initiators. Optionally, 

the pendant groups of the grafted polymers were subjected to a chemical reaction, changing the type 

of functionality for instance from neutral to ionic or from amide to amine. Different strategies for 

the creation of weak and strong polyelectrolyte brushes are presented. The current work 

complements and extends former studies in our group by introducing an activation technique that 

enables the grafting of polymer brushes from substantially larger areas than those achievable with 

the nano-grafting approach used previously.57, 76 We report on the transformation of the 

hydrophobic surfaces of ETFE, PE and PP (water contact-angle (CA) ~ 100°) to hydrophilic 

surfaces (CA ~ 10°) by grafting of poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) brushes and their subsequent 

quaternization to obtain a strong polyelectrolyte. A variety of polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes was 

created on ETFE, whereby the wettability was tuned over a wide range. It is shown that a switch in 
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the wettability of P4VP and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) brushes can be triggered by pH. 

Finally, we demonstrate how a strong wettability contrast between unmodified ETFE and areas with 

polymer brushes was produced and how it can be exploited to produce samples with hydrophilic 

“channels”, which could be exclusively filled with water while the hydrophobic parts remained 

completely dry. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Grafting of Polymer Brushes on ETFE Activated with Cold Atmospheric-Pressure 
Helium Plasma 

Polymer brushes were grafted according to the procedure presented in the introduction. The 

proposed method is straightforward and extremely versatile because a large variety of functional 

groups can be introduced on the surface. The activation step, i.e. the treatment of the polymer foils 

with atmospheric-pressure helium plasma, is very fast and only requires relatively simple 

equipment. The (hydro)peroxides formed in air after the plasma treatment were used to initiate a 

free-radical polymerization (FRP). FRP is fast due to the high initiation and propagation rates 

involved 92, 103 and applicable to a large number of monomers with different functional groups. The 

resulting polymer brushes are covalently linked to the surface via a very stable ether bond; in 

combination with the chemically inert substrates, transformations of functional groups under harsh 

conditions are possible without cleaving the polymer brushes or affecting the substrate. 

Chemical strategies for obtaining weak and strong polyelectrolyte brushes on ETFE are 

summarized in Scheme 4-1. Some of the weak PELs, i.e. PMAA and P4VP, were directly grafted 

from the activated surface. The poly(vinylamine) (PVAm) brush carrying primary amine 

functionality was created via grafting of poly(vinylformamide) (PVF) and subsequent hydrolysis. 

Using this two-step strategy was necessary because the monomer vinylamine cannot be isolated due 

to its tautomerism with ethylideneamine, and other approaches for directly grafting polymers with 

primary amines were ruled out because of the incompatibility of monomers in the more stable salt 

form (e.g. 2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride) with the hydrophobic ETFE substrate.134 

Polymer brushes carrying sulfonate and quaternary amine groups were chosen as representatives of 

strong PELs with negative and positive charges, respectively. Sulfonate groups were introduced by 

nucleophilic attack on the epoxide ring in poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA), while methylation 

of the nitrogen in the pyridine ring led to quaternary amine groups. 
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Scheme 4-1.  Strategies to obtain weak (A) or strong (B) PEL brushes. a) FRP initiated by 

surface bound initiators; b) PVAm brush by hydrolysis of PVF in 2M NaOH; c) PGMAS 

brush by sulfonation of PGMA brush with Na2S2O5; d) QP4VP brush by quaternization of 

P4VP with CH3I in nitromethane. Details are given in the experimental section. 

The impact of surface functionalization with polymer brushes on the wettability of the 

hydrophobic ETFE substrate (CA 101°) is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The grafting of polymer brushes 

led to a significant decrease in water CA. In the extreme case, the difference in CA before and after 

grafting and modification was 90°. As a general trend, polymer brushes consisting of more 

hydrophilic polymer chains tend to result in better wettability. This is particularly striking when 

comparing PGMA and P4VP, which both have poor water solubility, with their soluble strong 

polyelectrolyte counterparts, i.e. PGMAS and QP4VP. The introduction of the ionic group resulted 

in a decrease of CA by 30° and 40°, respectively. In line with this observation, the weak PEL 

character of P4VP and PMAA could be exploited to significantly reduce the CA after protonating or 

deprotonating the side groups to obtain the charged pyridinium and carboxylate forms of the side 

groups (see below). Apart from tailoring the wettability with the presented range of functional 

polymers, other uses are conceivable. For instance, carboxylic acid and amine moieties can be used 

in peptide coupling reactions for the immobilization of biomolecules, while a versatile 

derivatization of PGMA brushes with different nucleophiles is possible.80 Strong PEL brushes could 

conceivably be used as covalently attached template layers for PEL multilayer deposition. 
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Figure 4-1. Water contact-angles measured on a variety of polymer brush functionalized 

ETFE surfaces. The wettability was tailored over a wide range owing to the different 

character of the pendant groups in the polymer brushes. In the case of the most hydrophilic 

brushes (QP4VP and PVAm), the contact-angle decreased by approximately 90° with respect 

to the unmodified ETFE surface. Statistical errors of the CA were within the measurement 

uncertainty, i.e. ± 3° 

Evidence for the grafting and modification of polymer brushes was obtained with ATR-IR 

spectro-microscopy, which allows for the surface-sensitive characterization of the grafted layers. 

Spectra for selected polymer brushes are given in Figure 4-2. The spectral region between 

2600 cm-1 and 2000 cm-1 offers no information and is not shown. Features common to all spectra of 

polymer brushes on ETFE are the bands between 1320 cm-1 and 970 cm-1, which are attributed to 

C-F stretching vibrations, and the CH2 deformation band at 1455 cm-1.108 In the spectrum taken on 

the PMAA brush modified surface (Figure 4-2A), only a weak C=O st band (1711 cm-1) is in 

evidence in addition to the ETFE bands. Figure 4-2B illustrates the grafting and chemical 

modification of PVF brushes. It is shown that the bands of the PVF brush, i.e. NH st (3058 cm-1), 

amide I (1665 cm-1) and amide II (1544 cm-1) disappear or are significantly reduced in intensity 

upon hydrolysis of PVF to PVAm, while the NH2 δ (1574 cm-1) band is in evidence in the spectrum 

of PVAm. The hydrolysis of the formamide to amine groups was therefore successful but not 

quantitative, despite the very long reaction time. Grafting of P4VP from ETFE led to the 

appearance of ring skeleton vibrations at 1599 cm-1 and 1415 cm-1 (Figure 4-2C). The subsequent 

quaternization of P4VP resulted in a shift of ring skeleton vibrations to 1645 cm-1 and 1520 cm-1. 

Moreover, the appearance of the CH3 δ as band (1473 cm-1) offers proof for the successful 
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methylation. The complete disappearance of the ring skeleton vibration at 1599 cm-1 suggests that 

the conversion to quaternary pyridine groups was quantitative. Spectra taken on PGMA and 

PGMAS brushes (Appendix) both show the C=O st band (1732 cm-1). The sulfonation could not be 

monitored by ATR-IR, as the relevant bands for epoxides and sulfonates are obscured by the 

dominant ETFE bands. However, the substantial decrease in contact angle (discussed above) 

suggests that the conversion of functional groups was very high. 

Figure 4-2. ATR-IR spectra of A) PMAA as grafted; B) PVF as grafted (black line) and 

after hydrolysis (blue line) and C) P4VP as grafted (black line) and after quaternization (blue 

line). The relevant bands are indicated with arrows. 

UV spectra of the brush modified foils were recorded in transmittance; selected spectra are 

shown in Figure 4-3. The transmittance of ETFE decreases strongly below about 500 nm, probably 

due to diffraction by crystallites. Nonetheless, each type of polymer brush presented a UV spectrum 

with significantly increased absorbance compared to ETFE, especially in the case of P4VP, QP4VP 

and PVF modified samples. Plasma activation and heat treatments were also performed in the 

absence of monomer to ensure that the observed change in transmittance was only due to the grafted 

polymers. In the case of P4VP modified ETFE, the strong decrease in transmittance below 250 nm 
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coincides with the absorption maximum of P4VP in solution caused by the hetero-aromatic ring 

(ε250 = 1650 L mol-1 cm-1, Appendix). The strong absorbance of PVF-modified samples can be 

explained by the absorption of amides at 220 nm.108 In all cases, a very large density of identical 

functional groups in the polymer brush layer accounts for the strong contribution to absorbance. 

Evidence for the successful sulfonation of PGMA brushes was found, as spectra recorded on 

PGMA and PGMAS brush modified substrates differed strongly. 

Figure 4-3. UV spectra of ETFE samples functionalized with various polymer brushes, 

illustrating the significant differences in the UV signatures of the modified samples and the 

strong influence of the thin polymer brush layer on the sample’s transmittance 

4.2.2 Estimation of the Grafting Density on ETFE 

In order to obtain a polymer-brush conformation, a certain grafting density must be exceeded. 

To determine the number of peroxides created on a given area by plasma activation, two 

independent methods were applied. Firstly, a well-known approach for determination was used. The 

peroxides were thermally cleaved in the presence of the stable radical 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl 

(DPPH), whereby the liberated radicals and the surface radicals reacted with DPPH molecules. 

From the change in DPPH absorbance at 520 nm, the number of consumed DPPH molecules was 

determined and a density of 2 radicals per nm2 was calculated. This number should be interpreted 

with caution, as very small differences in concentration needed to be evaluated. In a second 

approach, the iodometric determination of peroxide values as has been reported for lipo-peroxides, 

for instance, was adapted to plasma-activated samples.93 Briefly, iodine was produced by a redox 

reaction between the surface-bound peroxides and potassium iodide (Appendix). Upon addition of 
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starch, a colored inclusion complex was formed. The amount of produced iodine could be 

determined by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm and comparing the obtained value with the 

calibration curve (Appendix). With this approach, the peroxide density was determined to be 

5 ± 2 nm-2, confirming the value determined with the DPPH method. The iodometric method is 

expected to be precise and reliable, as the amount of iodine produced can be directly determined. 

From this, the peroxide density can be calculated down to a detection limit of about 1 nm-2. 

Assuming that the initiation efficiency of the peroxides is 0.1,135 i.e. every tenth peroxide is able to 

start a chain, a grafting density of 0.2-0.5 chains/nm2 should be attainable. The concept of 

dimensionless grafting density was used for the comparison of the different polymers grafted in this 

study; it is defined as the product of the grafting density and the area occupied per repeating unit.16 

When comparing the obtained values to the master plot compiled by Tsujii et al., it appears that the 

“semi-dilute” brush regime or the brush regime will be entered. Therefore, the term “polymer 

brush” is applicable and has been used throughout this work. 

4.2.3 Application of the Method to Polyolefin Substrates 

After the successful implementation of the cold, atmospheric-pressure plasma treatment for 

the activation of ETFE foils, it was attempted to transfer the method to other technologically 

relevant substrates. The results obtained when grafting and quaternizing 4VP from PE and PP are 

shown in Figure 4-4. All substrates were hydrophobic prior to modification with contact-angles of 

about 100°. After grafting of 4-vinylpyridine, the wettability was significantly improved, while 

quaternization led to very low CAs (10°) in all cases. Remarkably, the final CA was virtually 

independent of the substrate and solely dominated by the QP4VP brush, which allowed the 

transformation of the hydrophobic surfaces into hydrophilic ones with a change in CA of 90°. 
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Figure 4-4. Grafting of 4-vinylpyridine from ETFE, PP and PE substrates resulted in a 

substantial decrease in water contact-angles on all three substrates, while the subsequent 

quaternization yielded very hydrophilic surfaces.  

The modification of PP and PE was confirmed by ATR-IR micro-spectroscopy (Figure 4-5). 

These spectra are in agreement with results obtained on ETFE modified with P4VP and QP4VP 

brushes. Moreover, additional information is revealed in the parts of the spectrum obscured by C-F 

bands in ETFE as detailed in Table 4-1. Note that the bands between 2950 cm-1 and 2840 cm-1 

correspond to C-H stretching vibrations of the substrates, and the CH2 δ band is found at 1458 cm-1 

and 1469 cm-1 for PP and PE, respectively. The CH3 δ (1375 cm-1 and 1360 cm-1) bands for PP and 

the CH2 γ (717 cm-1) band for PE were identified. Additional evidence for the modification was 

found in the characteristic UV absorption spectra (Appendix). 

Figure 4-5. ATR-IR spectra of P4VP (black lines) grafted from polyolefin substrates and 

quaternized to QP4VP (blue lines). A) on polypropylene, B) on polyethylene. The relevant 

bands are indicated with black arrows for P4VP and blue arrows for QP4VP. 
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Table 4-1. Assignment of the ATR-IR bands of P4VP and QP4VP brushes on PP and PE. 

Bands typical for aromatic systems are denoted with “ar”; in plane is abbreviated with ip, out of 

plane with op. 

Polymer 
brush/ 

substrate 

arC-H st 
 

cm-1 

ring skeleton  
 

cm-1 

arC-H δ ip 
 

cm-1 

arC-H δ op 
 

cm-1 

CH3 δ sy 
 

cm-1 

P4VP / PP 3024 
1601, 1558, 

1417 
 823  

P4VP / PE 3028 1601, 1419  823 
 

 

QP4VP / PP 3055 1645, 1521 
1255, 1221, 
1061, 1008 

756 1375 

QP4VP / PE 3055 1645 
1253, 1222, 
1059, 1009 

759 1373 

 

 Other monomers (MAA, GMA and VF) were also grafted from PP and PE substrates. 

However, the resulting CAs were much higher and differed more strongly across the sample than on 

the ETFE counterparts, indicating that a lower amount of polymer was grafted from the surface 

(Table 4-2). Detecting the modification with ATR-IR was difficult, as the bands were significantly 

reduced in intensity or even absent in some cases. Intriguingly, the grafting of 4VP yielded very 

similar results on all substrates, while grafting of other monomers only gave satisfactory polymer 

brush layers on ETFE. The peroxide density could not be quantitatively determined on PE and PP, 

but it was found to be below the detection limit of the iodometric determination method. Therefore, 

the activation process resulted in a lower density of peroxides on PE and PP, which, in turn, led to a 

lower grafting density on the polyolefin substrates. In earlier work, it was discussed that the area 

occupied by a 4VP monomer is 1.5 times larger than for a VF monomer, for instance.134 Using 

again the concept of the dimensionless grafting density, it becomes clear that a higher grafting 

density is necessary to enter the brush regime for PVF brushes than for P4VP brushes. Therefore, it 

is assumed that the peroxide density created on PE and PP suffices to obtain P4VP and QP4VP 

brushes, but is too low to grow brushes of PGMA, PMAA and PVF on the polyolefin substrates. 
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Table 4-2. Contact-angle data for a selection of polymer brushes on ETFE, PP, and PE. Only 

P4VP and QP4VP brushes gave comparable results on all substrates. Statistical errors of the CA 

were within the measurement uncertainty, i.e. ± 3° for ETFE samples, but higher (± 5°) for PE 

and PP. 

      Brush 

 

Substrate 

none 
 

° 

PGMA 
 

° 

P4VP 
 

° 

PMAA 
 

° 

PVF 
 

° 

QP4VP 
 

° 

ETFE 101 54 48 41 17 11 

PP 101 104 52 97 61 11 

PE 98 n.d. 45 67 34 9 

 

4.2.4 Reversible Switching of the Wettability of Weak PEL Brushes 

The ability of P4VP and PMAA brushes to reversibly switch between different wettability 

states was tested. Surfaces with switchable wettability have elicited a lot of interest; one of the 

earliest examples was a gold surface modified with a ω-mercaptocarboxylic acid self-assembled 

monolayer, which showed a characteristic dependence of the water contact-angle on pH.136 The 

focus here lies on polymer brush-modified surfaces using  pH as the wettability switch, while recent 

reviews address the topic of reversibly switchable wettability much more broadly.137, 138 In 

Figure 4-6, the reversible switching between the fully protonated, polyelectrolyte state and the 

deprotonated, neutral state of a P4VP brush on ETFE is illustrated. The sample was first immersed 

in 0.1 M HCl to protonate the amine and the contact-angle was measured after drying. Then, the 

contact-angle was determined on the neutral polymer brush, i.e. after deprotonation in water. This 

sequence was repeated five times, inducing a switch in wettability between 12 ± 1° and 48 ± 2°. For 

a flat surface, the observed difference in contact-angle of 36° was quite large, especially when 

considering that deionized water with an intermediate pH value (~ pH 5.5) sufficed to almost fully 

deprotonate the P4VP brush. Titration of free P4VP in solution had yielded a pKa of about 3, in 

accordance with work by Fuoss.139 Due to the close proximity of repeating units in P4VP grafted 

from the surface, the pKa is expected to be even lower. It is stressed that the switchable surface 

prepared here is very efficient in its simplicity: it was prepared by a straightforward procedure, i.e. 

by grafting of a P4VP homopolymer from an activated surface, and it could be switched by a very 

easily accessible environmental parameter. Similarly, it was found that the wettability of PMAA 

modified surfaces was considerably increased by deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups, 
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yielding a CA of 15 ± 1° after treatment with 0.1 M NaOH and 36 ± 3° after immersion in 

0.1 M HCl.  The difference in CA (21°) between the protonated and the deprotonated states was 

lower than in the case of P4VP. This might be ascribed to the fact that the PMAA brush remains 

water soluble when neutral, whereas the P4VP brush is insoluble in water in its deprotonated form. 

Figure 4-6. Reversible switching of the wettability of a P4VP brush modified ETFE 

surface. The sample was immersed in 0.1 M HCl or H2O prior to CA determination. The 

resulting water contact-angles differed by 36°. 

4.2.5 Wettability Contrast 

With the method presented for the grafting of polymer brushes, a strong wettability contrast 

can be produced in adjacent areas on the sample surface. In the most simple case, one part of the 

surface is shielded with a piece of poly(imide) adhesive foil from the plasma activation step, which 

leads to a clear separation line between the brush covered area and ETFE after grafting 

(Figure 4-7A). In the example shown, the difference in CA between bare ETFE and the grafted PVF 

brush was larger than 80°. Naturally, the grafted area was preferentially wetted while the ETFE 

could be kept completely dry. Moreover, when placing a drop on the unmodified side of the sample 

but not far from the border, the drop was immediately drawn to side with the polymer brush. The 

potential of the surfaces with high wettability contrast was further tested by preparing a sample with 

grafted PVF lines of about 1 mm width. In Figure 4-7B, a sequence of snapshots from a movie 

recorded while filling the lines with a pipette is shown. When dispensing the water (coloured with 

different dyes) at one end of the line it was drawn into the polymer brush “channels”. This simple 
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example illustrates how the selective grafting of polymer brushes can be used to create substrates 

with interesting uses; for instance, the adsorption of different fluorescently labeled proteins could be 

tested in parallel by applying one protein solution per polymer brush line, ensuring consistent 

experimental conditions. 

Figure 4-7. A large wettability contrast was obtained by covering part of the sample with 

poly(imide) foil during the plasma activation step. A) Area grafted with PVF (left) adjacent 

to an unmodified ETFE area (right). B) Sequence of snapshots taken in intervals of about 

one second while filling the PVF lines with a pipette. Water (colored with different dyes) 

was drawn into PVF lines of 1mm width while the adjacent ETFE remained completely dry. 

B)

A)
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4.3 Conclusions 

A versatile method for the functionalization of ETFE, PP and PE surfaces has been presented. 

The wettability of these hydrophobic substrates was increased by grafting of polymer brushes from 

surfaces that had been activated with atmospheric-pressure helium plasma. This straightforward 

method for surface activation renders complex equipment and experimental procedures 

unnecessary. Moreover, with a freely movable nozzle, as used in this study, the activation of 

samples with more complex shapes is also possible. The density of peroxide initiators created by 

plasma activation was determined on ETFE and deemed to be sufficient for attaining the brush 

regime with the monomers used in this study. In some cases, however, a difference in CA measured 

across a sample grafted with polymer brushes was observed. Improvement of the activation method 

would therefore involve using a more homogeneous plasma source of a certain breadth, which 

would also be indispensable for the activation of larger substrates. 

In the case of ETFE, we were able to produce a variety of polymer brushes with different 

functionality via grafting and modification, thereby tailoring the wettability over a wide range. 

Modifying neutral brushes to strong polyelectrolytes resulted in a substantial increase in wettability. 

Apart from endowing the sample with a defined hydrophilicity, the polymer brush-functionalized 

surfaces could also be used for immobilization of (bio)molecules or as templates for polyelectrolyte 

multilayer deposition. 

The method for grafting of P4VP brushes and their subsequent quaternization was 

successfully transferred to polyolefins, i.e. PE and PP. The water CAs measured after grafting and 

modification on all three substrates were very similar; therefore, the wettability was solely 

determined by the polymer brush. A very large difference in CAs of about 90° was achieved 

between samples prior to modification and after the production of QP4VP brushes. Grafting of 

other polymers from the polyolefin surfaces gave much poorer results. The peroxide density 

obtained on polyolefins was lower than on ETFE and not sufficient to create dense polymer brush 

layers with all the monomers used for grafting. 

The weak polyelectrolyte brushes, P4VP and PMAA, were shown to have very low CA in 

their charged form, i.e. 12° and 15°. A reversible change in wettability could be triggered by a 

variation in pH. Remarkably, the contact-angle on P4VP brushes varied by as much as 36°; a large 

value considering that a flat substrate was used. Further increasing the difference in contact-angle 

would require grafting of polymer brushes on (hierarchically) structured surfaces.26, 140, 141 
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Finally, a large wettability contrast was obtained by partially covering the sample during the 

activation step, thereby leaving part of the sample unmodified when grafting polymer brushes. 

Lines of hydrophilic PVF brushes were created and exclusively filled with water, while the 

surrounding ETFE areas remained completely dry. The potential use of this type of substrate as a 

testing platform for protein immobilization, allowing the parallel testing of different proteins, was 

depicted. 
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4.4 Appendix – Supplementary Material 

Figure 4-8. ATR-IR spectra of PGMA as grafted on ETFE (black line) and after 

sulfonation (blue line). The relevant epoxide and sulfonate bands are obscured by the strong 

C-F bands of the substrate.  
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Figure 4-9. Determination of the peroxide density, DPPH method: Calibration curve for 

the determination of the DPPH concentration from the absorbance at 520 nm (in toluene).  
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Figure 4-10. Determination of the peroxide density, DPPH method: Decomposition of 

DPPH at 80°C without added sample. Within the first 75 minutes, the concentration of 

DPPH decreases linearly with time 
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Scheme 4-2. Determination of the peroxide density, iodometric method: Reaction equations 

for the redox reaction used for calibration (top) and for the reduction of surface bound 

peroxides (bottom). 
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Figure 4-11. Determination of the peroxide density, iodometric method: Calibration curve 

for the determination of the amount of produced iodine. The amount of iodine is equivalent 

to three times the amount of KIO3 used for the calibration. When determining the amount of 

peroxides on the surface, the amount of iodine is equivalent to the number of reduced 

peroxides (c.f. reaction equations in Scheme 4-2). 
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Figure 4-12. UV spectroscopy. Determination of the molar absorption coefficient of 

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (60’000 g/mol) in ethanol at 250 nm. The high value of ε250nm validates 

the changes observed in UV spectra of P4VP modified ETFE compared to pristine ETFE. 
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Figure 4-13. UV spectra of PP and PE samples functionalized with P4VP and QP4VP 

brushes. 
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5 Versatile Wettability Gradients                                         
Prepared by Chemical Modification of Polymer Brushes 

 

Abstract* 

A method to create a wettability gradient by variation of the chemical functionality in a 

polymer brush is presented. A poly(N-methyl-vinylpyridinium) (QP4VP) brush was created on a 

poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) foil by the grafting of 4-vinylpyridine and 

subsequent quaternization. The instability of QP4VP, a strong polyelectrolyte, in alkaline media 

was exploited to transform it to the neutral poly(vinyl(N-methyl-2-pyridone)) (PVMP), as 

confirmed with ATR-IR spectroscopy. The slow transformation resulted in a substantial, time-

dependent decrease in wettability. A nearly linear gradient in water contact-angle (CA) was created 

by immersion of a QP4VP brush modified sample into a sodium hydroxide solution, resulting in 

CAs ranging from 10° to 60°. The concurrent decrease in the number of charged functional groups 

along the gradient was characterized by loading an anionic dye into the polymer brush and 

measuring the UV transmittance of the sample. The versatility of the wettability gradient was 

demonstrated by exchanging the counterions of the N-methyl-vinylpyridinium groups, whereby a 

reversal of gradient direction was reproducibly achieved. 

                                            

*  This chapter was published in Langmuir in 2011: S. Neuhaus, C. Padeste, N.D. Spencer, Langmuir 2011, 27, 11, 
6855-6861. The experimental part has been integrated in Chapter 2. The supplementary material has been added as 
an Appendix at the end of this chapter. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The physicochemical surface characteristics of a material govern its interaction with the 

environment or with another material. Consequently, gradient surfaces exhibiting a variation in one 

or more properties are of great importance for systematic studies of, for instance, wettability, cell 

adhesion, or immobilization of (bio)molecules or particles. A review of surface-bound, soft-matter 

gradients was recently compiled by Genzer and Bhat.142  A wealth of studies deals with the 

formation of gradient surfaces from self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).143 Strategies comprise, for 

example, creating a surface-concentration gradient of two different thiols by a two-step immersion 

method,144 exploiting diffusion-control for the micro-contact printing of gradients with wedge-

shaped stamps,145 or using graded UV illumination to photo-catalytically oxidize the SAM in 

proximity of a TiO2 film.146 However, there are limitations to the stability of the monolayers and the 

number of substrates and functional groups enabling SAM formation. As an interesting alternative 

to SAMs, polymer brushes give substantially thicker layers and offer a large variety and surface 

concentration of functional groups. Polymer brushes have been used to create gradients by variation 

of a number of parameters as described in an extensive review.147 For instance, the brush thickness 

can be tuned by varying the grafting density and/or the molecular weight of the grafted polymer 

chains. A systematic variation in the initiator density, and, as a consequence, in the grafting density, 

has led to more insight into the “mushroom-to-brush” transition.15, 148 Thickness gradients were also 

obtained by varying the molecular weight in controlled polymerizations, e.g. using iniferters 

activated by UV light or atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiators in a setup where the 

level of the monomer solution was continuously increased until the substrate was completely 

immersed.149, 150 Variations in polymer brush composition were created by polymerizing different 

monomers with ATRP or nitroxide mediated radical polymerization (NMP), in a two-step process 

or, in a very elegant approach, by creating a monomer composition gradient in solution by 

microfluidic confinement for ATRP.151, 152 The use of self-initiated photografting and 

photopolymerization (SIPGP) enabled the preparation of polymer brushes with height and 

composition gradients.153 Moreover, when SIPGP was combined with electron-beam chemical 

lithography, the grafting density could be varied in a graded manner.154 Surprisingly, it seems that 

modification of the composition by transforming functional groups in an existing, homogeneous 

polymer brush has been scarcely investigated. This strategy, which relies on the change of surface 

properties as a function of the progress of the chemical reaction, was employed to produce gradients 

by hydrolysis in spin-cast films of both poly(vinylene carbonate) and poly(methyl methacrylate), by 

sulfonation of textured polystyrene surfaces, or by hydrolysis of ester functionalities in SAMs.155-158 
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A wettability gradient encompassing a very large water contact-angle (CA) range of 150° was 

prepared via time-dependent counterion exchange on a rough gold surface covered with a 

polyelectrolyte multilayer.159 

In this work, we present a strategy to produce a variation in the chemical composition of 

polymer brushes and, consequently, surface wettability, by a slow chemical reaction at room 

temperature. To this end, a poly(4-vinylpyridine) brush (P4VP) brush was grown by free-radical 

polymerization (FRP) from a poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) surface activated with 

cold, atmospheric-pressure helium plasma (Scheme 5-1).160 Subsequently, the P4VP brush was 

quaternized to yield poly(N-methyl-vinylpyridinium) (QP4VP), a strong polyelectrolyte. The 

instability of QP4VP in alkaline media, as observed in anion-exchange membranes,161  was 

exploited to transform the positively charged QP4VP brush into a neutral polymer, i.e. 

poly(vinyl(N-methyl-2-pyridone)). Owing to the slow progress of the reaction at room temperature, 

slow immersion of the sample into a sodium hydroxide solution led to gradual change of polymer 

brush properties along the sample. With this simple approach, a gradient sample with a variation in 

both wettability and charge density was obtained. The change in charge density along the gradient 

was characterized by determining the loading capacity of the brush for an anionic dye. This 

dependency was exploited to exchange counterions in a differential manner, resulting in a reversed 

gradient direction and giving access to a wide range of CAs on a single gradient sample. 

Scheme 5-1. Production scheme of polymer brush gradients on ETFE foils. A) Grafting of 

P4VP brushes from ETFE surfaces activated with cold, atmospheric-pressure helium plasma 

in a free-radical polymerization, followed by quaternization to obtain QP4VP brushes. 

B) Transformation of QP4VP to PVMP in alkaline solution by addition of a hydroxyl anion 

followed by oxidation. 
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5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Grafting of P4VP Brushes on ETFE Followed by Quaternization 

Polymer brushes were prepared on ETFE using the “grafting-from” method as described 

earlier.160 Briefly, cold, atmospheric-pressure helium plasma was used to activate the surface of 

ETFE samples. Following activation, the samples were exposed to air, the radical species thereby 

being transformed to (hydro)peroxides. P4VP was grafted from the surface by a free-radical 

polymerization (FRP). FRP is considered to be a versatile method for the grafting of polymer 

brushes, as the reaction is initiated by simple thermal cleavage of the surface-bound initiators in 

deaerated monomer solutions heated to moderate temperatures. Moreover, both initiation and 

propagation are fast and the technique is applicable to a large number of monomers.92, 103 After 

grafting, the P4VP brushes were quaternized using methyl iodide to yield a strong, positively 

charged polyelectrolyte brush (QP4VP). From the shift of ring skeleton vibration bands in the ATR-

IR spectra, it was concluded that the reaction was completed within 8 hours in P4VP brushes grown 

from plasma-activated surfaces. It is emphasized that polymer brushes grown from ETFE with the 

described method are linked to the surface by a very stable ether bond. Moreover, the substrate 

displays excellent chemical stability such that even harsh treatments of the grafted brushes are 

tolerated. Note that for the sake of readability the term polymer brush is used here also in the 

absence of solvent. 

5.2.2 Gradient Preparation Strategy 

A relatively simple strategy for gradient preparation is the controlled slow immersion into a 

solution, in which a chemical reaction with the sample is initiated.  However, in order to obtain a 

gradual and controlled change in surface functionality, a chemical reaction that proceeds smoothly 

within a time frame of minutes to hours, preferably at room temperature and under atmospheric 

conditions is required. These prerequisites severely reduce the number of eligible reactions. It 

appears that so far only the hydrolysis of poly(vinylene carbonate) or a variety of esters, the 

sulfonation of polystyrene, or counterion exchange on polyelectrolyte multilayers have been used 

for this purpose.155-159 In this work, the transformation of the polymer brush’s positively charged 

N-methyl-pyridinium side groups to neutral N-methyl-2-pyridone in sodium hydroxide solution was 

exploited (cf. Scheme 5-1B). This reaction appeared to be particularly attractive to induce a change 

in wettability, as our previous study had shown that polymer brushes with ionic side groups had a 
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very low water CA, while neutral polymer brushes displayed a substantially higher value.160 The 

mechanisms involved in the oxidation of alkylated pyridinium salts in alkaline media were already 

investigated in the 1950s.162, 163 Decades later, the low alkaline stability of anion-exchange 

membranes for wastewater treatment led to a systematic study of compounds with different 

quaternary ammonium groups typically contained in membranes.161 The highest transformation rate 

was found for a compound containing a N-methyl-pyridinium moiety. In this work, the conversion 

of QP4VP brushes to PVMP brushes was investigated in 0.1 M NaOH at room temperature. 

Polymer brushes were characterized with ATR-IR spectroscopy prior to and after the conversion 

(Figure 5-1). For these investigations, samples activated by exposure to extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 

light were used. This activation method results in high radical densities, and, consequently, high 

grafting densities leading to thick brushes of several hundred nanometers thickness.134 The 

characterization of these thick brushes with IR-spectroscopy resulted in strong bands facilitating the 

interpretation. Spectra of both the QP4VP and the PVMP brushes contain strong bands attributable 

to the ETFE substrates’ C-F stretching vibrations (in the region of 1320 cm-1 to 970 cm-1) and the 

CH2 deformation band at 1455 cm-1. The spectral region between 2600 cm-1 and 2000 cm-1 offers 

no information and is not shown. The assignment of the relevant bands is given in Table 5-1. 

Evidence for the conversion of QP4VP to PVMP was found in the disappearance of bands arising 

from the aromatic ring in the QP4VP pendant groups (1223 cm-1, 1007 cm-1, 752 cm-1) and the 

appearance of amide I and II bands (1658 cm-1, 1593 cm-1) in the PVMP spectrum. 

Figure 5-1. ATR-IR spectra of thick QP4VP and PVMP brushes with the relevant bands 

marked with arrows. The PVMP brush was prepared by immersing the sample in 0.1 M 

NaOH for 40 minutes. 
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Table 5-1. Assignment of relevant ATR-IR bands of thick QP4VP and PVMP brushes. 

QP4VP brush PVMP brush 

wavenumber [cm-1] Assignment Wavenumber [cm-1] Assignment 

1645, 1577, 1520 aromatic ring skeleton 1658 C = O st (amide I) 

  1593 N-C=O st sy (amide II) 

1473 CH3 δ as 1473 CH3 δ as 

  1340 C-N st 

1223, 1007 aromatic C-H δ ip   

752 aromatic C-H δ op   

 

In order to characterize the morphological changes induced by the transformation from 

QP4VP to PVMP brushes, AFM images of the polymer brush surface were acquired. There is a 

striking difference between the very smooth appearance of the QP4VP brush and the irregular 

surface with a strongly increased roughness after treatment in sodium hydroxide solution 

(Figure 5-2). This observation can potentially be explained by the strongly hygroscopic nature of 

the QP4VP brush, which is lost upon transformation to neutral PVMP. Consequently, the PVMP 

brush is collapsed when dry (Figure 5-2B) while the QP4VP brush retains its smooth appearance. 

Figure 5-2. AFM tapping mode images in air, height signal. A) QP4VP brush modified 

surface, rms roughness 0.5 ± 0.1 nm; B) after 40’ immersion in 0.1 M NaOH, rms roughness 

2.5 ± 0.1 nm.  
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5.2.3 Gradient Properties 

Following the method proposed above, wettability gradients were prepared by slow 

immersion of a QP4VP brush modified sample into 0.1 M NaOH. The CAs determined as a 

function of position are plotted in Figure 5-3. The difference in CAs between the two ends of the 

gradient was as high as 50° when choosing a total immersion time of 20 minutes. Evidently, the 

CAs increase monotonously with immersion time. The observed dependence can be justified with 

the gradually increasing number of N-methyl-2-pyridone moieties, as these led to a substantially 

lower water solubility of the polymer chains, and, consequently, a higher CA. However, the 

linearity of the decrease in CAs is surprising. 

Figure 5-3. Gradient in CAs produced by slow immersion of a QP4VP brush-modified 

ETFE foil in 0.1 M NaOH. A) Dependence of the CA on the position along the gradient; B) 

photograph of the gradient sample with higher CA on the PVMP-rich side (long immersion 

time) and low CA on the QP4VP-rich side (short immersion time). 

Apart from the change in wettability, the transformation of the quaternary pyridinium groups 

led to a gradual loss of the polyelectrolyte character of the polymer brush along the gradient. This 

gradient property was characterized by loading Coomassie Brilliant Blue (CBB), an anionic dye, 

into polymer brushes treated in sodium hydroxide solutions for different times. In Figure 5-4, the 

UV transmission spectra of a series of samples are shown, with the spectrum of the pristine ETFE 

foil and of CBB in ethanol given for comparison. Inspection of the wavelength region around the 
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absorption maximum of the CBB dye (at 610 nm) clearly shows that the amount of dye loaded into 

the brush decreases with increasing treatment times. The number of CBB molecules loaded into the 

brush per nm2 was calculated based on a calibration curve (c.f. appendix) obtained by determining 

the transmittance of a series of CBB solutions at 610 nm. As shown in Figure 5-5, the number of 

CBB molecules was well above the value for monolayer coverage (~ 2 nm-2) in all cases, suggesting 

that the molecules penetrated the brush. The CBB loading capacity of a PVMP brush (40 minutes 

treatment in base) was only 40% of the capacity of a QP4VP brush (0 minutes), clearly indicating 

that electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged moieties of the dye and the positively 

charged pyridinium groups promoted dye incorporation into the brush. 

Figure 5-4. UV transmission spectra of the ETFE substrate and brush modified samples 

loaded with the anionic CBB dye by immersion into a 0.1 mM solution (for 15 minutes). The 

curves correspond to samples treated for different times in 0.1 M NaOH prior to CBB 

loading. The treatment time increases from the bottom to the top curve. The absorbance 

spectrum of CBB in ethanol (5 µM) is given for comparison. 
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Figure 5-5. Wettability and number of CBB molecules per nm2 as a function of treatment 

time in 0.1 M NaOH. A plateau in contact angles was reached after less than 20 minutes, 

whereas the loading capacity for CBB decreased further. The black line is intended as a 

guide for the eyes. 

From the previous discussion it is evident that both the wettability and the loading capacity 

show a strong dependency on the treatment time and therefore on the course of the reaction. The 

CAs and the number of CBB molecules per nm2 were plotted against treatment time in Figure 5-5. 

Interestingly, the CA reached a stable value after a treatment time of less than 20 minutes, whereas 

the CBB loading capacity decreased further beyond this point, even though at a slower rate. 

Apparently, the time required for reaching stable surface properties is much shorter than the time 

for the completion of the conversion of cationic to neutral side groups. This suggests that the 

reaction front proceeds from the brush surface to the interface of the brush with the substrate. 

5.2.4 Gradient Switching by Counterion Exchange 

In the previous section, it was shown that the loading capacity for the anionic CBB dye was 

highest for QP4VP-rich brushes and lowest for PVMP-rich brushes. From this observation, it can be 

inferred that a differential adsorption of anionic species, i.e. counterions to N-methyl-vinyl-

pyridinium groups, along the gradient is possible. Counterion exchange was investigated in a 

number of studies on flat and hierarchically structured surfaces with brushes having quaternary 

ammonium functionality (poly[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyltrimethylammonium chloride]).30, 65, 164 It 

was found that, depending on the nature of the counterion, the wettability of the surface could be 
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tuned over a wide range. Recently, Wang et al. reported on the tunable wettability of surfaces 

coated with poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) 

(PDDA) polyelectrolyte multilayers and the preparation of erasable gradient surfaces by the time-

dependent exchange of chloride for perfluorooctanoate (PFO) counterions.159 In the present study, 

the highly hydrated iodine counterions of the QP4VP moieties were exchanged for PFO counterions 

bearing a hydrophobic perfluorinated carbon chain. In Figure 5-6A, the change in gradient 

wettability induced by a short treatment in PFO solution (0.025 mM, 60 s) is illustrated. After the 

treatment, the surface along the whole gradient was hydrophobic and the gradient direction was 

reversed, i.e. the highest CA was now observed on the QP4VP-rich side with the difference in CAs 

before and after the PFO treatment being as large as 100°. This side of the gradient was even more 

hydrophobic (CA 113°) than the pristine ETFE substrate (CA 101°), probably being enhanced due 

to the increased roughness of the polymer-brush-modified sample or the increased fluorine content 

with respect to ETFE caused by the presence of PFO anions. The fact that a gradient was 

established after counterion exchange indicates that a differential adsorption of PFO took place as 

expected, i.e. the amount of PFO adsorbed depended on the amount of QP4VP present along the 

gradient. In accordance with the observations made for CBB, PFO anions were also adsorbing at the 

PVMP-rich side, resulting in a limited increase in CA. 

In agreement with the results of Wang et al., the counterion exchange was found to be time-

dependent in dilute PFO solutions (0.025 mM, c.f. Appendix). The immersion time (60 s) for 

counterion exchange on gradient samples was chosen such that the highest possible CA was reached 

on the QP4VP side. The use of very dilute solutions was necessary to enable differential PFO 

adsorption, as immersion in more concentrated solutions resulted in unvarying, high contact angles 

(~ 102°) along the former gradient sample. It is assumed that PFO forms compact layers on the 

surface in this case, homogeneously covering the sample irrespective of the composition of the 

underlying brush. In Figure 5-6B, the reversible switching between two reproducible gradient states 

via counterion exchange (PFO and chloride) is shown. Apparently, the initial gradient state 

(Figure 5-6A) was not recovered. Moreover, it was observed that the time for regeneration in 0.1 M 

NaCl was on the order of hours while immersion in PFO led to a gradient reversal within one 

minute (c.f. Appendix). Similarly, Wang et al. had found that the exchange of chloride for PFO 

counterions in PSS/PDDA multilayers was very fast, while the reverse process was considerably 

slower.165 The authors stated that the exchange kinetics are a function of surface hydrophobicity. In 

addition to Wang’s reasoning, the large difference in exchange times can also be tentatively 

explained by the discrepancy in the size and hydration of chloride and PFO anions. PFO mainly 
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consists of a carbon chain decorated with bulky fluorine atoms, and the adsorption of a limited 

amount of PFO could already lead to the observed hydrophobicity of the sample. By contrast, the 

access of highly hydrated chloride to the surface is probably hindered by the hydrophobic nature of 

adsorbed PFO molecules as well as by their bulkiness, delaying the exchange process. Nonetheless, 

counterion exchange was found to be a very convenient method for inducing significant but 

reversible changes in wettability while retaining the gradient character of the samples. 

Figure 5-6. CAs measured as a function of position along the gradient. A) PVMP/QP4VP 

wettability gradient as produced (black squares) and after the first treatment in a PFO 

solution (blue circles). B) Gradient switching by counterion exchange. Two reproducible 

gradient states were obtained by exchanging chloride (black squares) for PFO (blue circles) 

counterions. The data points are averages of three measurements and the error bars 

correspond to the standard deviation in averaged curves. 
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5.3 Conclusions 

In this manuscript, a new method to create a wettability gradient on a polymer brush modified 

surface was presented. A positively charged QP4VP brush was irreversibly transformed to a neutral 

PVMP brush in a spatially dependent manner, resulting in CAs ranging from 10° to 60°. The time 

scale of modification and the convenient reaction conditions allowed for the use of a simple dipping 

robot for gradient preparation. While longer (> 2 cm) gradients should be feasible, a substantial 

reduction of gradient length might not be possible due to the wicking action of the QP4VP brush, 

which leads to an insufficient control over the position of the liquid front upon immersion. 

The conversion of QP4VP to PVMP was accompanied by a substantial change in surface 

morphology, probably brought about by conformational rearrangements in the chains constituting 

the brush. Another unique property of polymer brushes, i.e. the exceptionally large number of 

functional groups per unit surface area, was exploited to characterize the transition from a strong 

polyelectrolyte brush to a polymer brush having an excess of neutral side groups. The loading of an 

anionic dye into the brush after different treatment times confirmed the decreasing number of 

positive charges in the brush. In line with this observation, the PVMP/QP4VP gradient was easily 

transformed by counterion exchange. The gradient direction could be reversibly switched and the 

range of accessible CA was substantially enlarged. Moreover, the observed variation in charge 

density along the gradient could potentially be used for the immobilization of negatively charged 

molecules, proteins or nano-particles in a graded manner. This option is even more interesting as 

the flexible, extended interface provided by the solvated chains in the brush was shown here to be 

capable of immobilizing an amount of molecules clearly surpassing the capacities of flat modified 

surfaces. 
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5.4 Appendix – Supplementary Material 

Figure 5-7. Left: UV spectra of CBB in ethanol; right: linear dependence of the 

transmittance at 610 nm on the CBB concentration used as a calibration curve for 

determining the number of CBB molecules loaded into the polymer brush from the spectra in 

Figure 5-4. 

Figure 5-8. A) Counterion exchange in QP4VP brush modified samples. Samples were 

immersed for the time indicated in 0.025 mM PFO solution, rinsed with water and blown 

dry. B) Time dependence of regeneration of gradient samples in 0.1 M NaCl (after PFO 

treatments of 60 s). CAs were determined at the QP4VP rich side of the gradient. The initial 

low contact angle at the QP4VP rich side was not recovered, even after very long treatment 

times.
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6 Wetting Phenomena as a Function                                           
of Topography and Surface Chemistry 

 

Abstract* 

In order to study the influence of surface topography and chemistry on wetting phenomena, 

microstructures consisting of grooves or squares were produced via hot embossing of 

poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) ETFE substrates. The structured substrates were modified 

with polymer brushes, thereby changing their surface functionality and wettability. Water droplets 

were most strongly pinned to the structure when the surface was moderately hydrophilic, as in the 

case of poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) or poly(vinyl(N-methyl-2-pyridone) (PVMP) brush-modified 

substrates. As a result, the droplet shape was determined by the features of the microstructure. The 

water contact angles (CA) were considerably higher than on flat surfaces and differed, in the most 

extreme case, by 37° when measured on grooved substrates, parallel and perpendicular to the 

grooves. On hydrophobic substrates (pristine ETFE), the same effects were observed but were much 

less pronounced. On very hydrophilic samples (those modified with poly(N-methyl-

vinylpyridinium) (QP4VP)), the microstructure had no influence on the drop shape. Finally, the 

highly anisotropic grooved microstructure was combined with a gradient in polymer brush 

composition and wettability. In the case of a parallel alignment of the gradient direction to the lines, 

the directed spreading of water droplets could be observed. 

                                            

*  This chapter has been submitted to Applied Materials and Interfaces. S. Neuhaus, N.D. Spencer, C. Padeste. The 
experimental part has been integrated in Chapter 2. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Directional wetting on (super)hydrophobic surfaces is a desirable materials property, 

particularly in the context of self-cleaning surfaces. Nature provides some very sophisticated 

strategies for the implementation of directional wetting. Illustrative examples include the surface 

structures of a rice leaf166 or of the wing of the morpho aega butterfly.167, 168  Learning from these 

and other examples, it has been recognized that an anisotropic surface topography can, in general, 

facilitate cleaning by directing water droplets and by increasing the water contact angle due to the 

underlying micro- and nano-structure.169 

A variety of approaches have been adapted in order to study and mimic the properties of 

anisotropic surfaces, although the methods for pattern creation, the pattern dimensions and the 

properties studied have varied widely. Xia et al. applied interference lithography in photoresist 

materials for the creation of submicrometer-scale periodic surfaces exhibiting highly anisotropic 

wetting. Further treatments with low-pressure plasma and different process gases resulted in a 

modification of the surface chemistry, and, consequently, in hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces. 

Another important finding was that the periodicity and the duty cycle of the structure only had a 

modest influence on the anisotropy.170 Groove structures with large periods and very large heights 

on the order of tens to hundreds of micrometers were prepared by wafer dicing.171 Subsequent 

coating with a fluoroalkylsilane resulted in superhydrohobic surfaces on which substantial 

differences in sliding angles in orthogonal directions were observed. A detailed study of wettability 

was conducted on a variety of complex surface topographies with translational symmetry on cast 

elastomeric poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) surfaces. The main finding was that the static and 

dynamic contact angle anisotropy was reduced but not eliminated on surfaces with discontinuous 

ridges.172 Micro-wrinkling of PDMS surfaces by a combination of UV/ozone treatment and 

application of mechanical strain was exploited to produce surfaces with wrinkles having a tunable 

amplitude-to-wavelength ratio. Water droplets assumed an elongated, parallel-sided shape on these 

highly anisotropic substrates. Owing to this particular drop shape, strongly differing CAs parallel 

and perpendicular to the line structure were observed and explained by a pinning of the droplets’ 

contact line along the line features. This pinning results from an energy barrier to the spreading of 

the droplet perpendicular to the lines. In contrast, the motion of the contact line was not hindered in 

the direction parallel to the lines.173 Similarly, drop-shape anisotropy and anisotropies in static and 

dynamic contact angles were observed on surfaces with lines (1-20 µm) consisting of hydrophobic 

silanes.174 In a study dealing with the influence of the water-drop volume on the observed wetting 
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anisotropy, the micro-structured substrates were prepared by hot embossing of poly(methacrylic 

acid) (PMMA) sheets and subsequent deposition of  plasma-polymerized polymers to alter the 

wettability of the surface. The use of droplet volumes ranging from picoliters to microliters resulted 

in a significant variation in contact angles, and the importance of reporting the droplet volume along 

with the CA when using very small droplets was emphasized.175 

Surfaces with anisotropic properties can potentially be used to induce the directed and, more 

importantly, spontaneous movement of water. For instance, it has been demonstrated that a 

roughness gradient on silicon surfaces modified with a fluorosilane led to the movement of a 10 µL 

sized droplet.176 Another potent driving force is a gradient in surface free energy as demonstrated by 

Chaudhury and Whitesides.177 In this case, a wettability gradient was created by varying the surface 

coverage of a hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The resulting difference in surface 

free energy was large enough to make “water run uphill”, i.e. against an inclination of 15°. Yet 

again, the most sophisticated concepts can be found in nature, e.g. in the directional water collection 

on wetted spider silk. The structural features of these complex fibers give rise to local surface 

energy gradients and differences in Laplace pressure, both factors cooperating to yield the unique 

properties of this material. Zheng and coworkers have succeeded in preparing an artificial fiber 

which mimics the wetting properties of spider silk by immersing an uniform nylon fiber in a 

solution of PMMA in N,N-dimethylformamide and ethanol. Quick withdrawal in a horizontal 

manner resulted in a thin liquid polymer film on the fiber surface which subsequently broke up into 

tiny solution drops. After drying, features similar to the spindle knots observed on spider silk were 

obtained.178 

In this work, drop shape and contact-angle anisotropy were studied as a function of surface 

topography and surface functionality. Moreover, contact line pinning, i.e. the retention of the three-

phase contact line of the droplet on features of the microstructure, was investigated. A wettability 

range resulting in very strong anisotropy was identified. Consequently, by creating a wettability 

gradient in this range, the directed spreading of water droplets could be induced on grooved 

substrates. In order to produce micro-structured samples with tailorable surface chemistry, two 

established methods, namely hot embossing of polymer foils and grafting of polymer brushes from 

polymer surfaces were combined (Figure 6-1). Structured surfaces were produced in thin foils 

(100 µm) of poly(ethylene-alt-tetrafluoroethylene) (ETFE) by hot embossing. Subsequently, the 

surface was modified by grafting of polymer brushes following cold, atmospheric-pressure plasma 

activation. In our previous study, it was shown that the wettability of intrinsically hydrophobic 
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ETFE (water contact angle ~ 101°) could be tailored over a wide range by choosing the appropriate 

monomer functionality and by performing chemical modifications after the grafting step.160 Here, 

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) brushes were chosen because of their intermediate water contact 

angle (CA) on flat surfaces (48°). Additionally, the pyridine moieties can be transformed to charged 

pyridinium groups in a quaternization reaction, yielding a strong polyelectrolyte brush (QP4VP), 

which imparts highly hydrophilic properties (CA ~10°) to the surface. The QP4VP brush can, in 

turn, be transformed into a PVMP brush having a CA between P4VP and the hydrophobic ETFE 

substrate. Moreover, the time-dependent character of the transformation from QP4VP to PVMP 

allowed for the preparation of a wettability gradient.179 

Figure 6-1. Preparation of microstructured ETFE by hot embossing of a silicon stamp. In 

order to functionalize the surface with polymer brushes, the samples are activated with 

atmospheric-pressure helium plasma and a graft reaction with 4-vinylpyridine is 

subsequently carried out. In a further step, P4VP can be transformed to QP4VP by 

quaternization, and QP4VP can in turn be transformed into PVMP. These brushes are known 

to show different wetting properties.160, 179 
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6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Preparation of Microstructured ETFE Surfaces and Functionalization with Polymer 
Brushes 

In order to assess the influence of the surface microstructure on the drop shape and water 

contact angles, surfaces with grooves or with a square pattern were prepared by hot embossing. In 

the case of the highly anisotropic grooved surfaces, the most pronounced differences in CA are 

expected along and perpendicular to the grooves, while on square patterns different surface 

properties are expected along the edge of the squares and along the square diagonal, i.e. at an angle 

of 45°. In Figure 6-2, profiles along these structures and light microscopy images are shown.  

Figure 6-2. Profiler scans and light-microscopy images of the microstructured surface 

prepared on ETFE foils. The preferential directions are indicated with arrows. Dimensions: 

A) and B): lines 24 µm, grooves 5 µm (period 29 µm). C) and D): squares 21 µm, gaps 9 µm 

(period 30 µm). Note: the tip of the profiler stylus has a diameter (5 µm) similar to that of the 

groove width probed. Consequently, the grooves appear to become narrower with increasing 

penetration depth of the stylus. 

The features of the silicon stamp were faithfully reproduced in the fluoropolymer foil by 

applying high temperature and pressure for a period of 20 minutes. In order to tailor the wettability 

of the microstructured surface, P4VP brushes were grafted and modified as described earlier.160 
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Briefly, radical initiators were created on the surface of ETFE by activation with cold, atmospheric-

pressure helium plasma. In a subsequent free-radical polymerization, polymer brushes were grown. 

Owing to the strong covalent attachment of the brush and the excellent chemical stability of the 

substrate, modification of the neutral polymer brush after grafting to yield a charged polyelectrolyte 

brush, poly(N-methyl-vinylpyridinium) (QP4VP), was possible. Moreover, a brush having a 

wettability in between the moderately hydrophilic P4VP brushes and the hydrophobic ETFE 

substrate was produced by transforming the strong polyelectrolyte QP4VP to the neutral 

poly(vinyl(N-methyl-2-pyridone) (PVMP) under alkaline conditions, as described elsewhere.179 A 

shorthand notation for the description of different microstructure/surface chemistry combinations 

will be used throughout this manuscript. G/ETFE, for instance, stands for a substrate with periodic 

grooves and a pristine ETFE surface, while S/QP4VP will be short for a substrate with periodic 

squares modified with a QP4VP brush. 
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6.2.2 Drop Shape and Water-Contact-Angle Anisotropy 

Figures 6-3A and 6-3B illustrate the influence of the microstructure on the shape of a water 

droplet as a function of surface chemistry and topography. The top view illustrates that, except for 

the case where the surface was modified with a very hydrophilic brush (QP4VP), the drop shape 

was determined by the underlying microstructure. On the square microstructure, the droplet shape 

deviates strongly from circularity, whereas elongated droplets were observed on grooved surfaces. 

The effect was most pronounced in the case of P4VP- and PVMP-modified surfaces, where the drop 

circumferences contained long straight sections along the microstructure axes. Therefore, the drop 

shape was apparently also strongly influenced by the hydrophilicity of the surface, as discussed 

below. In an attempt to quantify the anisotropy of the drop shape, the ratio of the drop dimensions 

in two perpendicular directions was calculated. As expected, the ratio was close to 1.0 for drops on 

square microstructures, whereas a strong deviation was found for G/ETFE (1.3), G/PVMP (2.1) and 

G/P4VP (1.9). Noticeably, the droplet volume had no influence on the drop shape ratio in the range 

investigated (2 – 10 µL). This observation can be attributed to the fact that the drops were large 

compared to the microstructure dimensions, thus eliminating the drop-size dependences that were 

reported for drops of sub-microliter volume.175 

Furthermore, images of the droplets in side view were used to evaluate the CAs in different 

directions. In the case of square microstructures, the CAs were determined in directions along the 

square edge axis and in the direction of the square diagonal, whereas on grooved substrates, 

directions perpendicular and parallel to the grooves were considered. The results are given in Figure 

6-3C and compared to the CAs measured on flat substrates with the same surface chemistry.160 

Clearly, the same observations as for the drop shape also apply when discussing contact angles. 

Surface modification with QP4VP led to very low contact angles, irrespective of the surface 

topography. The highly hydrophilic polyelectrolyte brush is swellable in water and probably allows 

water to easily penetrate gaps in the microstructure. Consequently, pinning effects are not observed 

in this case as the spreading of the water droplet is not hindered. In contrast, pinning leads to CAs 

exceeding the values found on flat substrates in the case of structured ETFE, P4VP and PVMP 

surfaces. The increase in CAs compared to flat substrates caused by pinning effects was strongest 

for P4VP and PVMP. The anisotropy of the substrates is reflected in the differing contact angles 

observed along different sample directions. For the highly anisotropic drop on the G/PVMP surface, 

the CA perpendicular to the grooves (CA┴) was as much as 37° lower than the CA parallel to the 

grooves (CA//). The effect was also very strong on G/P4VP surfaces. Noticeably, the CAs measured 
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in different directions on substrates with squares differed less, as expected from the less pronounced 

anisotropy of the microstructure. 

 

Figure 6-3. A) Images of water droplets (2 µL) on samples with a periodic square 

microstructure with ETFE in the pristine state and after modification with PVMP, P4VP or 

QP4VP polymer brushes. Observation from above and from the side along the pattern 

diagonal and along the square edge direction (indicated with arrows). B) As in A), but on 

grooved microstructures. Observation from above and from the side, with viewing directions 

along and perpendicular to the groove direction. C) Water CAs on flat (gray bar) and 

microstructured surfaces. Surfaces with square pattern: observation along the square 

diagonal (cross-hatched) and along the square edge (hatched). On grooved surfaces: viewing 

directions parallel to the grooves (vertically striped bars) or perpendicular to the grooves 

(horizontally striped bars). 
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The drop shapes shown in Figures 6-3A and 6-3B result from the restrictions placed on a drop 

spreading on a structured surface.173 Upon spreading, the drop will repeatedly encounter the gaps 

separating the square or line features of the microstructure. The three-phase contact line of the 

droplet is pinned on the ridges of the structure, as an energy barrier needs to be overcome in order 

for the liquid to bridge these gaps or grooves. Consequently, the final drop shape is determined by 

the pinning of the contact line on features of the microstructure. This phenomenon can be illustrated 

best when viewing the sample from below, i.e. by taking pictures of the footprint of the droplet 

through the transparent substrate. In Figure 6-4A, the corresponding images showing the pinning of 

contact lines of 2 µL-sized droplets along rows of squares (S/P4VP) or along grooves (G/P4VP) are 

given. Clearly, the straight sections of the contact line strictly follow the preferential direction of the 

microstructures. The behavior of a spreading droplet on a surface with grooves is illustrated by a 

series of images recorded while increasing the volume of the droplet (Figure 6-4B). The contact line 

of the droplet “hops” from groove to groove when the volume is increased. Moreover, as suggested 

by the highly variable drop shapes in Figure 3, the surface chemistry has a strong influence on the 

degree of pinning. Analyzing the footprints of 2 µL droplets on samples with a square 

microstructure, the length of the straight, pinned sections was established and related to the total 

droplet circumference. The length of the pinning line increased from ETFE to P4VP, i.e. from 

hydrophobic to more hydrophilic surfaces (Figure 6-4C). The share of the pinning line in the total 

circumference amounted to almost 50% in the case of P4VP. This trend of increasing pinning line 

length with increasing hydrophilicity of the sample is, however, not continuous, since the footprints 

of the droplets on very hydrophilic QP4VP samples contained no straight sections at all. 
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Figure 6-4. A) Pinning of contact lines of 2 µL-sized droplets along rows of squares 

(S/P4VP) or along grooves (G/P4VP). B) Behavior of a growing droplet on a surface with 

grooves. Series of snapshots taken at intervals of 2-4 seconds, showing hopping of the 

contact line from groove to groove. C) Analysis of 2 µL droplet footprints on square 

microstructures. The length of the pinned, straight contact line was measured and related to 

the droplet circumference. All images were recorded from below, i.e. drop footprints were 

characterized. 

The observations on drop shape, pinning lines and wettability help to elucidate why the most 

pronounced shape anisotropy was observed on G/PVMP and G/P4VP surfaces. As the wettability of 

PVMP and P4VP modified surfaces is good, the drop is quite free to spread along the lines. 

However, for reasons discussed above, the spreading of the drop perpendicular to the grooves is 

energetically unfavorable. Therefore, the equilibrium shape of the drop will be highly elongated. 

For a G/ETFE surface, however, spreading along the lines will also be strongly limited as ETFE is 

hydrophobic. Consequently, the observed anisotropy is much smaller for a G/ETFE surface. 
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6.2.3 Effect of Anisotropic Substrate Topography on the Sliding Behaviour of Droplets 

The sliding behavior of a droplet on G/ETFE and G/P4VP substrates is illustrated in 

Figure 6-5. While the drop started moving on ETFE along the direction parallel to the grooves at a 

tilt angle of about 30°, no sliding was observed in the direction perpendicular to the grooves, even if 

the substrate was tilted to a vertical orientation. This observation illustrates another highly 

anisotropic surface property which, similar to the rice leaf structure, guides water in one direction 

and prevents it from sliding off the surface in the other. However, drop movement was completely 

inhibited on G/P4VP surfaces in both directions. In this case, the footprint of the drop was too large 

to enable its sliding along the grooves of the microstructure, i.e. along the easy axis of sliding. 

Therefore, this is yet another example of surface topography and chemistry critically influencing the 

anisotropic properties of a surface. 

Figure 6-5. A) Sliding of a 10 uL water droplet on ETFE, parallel to the grooves; the 

sliding angle is 31 ± 5°; B) on ETFE, perpendicular to the grooves. The droplet does not 

slide even if the substrate is tilted to a vertical position. No sliding was observed on P4VP, 

C) parallel to the grooves and D) perpendicular to the grooves. 

6.2.4 Wettability Gradients on Structured Substrates 

Inducing drop movement on a surface usually requires the assistance of gravity as illustrated 

in Figure 6-5. As outlined in the introduction, spontaneous drop movement can also be provoked by 

variation of surface roughness or surface energy.176, 177 However, in order to obtain appreciable 

effects using these approaches, quite stringent conditions need to be fulfilled. For instance, surface 

A) B)
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topography must be designed and controlled in the µm-range or, in the second case, CA variation 

must be large and the CA hysteresis low. 

In the present work, structured substrates with a simple anisotropic topography without spatial 

variation were endowed with yet another directional surface property, i.e. a chemical gradient, to 

obtain new wetting properties. To test this concept, a chemical gradient containing variable 

proportions of N-methyl-vinylpyridinium and N-methyl-2-pyridone functionalities was prepared. 

The slow conversion of QP4VP brushes to PVMP brushes in alkaline media was exploited, as 

described earlier.179 Briefly, the strongly positively charged polyelectrolyte (QP4VP) brush was 

gradually transformed into the neutral PVMP brush by slow immersion into sodium hydroxide 

solution. As a result, the CAs as assessed on flat surfaces varied from about 60° at the PVMP-rich 

end of the gradient to about 10° at the QP4VP-rich end of the gradient. The gradient produced in 

this manner covered intermediate-to-low CAs, ensuring highly elongated drop shapes at the more 

hydrophobic end of the gradient. This was promising in terms of obtaining directional wetting 

properties. 

In Figure 6-6A, the spreading of water droplets placed on a sample with a freshly prepared 

gradient oriented parallel to the microstructure is shown. The series of snapshots illustrates how the 

consecutive placement of four water droplets (1.5 µl each) at the high CA side of the gradient first 

resulted in an elongation of the droplet. When a certain volume was reached, the water spread 

quickly across the whole length of the gradient. A considerably broader area was wetted at the low 

CA end of the gradient, while the amount of water in regions with poorer wettability was reduced. 

Note that this was observed on a horizontally placed sample, i.e. the directed spreading over a 

distance of over 16 mm was not assisted by tilting of the sample. The spreading direction was from 

the high to the low contact angle side of the gradient, in line with the observation that a drop on the 

right (low CA) end of the gradient did not spread towards the higher CA regions. In Figure 6-6B, 

the effect of a gradient perpendicular to the microstructure direction is shown. The drops exhibited a 

highly anisotropic shape with the main axis aligned to the microstructure orientation and a position-

dependent width due to the superimposed wettability gradient. Consequently, a variation of drop 

shapes resulted along the gradient. The observations detailed above demonstrate the strong mutual 

enhancement of two surface characteristics, the topographic anisotropy of the substrate and a 

directional gradient in wettability, and support the strategy of combining different incentives for 

directed drop spreading. In the case of a parallel alignment of the gradient to the grooves, the two 

ends of the drop were sufficiently far apart to experience the gradient in wettability due to the 
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elongated drop shape induced by the microstructure. Apparently, the difference in CAs on the two 

ends of the elongated drop was large enough to create a driving force for spreading in the direction 

of lower CA. By contrast, creating a gradient perpendicular to the groove-microstructure led to a 

conflict in directionality, resulting in different drop shapes along the gradient with the main 

direction being determined by the microstructure orientation. 

Figure 6-6. Illustration of the spreading of water droplets on surfaces with periodic 

grooves and a superimposed polymer brush wettability gradient. The cartoons illustrate the 

orientation of the grooves and the direction of the gradient (arrow pointing from the high CA 

to the low CA side. A) Series of snapshots showing how four droplets (1.5 µl each) were 

dispensed on the high CA side of the gradient, resulting in spreading over the whole length 

of the gradient; B) Photograph of drop spreading on a surface having the gradient direction 

oriented perpendicularly to the hot embossed grooves. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

Wetting phenomena such as drop-shape anisotropy, contact-angle anisotropy and contact-line 

pinning were studied on microstructured surfaces with different surface chemistries. A 

straightforward and versatile method for producing this type of sample was presented, in which the 

type and period of the hot embossed microstructure can be selected by using different stamps. 

Moreover, apart from the P4VP, PVMP and QP4VP brushes presented here, a variety of other 

monomers can be grafted from ETFE, enabling tailor-made surface chemistry and wettability of the 

foil, as shown previously.160 Structured substrates modified with QP4VP brushes are also attractive 

platforms for tailoring the wettability via exchange of the counter-anions to the quaternary 

ammonium moieties.30, 159, 164 

As shown in this study, both the surface topography and the functionality of the surface had a 

strong influence on the shape of water droplets, and, consequently, on the CA of the surface. 

Pinning was induced on ETFE, P4VP and PVMP modified surfaces, leading to anisotropic drop 

shapes and an increase of CAs with respect to flat surfaces. Additionally, CAs determined along the 

preferential directions of a given sample differed significantly (by up to 37°). 

In order to test a new concept for directed drop spreading, two directional surface properties, 

i.e. anisotropic topography and a gradient in polymer brush composition were combined. With the 

knowledge that intermediate CA lead to the highest drop shape anisotropy, a wettability gradient 

spanning a range from intermediate to very hydrophilic CAs was selected and spontaneous drop 

movement was observed. Noticeably, neither an intricate topography nor a very high difference in 

CA was required to obtain the desired effect. Moreover, the use of this concept is not limited to the 

presented system, since, for instance, the preparation of a self-assembled monolayer gradient on a 

structured silicon substrate is also conceivable to obtain the same effect. 

 



 

 

 

 

7 Preparation and Characterization of                               
Polymer Brush/Iron Oxide Nanocomposites 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The preparation of composites generally aims at the combination of properties of different 

material classes, as well as the creation of new, synergistic properties. With regard to polymer 

brushes, it has, for instance, been shown that a composite consisting of a responsive polymer brush 

and silver nanoparticles possessed the potential for sensing pH changes.27 When moving towards 

the long-term objective of remote-controlled surfaces, the combination of a flexible polymer brush 

with magnetic particles is a promising concept. The main challenges in the preparation of such 

nanocomposites are the identification of suitable reaction conditions and the characterization of 

very low amounts of material on the nanoscale. In the following, a brief overview of the synthesis 

strategies for iron oxide nanoparticles in solution will be given. The synthesis of particles in the 

presence of polymers is then discussed and potential applications of iron oxide/polymer composites 

are highlighted. Finally, the strategy for the preparation of iron oxide/polymer brush 

nanocomposites adopted in this work will be introduced.  

7.1.1 Iron Oxide Nanoparticle Synthesis in Solution 

Because of the potential of iron oxide nanoparticles for biomedical applications such as 

remotely triggerable drug release,180 hyperthermia treatments of tumors181 or use as contrast agents 

in magnetic resonance imaging,182 their synthesis has received tremendous attention in recent years. 

In order to control crucial parameters such as size, type, shape, magnetic properties and surface 

modification, a variety of strategies has been developed.183 

Massart has pioneered a precipitation method for the production of magnetic nanoparticles.184 

FeCl3 and acidic FeCl2 solutions were mixed to give a molar ratio of Fe3+:Fe2+ = 2:1 and magnetite 

was claimed to be precipitated by addition of ammonia solution. In similar procedures, Fe3+:Fe2+ 
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ratios smaller than two were used to account for the potential oxidation of Fe2+ in the course of the 

reaction.185 In an approach where only ferric chloride (FeCl3) was used, a certain amount of Fe3+ 

was reduced by glucose prior to precipitation in ammonia solution. Gluconic acid, the oxidative 

product of glucose, acted as a dispersant for the obtained magnetite particles.186 

Better control over particle size is provided by the precursor method. It can be summarized as 

the thermal decomposition of an iron precursor, most often iron(acetylacetonate) (Fe(acac)3), in a 

high boiling point solvent in the presence of reducing agents and surfactants. Monodisperse 

magnetite particles with diameters tunable from 3 to 20 nm were produced in 1,2-hexadecanediol 

with oleylamine (reducing agent) and oleic acid (dispersant).88 A considerable breakthrough was 

achieved by producing an iron-oleate complex in a first step, which was then thermally 

decomposed. Up to 40 g of nanoparticles were produced in one batch and further size sorting was 

not required.187 Alternative precursors such as Fe(CO)5 were used in order to lower the synthesis 

temperature. Moreover, seed-mediated growth, i.e. the use of nanoparticles as seeds for the growth 

of larger ones, was applied to obtain a broader range of controlled particle sizes.87 By employing 

oleylamine as both reducing and capping agent, the procedure was simplified as less components 

were present in the reaction mixture.188 Synthesis of nanoparticles at relatively low temperature 

(80°C) was accomplished by adding a strong but very toxic reducing agent, methylhydrazine, to the 

reaction mixture.189  

Functionalization and stabilization of iron oxide nanoparticles are of great importance for 

further applications. Oleic acid stabilized nanoparticles were for instance functionalized by ligand-

exchange reactions to introduce hydroxyl moieties. These moieties were then exploited to initiate 

ROP of poly(lactic) acid or to introduce alkyl halides for initiation of ATRP. With this strategy, 

nanoparticles in a shell of water-soluble polymers were prepared.190 In another approach, the high 

binding affinity of catechol derivatives and their irreversible attachment to iron oxide nanoparticles 

was exploited to produce ultra-stable dispersions. This method provided close control over the 

hydrodynamic diameter and the interfacial chemistry.191 Additionally, functionalization of iron 

oxide nanoparticles with  PEG modified catechols allowed the freeze-drying and redispersion of the 

particles.182 

7.1.2 Iron Oxide Nanoparticle Synthesis in the Presence of Polymers 

There are a number of incentives for the synthesis of nanoparticles in the presence of 

polymers. Most commonly, the chelating properties of the polymers are thought to provide better 
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distribution, homogeneity and size control of the nanoparticles. The polymers are also expected to 

provide stabilization during and after synthesis.  

Magnetite particles with a size of about 4 nm were obtained by the precipitation method in the 

presence of poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA). The particle size could be regulated by the amount of PVA 

in solution. However, the crystallinity, and, concomitantly the saturation magnetization decreased 

with increasing PVA concentration.192 In a similar procedure, the size of magnetite nanoparticles 

was controlled in a range between 5 and 15 nm by addition of PAA or carboxymethyl cellulose 

during the synthesis step.193 The ability of poly(vinylpyridine) to form coordination bonds with iron 

was also exploited for the production of nanoparticles of different iron oxides.194, 195 

 Strategies for nanoparticle formation in the presence of polymers are not limited to reactions 

in solution. Block copolymers were for instance used to form optically transparent films containing 

microdomains with carboxylic acid moieties. Adding FeCl3 to the polymer solution prior to static 

casting led to the selective incorporation of iron in the microdomains. After film formation and 

treatment in sodium hydroxide solution, uniformly distributed maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoclusters 

formed.196 Composite materials consisting of a PVA matrix and magnetite nanoparticles were 

processed to give films by casting or fibers by wet spinning. Below a certain pH, particle assembly 

in the material was prevented and fibers with excellent magnetization properties were obtained.197  

Poly(styrene)-poly(acrylate) copolymer gels were loaded with Fe2+ and then treated with 

sodium hydroxide solution to obtain magnetite particles. Due to the sponge-like character of the gel, 

up to 8 wt.-% of magnetite could be incorporated in a single treatment cycle. When repeating this 

loading procedure, the number of particles increased while their size remained constant. It was 

hypothesized that the gel matrix acted as a template for magnetite formation, as only non-magnetic 

iron oxide was precipitated when the same synthesis method was used in the absence of the 

gel-matrix.198 Polyelectrolyte multilayer assemblies consisting of poly(diallyldimethylammonium 

chloride) (PDADMAC) and sulfonated polystyrene (PSS) were also applied as templates for iron 

oxide nanoparticle formation. In order to obtain high loading of the multilayer with needle-shaped 

akaganeite (β-FeOOH) nanoparticles, oxidative hydrolysis of iron cations was repeatedly carried 

out under an inert atmosphere. It was found that the void volume of the multilayer matrix 

constituted an upper limit for the particle size.199 In the same multilayer system, lepidocrocite 

(γ-FeOOH) nanoparticles could be precipitated when using ferric nitrate (Fe(NO3)3) instead of 

ferrous chloride (FeCl2) in the loading step.200  
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7.1.3 In-Situ Preparation of FexOy Nanoparticles in a Polymer Brush Matrix 

Results from the studies discussed above suggest that a suitable polymer matrix can have a 

beneficial effect on nanoparticle synthesis. For instance, the potential of polymer brushes for the 

synthesis of silver or gold nanoparticles has already been demonstrated.201, 202 It therefore appears 

reasonable to apply similar concepts for the preparation of iron oxide nanoparticles in polymer 

brushes. Using such a surface-bound functional polymer layer as a matrix presents several 

important advantages: 1) a high number of sites for binding of iron cations are available if the 

functional groups are carefully selected; 2) owing to the stabilization by the polymer chains, 

agglomeration of particles should be prevented; 3) the confined space in the polymer brush should 

limit the particle size.  

However, despite these advantages, to the best of our knowledge, only one study on the 

synthesis and properties of magnetic nanoparticles in a polymer brush matrix has been published so 

far by the group of Huck.36 Due to the great relevance of this study with respect to our work, it will 

be discussed in some detail in the following. Poly(3-sulfopropyl methacrylate) (PSPM) brushes 

were grafted via ATRP from initiators immobilized on gold-coated silicon. Patterned brushes (lines) 

with a height of about 200 nm and a width of ~200 µm were prepared. The strong affinity of 

sulfonate groups for iron cations was then used to load the brushes with Fe2+ and Fe3+ in exchange 

for K+ counterions. Very dilute solutions were used to avoid the collapse of the strong PEL brush 

and slow oxidation was carried out at room temperature in air. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses indicated that a mixture of α-Fe2O3 (hematite), α-

FeOOH (goethite) and Fe3O4 (magnetite) had been created in situ. It became evident from TEM 

images that the particles created close to the substrate interface were significantly smaller (~ 3 nm) 

and sparser than those created close to the solution interface (~ 8 nm), indicating that the brush had 

not been homogeneously loaded. The particle-loaded brushes exhibited strong changes in both 

width and height upon application of a magnetic field. Surprisingly, both the persistence of these 

changes in the absence of the magnetic field and the results of hysteresis measurements suggested 

ferromagnetic behavior of the particles rather than superparamagnetic behavior as expected. It was 

speculated that this was due to the close-packed structure of the nanoparticles, enabling dipolar 

interactions and a collective behavior of the particle assembly. As the dimensional changes were 

reversible, the system was claimed to have a potential to be used as a magnetically driven nano-

actuator.  
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In this thesis, a similar strategy involving loading of the polymer brush matrix with iron 

cations followed by in situ nanoparticle synthesis was applied (Figure 7-1). To this end, polymer 

brushes with functional groups capable of complexing iron cations were grafted from ETFE. 

Subsequently, brushes were swollen in a good solvent and loaded with Fe2+. Finally, iron oxide 

nanoparticles were created by oxidation in alkaline solution. When comparing the approach of Huck 

and our own, several important differences are evident. For example, in our work, polymer brushes 

were grafted from flexible substrates in a straightforward procedure consisting of activation and 

polymerization only, whereas grafting of the PSPM brushes required coating of a rigid silicon wafer 

with gold and immobilization of an ATRP initiator via µCP prior to polymerization. In terms of 

patterning, resolution on the nano-scale is possible when using EUV-IL activation as opposed to 

micrometer-scale resolution in the case of µCP. Moreover, the loading of the polymer brush matrix 

with iron cations was accomplished by exploiting the complexation of Fe2+ by the functional groups 

in polymer brushes rather than electrostatic interactions.  

Figure 7-1. In situ creation of iron oxide nanoparticles in a polymer brush matrix. 

Following grafting, Fe2+ was complexed by the polymer brush matrix. Iron oxide 

nanoparticles were created via alkaline hydrolysis and oxidation.  

The polymer brush/iron oxide nanoparticle composites were characterized with different 

methods. Complexation of iron by poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) was 

closely followed with ATR-IR and UV-spectroscopy. The presence of iron oxide nanoparticles was 

proven in P4VP brushes by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and energy-

dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX). Furthermore, scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) 

was used for obtaining images of the composites at different energies, for recording x-ray 

absorption spectra at the iron edge to gather information on the type of iron oxide, and for collecting 

information on the magnetic properties with x-ray circular magnetic dichroism (XMCD). 
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7.2 Results and Discussion 

7.2.1 Synthesis of Polymer Brush/Iron Oxide Nanocomposites 

Composites consisting of nanoparticles in a polymer brush matrix can be prepared by either 

incorporating existing particles in the matrix or by synthesizing the particles in situ. However, only 

the in situ method allows taking full advantage of the polymer brush matrix (c.f. 7.1.3). As 

described and illustrated above (Figure 7-1), iron was loaded into polymer brushes by exploiting 

polyligand/Fe2+ interactions. Then, the aim was to create iron oxide nanoparticles under oxidative 

conditions similar to the precipitation method (7.1.1), i.e. by treatment in alkaline solutions. 

Noticeably, the widely used precursor method was not applicable here, as the required temperatures 

were not compatible with the ETFE substrate and the grafted polymer brush. Two polymer brushes 

with different polyelectrolyte character and solubilities were selected as polyligands. P4VP is 

neutral over a wide pH range and soluble in ethanol while PAA is water-soluble and negatively 

charged at neutral to alkaline pH values. The complexation and oxidation steps were monitored 

with ATR-IR for both brushes. In Figure 7-2A, the spectral changes upon complexation of Fe2+ in a 

P4VP brush are shown. The pyridine ring skeleton vibrations at 1600 cm-1 and 1419 cm-1 were 

clearly reduced in intensity, while new bands appeared at 1504 cm-1, 1518 cm-1 (shoulder), at 

1637 cm-1 and as a shoulder on the band at 1600 cm-1 (~1611 cm-1). All of these changes show that 

the ring skeleton vibrations were strongly altered and offer proof for the successful and efficient 

complexation of iron by the pyridine moieties in P4VP. After the oxidation step, the spectral 

changes caused by the complexation of iron were largely reversed, as only a very broad shoulder 

above 1600 cm-1 remained (Figure 7-2B). This suggests that the newly formed iron oxide particles 

were no longer bound to the polymer brush via ligand-metal interactions.   
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Figure 7-2. ATR-IR spectra of a P4VP brush in the as-grafted state (black line) and 

A) after complexation of Fe2+; B) after complexation of Fe2+ and oxidation in alkaline 

solution at 80°C. ETFE bands are marked with asterisks.  

The description of the changes in spectra of the PAA matrix is more complex, as the relevant 

information is contained in a number of convoluted bands in a narrow wavenumber range shown in 

Figure 7-3A. Peak fitting was required to analyze the changes occurring during complexation and 

oxidation. In a PAA brush in the as-grafted state (7-3B), C=O st bands arising from free (1715 cm-1) 

and H-bonded (1655 cm-1) carboxylic acids as well as from carboxylates (1550 cm-1) were 

identified. The same features appeared after complexation (7-3C) and oxidation (7-3D), however, 

additional bands attributable to asymmetric carbonyl stretching vibrations were identified. 

According to similar observations reported in the literature, these were assigned to carboxylate 

moieties acting as ligands for metal cations. Interestingly, the corresponding band was found at 

1604 cm-1 after complexation and at 1580 cm-1 after oxidation. It appears that the oxidative 

treatment and the almost full deprotonation of the brush induced a change in complexation 

geometry from bridging bidentate to chelating bidentate.23 In the latter case, a mononuclear 

complex with one or two ligands is formed, while in the former case a binuclear complex is formed 

via the association of two iron cations with two pairs of neighboring carboxylate groups.  
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Figure 7-3. ATR-IR spectra of PAA brushes grafted from ETFE. A) Overview showing 

spectra of the brush in the as-grafted state (black line), after complexation of Fe2+ (red line), 

and after oxidative treatment (blue line). B)-D): Deconvolution of the spectral region 

containing carbonyl and carboxylate bands. B) Brush in the as-grafted state; C) after 

complexation of Fe2+; D) after oxidation. Newly appearing bands are labeled and marked in 

red or blue.  

In Table 7-1, the quantitative evaluation of the areas assigned to different carbonyl vibrations 

in the above IR-spectra is given. Clearly, the appearance of (COO)- bridging interactions in 

PAA/Fe2+ brushes coincides with diminished COOH vibrations (both in the free and hydrogen-

bonded state). After treatment in alkaline solution, carboxylates involved in the complexation of 

iron in a chelating geometry even present the largest fraction, indicating that almost 40% of the 

functional groups in the polymer brush participate in the complexation of iron.  
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Table 7-1. Assignment of different carbonyl stretching vibrations in PAA brushes after 

grafting, complexation and oxidation. For each modification step, the fraction of each band as 

derived from the spectra in Figure 7-3 is given.  

 COOH COOH  
H-bonded 

(COO)- 
bridging 

(COO)-

chelating 
(COO)- 

 1715 cm-1 1655 cm-1 1604 cm-1 1580 cm-1 1550 cm-1 

PAA 0.55 0.28 0 0 0.17 

PAA/Fe2+ 0.48 0.20 0.10 0 0.22 

PAA/Fe2+ ox 0.26 0.23 0 0.36 0.15 

 

The results from the ATR-IR analyses suggest that the complexes formed by PAA are more 

stable throughout the treatment sequence than P4VP complexes. One needs to bear in mind that 

PAA and P4VP have very dissimilar properties as evidenced by experiments in solution. When 

adding base to a mixture of aqueous solutions of PAA and FeCl2, the solution merely turns black 

but remains stable over several days, suggesting that iron oxide particles are formed and stabilized 

by PAA. However, when mixing ethanolic solutions of P4VP and FeCl2, an orange-brown 

precipitate immediately forms which turns dark upon addition of base. In the case of PAA, charge 

neutrality can be maintained by simultaneous complexation of Fe2+ and release of Na+ counterions. 

The solubility of PAA increases at alkaline pH, explaining why stable complexes with iron oxide 

particles form at high pH. In contrast, the complexation of Fe2+ by P4VP drastically reduces the 

solubility of the polymer in ethanol. In this case, the situation is further complicated by the presence 

of counterions required to ensure charge neutrality. Moreover, as the water solubility of P4VP is 

very poor, P4VP precipitates from solution and P4VP brushes collapse in the presence of alkaline 

solutions. Based on these observations and the fact that no evidence for complexation was found in 

P4VP/FexOy composites after base treatments, it seems particularly likely that the P4VP brush 

collapses immediately after addition of the aqueous alkaline solution, and that the formation of 

nanoparticles can only take place at the surface of the collapsed brush. The particles supposedly 

remain attached to the brush by physical entrapment and/or complexation to the pyridine moiety.  
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7.2.2 Imaging of P4VP Brush/FexOy Nanocomposites with TEM 

Transmission electron microscopy provides unique imaging capabilities for systems with 

features on the nanoscale. Compared to the surrounding brush matrix, iron oxide particles are 

expected to yield a strong absorption contrast. The aim was to image nanoparticles in a P4VP brush 

matrix and to prove the presence of iron with energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX). Samples that 

were subjected to one or three treatment sequences, each sequence consisting of complexation with 

iron and subsequent oxidation, were compared. It was expected that either more or larger particles 

would be obtained after multiple loading steps.  

Samples were cut to ultrathin slices of about 100 nm thickness by ultramicrotomy in order to 

enable imaging in transmission. In Figure 7-4, TEM images of P4VP Brush/FexOy nanocomposites 

prepared with one (A) or three (B) loading steps are shown. The brighter region corresponds to the 

embedding material, while the dark region corresponds to the ETFE substrate. Nanoparticles were 

located in the interfacial layer with the P4VP brush as expected, and analysis of this region with 

EDX confirmed the presence of iron. The particles were found to be very small, only on the order of 

1 nm, and no apparent difference in particle sizes was detected in samples with a different number 

of loadings. This finding is in accordance with reports of nanoparticle synthesis in polymer gels198 

or polyelectrolyte multilayers,199 in which the particle size was also shown to be independent of the 

number of loading cycles. However, the volume density of particles was found to increase with the 

number of treatments in these studies. Whether this also applied to the system under investigation 

cannot be answered from inspection of the TEM images, as a projection of the nanoparticle 

containing layer with a very large thickness compared to the nanoparticle dimensions is obtained by 

imaging in transmission. However, UV spectra recorded on P4VP brush/iron oxide modified ETFE 

revealed a significant decrease in transmittance with each loading step, indicating that the density of 

iron oxide particles indeed increased (Figure 7-5). 
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Figure 7-4. TEM images of P4VP/FexOy nanocomposites. Cuts of about 100 nm thickness 

were prepared A) after one treament sequence consisting of iron complexation and oxidation. 

B) after three treatment sequences.  

Figure 7-5. UV spectra of ETFE samples modified with P4VP brushes and 

P4VP brush/FexOy nanocomposites. The transmittance between 300 and 600 nm decreased 

strongly with the number of loading steps.  

While the density of nanoparticles in the P4VP matrix is high, their size is extremely small 

even after multiple loading steps. Apparently, the in situ creation of larger particles in a P4VP brush 

is prevented by the limited amount of iron and/or the confinement in the matrix. In view of the 

magnetic properties of the nanocomposites, this finding is discouraging. Particles of 1 nm size are 

expected to be superparamagnetic and to have a low saturation magnetization which can only be 

achieved at very low temperatures.203 γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) particles of 5 nm size are, for instance, 

known to only reach their full magnetization below 40 K.187 
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7.2.3 Characterization of Polymer Brush/FexOy Nanocomposites with STXM 

In section 2.2, the potential of scanning transmission x-ray microscopy for the 

characterization of polymer brush/iron oxide nanocomposites was outlined. Results obtained with 

this method are presented in three parts, i.e. imaging, x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and 

x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD).  

Imaging. As in the case of TEM imaging, x-ray microscopy images were obtained in 

transmission on microtome sections deposited on TEM grids. In Figure 7-6, images of PAA 

brush/FexOy and P4VP brush/FexOy nanocomposites obtained at different x-ray energies are shown. 

Images were recorded around the iron L3 edge. Due to the proximity of the fluorine K edge, ETFE 

also shows a strong absorption at this energy and therefore appears dark. In order to highlight the 

contrast caused by the presence of iron, images recorded at the iron edge (713.5 eV) and below the 

iron edge (705 eV) were divided. Consequently, an iron-specific contrast is obtained as the 

absorption of x-rays with energy below the edge is negligible, whereas the absorption of x-rays at 

the edge is very strong. Absorption by other elements in the sample, e.g. fluorine, carbon or 

nitrogen, is indifferent to the change of x-ray energies in this range. In the case of the 

PAA brush/FexOy system, a strong contrast was obtained which grew gradually weaker over a 

distance of about 200 nm into the depth of the brush (Figure 7-6A). The dark contrast in images of 

P4VP brush/FexOy was limited to a well-defined layer of about 70 nm width, in accordance with the 

results from TEM images.  

The very different aspects of composites with P4VP and PAA matrix are in line with the 

observations made on polymer-brush solubility and complex stability in 7.2.1. It appears that the 

excellent water solubility and stability of PAA/Fe2+ complexes allows for a quite homogeneous 

distribution of iron in the brush, while the collapse of the P4VP brush in alkaline solution and the 

poor stability of the complex therein accounts for the formation of iron oxide in a narrow band in 

the outermost layer of the brush. 
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Figure 7-6. Scanning transmission x-ray micrographs obtained on microtome cuts. Images 

were recorded at (713.5 eV) and below (705 eV) the iron L3 edge. In order to highlight the 

contrast caused by iron containing particles, the two images were divided. A) PAA 

brush/FexOy nanocomposite (five loading steps). B) P4VP brush/FexOy nanocomposites 

(three loading steps).  

X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy. One of the main challenges when acquiring x-ray 

absorption spectra using STXM is to obtain spectra of sufficient quality without changing or 

destroying the sample by beam damage. In order to limit the damage induced by the highly focused 

x-ray beam to a minimum, “image stacks” recorded at given energy intervals are usually evaluated. 

However, when only a very small amount of the substance of interest is present, a low peak 

intensity is still an issue. The spectrum recorded on a P4VP brush/FexOy nanocomposite is shown in 

Figure 7-7, and the spectrum of a model system for a P4VP/Fe2+ complex (dropcast slurry) is 

plotted for comparison. It is evident that the absorption maximum shifted considerably from 712 eV 

in the P4VP/Fe2+ complex (black curve) to 713.5 eV in the composite material (green curve) and 

that the peak shape changed significantly. Additionally, the L2 peak in the spectrum of the 

composite is also shifted to higher values of x-ray energy and is split into two sub-peaks in contrast 

to the P4VP/Fe2+ precipitate. Comparison with spectra reported in the literature revealed that iron 

oxide was produced as expected. Considering the lack of peak splitting at the L3 edge and the 
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significant difference in absorption between the shoulder and the main peak, it is most likely that 

both γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) and Fe3O4 (magnetite) were present in the brush.187 

Figure 7-7. X-ray absorption spectra. Black line: P4VP/Fe2+ complex dropcast from 

solution. Green line: nanocomposite consisting of a P4VP brush and FexOy. 

The situation was by far more complex in nanocomposites with a PAA matrix (Figure 7-8). 

The L3 peak obtained when evaluating the whole interfacial area bore no resemblance to iron oxide 

absorption peaks (7-8B). However, when only the outermost part of the composite was evaluated 

(indicated with blue arrows), the peak shape was closer to that expected for iron oxides (7-8C). In 

contrast, evaluation of the main part of the brush (red arrows) resulted in yet another shape of the 

absorption spectrum. While the comprehensive spectrum (B) clearly presented a mixture of features 

of the outer and the inner composite region, the outer region (C) could tentatively be assigned to 

some type of iron oxide. However, the origin of the spectrum representing the largest fraction of the 

composite remained unclear at first.   
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Figure 7-8. A) STXM image of a PAA/FexOy composite layer with arrows indicating 

which areas were evaluated for the spectra. B)-D) X-ray absorption spectra at the iron edge. 

B) evaluation of the whole interfacial area; C) evaluation of the brush surface; D) evaluation 

of the inner composite layer.  

In order to have a basis for comparison, the spectrum in Figure 7-8D was plotted together 

with a spectrum recorded on a PAA/Fe2+ model system (Figure 7-9). Against expectations, the peak 

shapes of the nanocomposites and the complex dropcast from solution were very similar. The 

results from the XAS measurements indicate that while the surface of the PAA brush was decorated 

with iron oxide, the iron inside the polymer brush was still in a complexed but unoxidized state. 

Apparently, the PAA matrix acts as a polyligand for the formation of exceptionally stable 

complexes with Fe2+. In the light of these results, the nanocomposite will be labeled PAA/Fe2+ 

instead of PAA/FexOy in the following. Whether this alternative type of nanocomposite is still 

interesting in terms of magnetic properties will be discussed in the next paragraph.  
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Figure 7-9.  X-ray absorption spectra at the iron L3 edge. Grey curve: PAA/Fe2+ complex 

dropcast from solution; red curve: evaluation of the inner layer in a PAA composite (c.f. 

Figure 7-8).  

Magnetic Properties. As described in section 2.2, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

(XMCD) is a technique to study the magnetic properties of a material. It is based on the differential 

absorption of left-handed (LCP) and right-handed (RCP) circularly polarized light by a magnetic 

material in the presence of a magnetic field aligned along the beam axis. A number of images were 

acquired for P4VP/FexOy and PAA/Fe2+ in the presence of a strong permanent magnet, changing the 

polarization from LCP to RCP and back again in consecutive images while leaving the x-ray energy 

constant. If drift can be excluded, any contrast obtained after division of the images is a result from 

the differential absorption of LCP and RCP light. Additionally, x-ray absorption spectra for both 

LCP and RCP light were obtained by evaluation of “image stacks”. However, no magnetic 

properties were detected in P4VP/FexOy and PAA/Fe2+ nanocomposites.  

In the case of P4VP brush/FexOy composites, the extremely small particles (~1 nm) cannot be 

magnetized at room temperature as discussed before.187 Furthermore, the achievable saturation 

magnetization drops strongly below a certain particle size, which was shown to be around 25 nm for 

γ-Fe2O3 and around 10 nm for Fe3O4.
203  

PAA brush/Fe2+ composites did not exhibit magnetism at room temperature, even though they have 

the potential to show interesting properties at low temperatures. Magnetic properties at 4 K were for 

instance reported for “magnetic polymers” consisting of complexes of poly(N-2-

thiazolyl(meth)acrylamide) with Fe2+.204 However, it is unlikely that this type of system will ever be 

of use for applications at room temperature. 
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7.3 Conclusions  

Nanocomposites were prepared by exploiting the ability of PAA and P4VP to complex and 

immobilize iron cations on the surface. Moving towards responsive surfaces, it was attempted to use 

the abundance of functional groups in a polymer brush to prepare a surface layer with magnetic 

functionality. Noticeably, a number of strategies routinely applied in solution synthesis of 

nanoparticles are not applicable to the in situ synthesis in a polymer brush. The temperatures 

required to prepare well-defined nanoparticles from precursors, for instance, are too elevated to be 

used in the presence of a polymer substrate. Moreover, while seed-mediated growth can be used in 

solution to grow particles of defined size, small particles incorporated in a brush could not be used 

as seeds. In contrast, repeating the loading treatments resulted in an increase of the particle density 

rather than particle size in the case of P4VP brush/FexOy composites. As this observation was also 

made in polymer gels and polyelectrolyte multilayers,198, 199 it appears that particle nucleation is 

heavily favored over particle growth in polymeric matrices.  

In the P4VP matrix, particles were found in a very thin layer with sharp boundaries at the 

outermost surface of the brush. The particle size was only about 1 nm, as assessed with TEM. The 

particles consisted most probably of Fe3O4 and γ-Fe2O3, but could not be magnetized at room 

temperature due to their size. Moreover, surface effects are expected to play an important role as the 

surface-to-volume ratio is very high. This could lead to poorly controlled crystallinity and 

stoichiometry of the particles.  

In the PAA matrix, both IR and XAS results strongly suggest that the composite mainly 

consisted of Fe2+ complexed by carboxylate moieties rather than iron oxide particles. The stability 

of the PAA/Fe2+ complex was surprising, but in line with observations made in solution 

experiments. Even though this nanocomposite was not magnetic at room temperature, magnetic 

properties were observed in similar systems at low temperature.204 In the light of these findings, it 

appears that the in situ preparation of nanoparticles in a polymer brush is governed by very delicate 

balances. It turned out that the confinement provided by the brush matrix can also limit particle 

growth too strongly (P4VP matrix) or that the complexes formed with the brush may be too stable 

and prevent particle growth altogether (PAA matrix). Poly(vinylamine) (PVAm) matrices have the 

potential to remedy some of the issues mentioned above. Thick PVAm brushes can be obtained (c.f. 

Chapter 3) and their water solubility is very good throughout a large pH range. As demonstrated in 

Chapter 8, PVAm is also highly suitable as a polyligand, as it is able to complex transition metal 

cations (e.g. Ni2+, Cu2+, Fe2+) very efficiently.  
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8 Immobilization of Biomolecules in Polymer Brushes 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Polymer brushes have been recognized as promising platforms for biotechnological 

applications such as protein purification, biofunctional membranes, bioassays and biosensors. The 

chemical variety found in polymer brushes lends itself to a wealth of strategies for biomolecule 

immobilization. The “extended interface” provided by the brush is key, when high binding 

capacities are targeted. This swellable, soft interface determines the structural integrity of the bound 

biomolecules, as denaturation is a major issue when adsorbing proteins onto flat, solid surfaces.205 

The main strategies for immobilization, i.e. covalent binding, physisorption, metal affinity binding 

and binding via polyhistidine-Ni2+-affinity interactions, will be summarized in the following. In 

section 8.1.5, the approaches used in this thesis are introduced.  

8.1.1 Covalent Immobilization 

In covalent immobilization, a bond is formed between the biomolecule and the polymer brush. 

In a straightforward approach, RNase A was covalently linked to poly(2-vinyl-4,4-dimethyl 

azlactone) (PVDMA) brushes by the nucleophilic attack of the amine groups in the lysine units of 

the protein on the azlactone ring. The immobilized enzyme was found to display an activity similar 

to that of the free enzyme.206 Polymer brushes with carboxylic acid functionality are frequently 

treated to obtain active esters, which then react with accessible amine groups in the biomolecule. 

Using this concept, patterned surfaces with areas of protein-resistant PEG and PAA brushes with 

immobilized avidin have been prepared and employed for the capture of biotinylated molecules.207 

Similarly, a range of coupling agents has been tested to directly bind streptavidin to a protein-

resistant poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate) brush.208 These and other methods for covalent 

coupling can yield stable and well-defined protein arrays. A major restriction is the need for lysine 
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residues to be present at the surface of the protein in a sufficient number. Additionally, it is difficult 

to control and assess the yield of the different functionalization steps. 

8.1.2 Physisorption 

Physisorption of proteins from solution onto a polymer-brush-modified surface is the simplest 

method for protein immobilization. As the binding is “weak”, the conformation and activity of 

proteins is expected to remain largely intact. If the attractive interactions between protein and brush 

are strong enough, much larger amounts can be immobilized than on flat surfaces.209 One of the 

more counterintuitive findings is that proteins can be adsorbed on similarly charged brushes. For 

instance, while hen egg-white lysozyme (IEP 11) was adsorbed onto negatively charged PAA 

brushes at pH 7, as expected from electrostatic considerations, bovine serum albumin (BSA, IEP 5) 

was also adsorbed under the same conditions even though net electrostatic repulsion prevailed.210 In 

another study, the amount of adsorbed BSA was found to increase with the chain length and 

grafting density of PAA brushes. An optimum pH for physisorption was identified, yet adsorption 

remained significant up to 2.4 units above the IEP.209 Czeslik and coworkers demonstrated with 

neutron reflectometry experiments that BSA penetrates deeply into the PAA brush at low salt 

concentrations. However, the PAA brush was found to be essentially protein resistant at high salt 

concentrations, i.e. on the order of several hundred mM.211 Similar results were obtained for PAA 

brushes grafted from a solid spherical core with dimensions of about 100 nm.212  Moreover, the 

controlled release of the protein by gradually increasing the ionic strength was demonstrated in the 

same study. In most cases, the physisorption “on the wrong side of the IEP” and the dramatically 

different behavior found for low and high salt concentrations is assumed to be regulated by 

counterion release. If a protein with a net negative charge enters a negatively charged brush, both 

protein and brush will release counterions. Since the osmotic pressure in the brush can be decreased 

by this process at low salt concentrations, physisorption of the like-charged protein is energetically 

favorable. At high salt concentrations, however, the salt concentration inside and outside the brush 

is equal. As a release of counterions does not decrease the osmotic pressure in this case, protein 

adsorption is not favored.  

It becomes clear that a very delicate balance of forces needs to be considered when looking at 

examples of other PEL brushes. BSA uptake was found to scale linearly with the surface mass 

concentration of repeat units in a poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) brush, 

suggesting that the protein was distributed throughout the brush. In contrast to the findings for 
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PAA, however, a protein with a net electrostatic repulsion was repulsed.213 Another controversial 

point concerns the influence of the grafting density on the amount of adsorbed protein, which was 

in some cases claimed to be negligible213 an in other cases to be dominant.209, 214 Yoshikawa et al. 

even observed that proteins with sizes between 2 and 13 nm were adsorbed on brushes with very 

low grafting density (0.007 chains/nm2) but physically excluded from brushes with high  grafting 

density (0.7 chains/nm2).214 

8.1.3 Metal Affinity Binding 

Several decades ago, Porath perceived the potential of using the affinity of proteins for 

transition metal ions in purification methods.215 Imidazolyl- (from His), thiol- (from Cys) and 

indolyl- (from Trp) counterligands were identified to form complexes with metal ions such as Cu2+, 

Zn2+, Ni2+ and Mn2+. Sharp fractionations of human serum with no signs of denaturation were 

obtained when using metal-loaded chelate gels, Cu2+-loaded gels showing a particularly high 

physisorption capacity. This method now known as “immobilized metal ion affinity based 

chromatography” was fine-tuned by testing different metal cations, chelating gels and by carefully 

considering the different interaction strengths involved.216 The possibility to strip the 

chromatography column with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and reload it with metal ions 

for further use is particularly attractive. More recently, metal affinity binding was implemented on 

polymer-brush-modified surfaces. Frequently, carboxylic acid moieties in brushes are activated and 

coupled with chelators such as Nα,Nα-bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine hydrate (BCML).217-220 The 

modified brushes are then loaded with Cu2+ before addition of the protein. A detailed 

characterization of the degree of carboxylic acid modification, the amount of Cu2+ and protein in the 

brush, and monitoring the brush height is important to understand the mechanisms involved.220 The 

most promising application is again in protein analysis and purification, for instance when the 

strategy is applied to polymer brushes grafted on membranes.219, 221  

8.1.4 Affinity Binding via Polyhistidine-Ni2+ Interactions 

Cooperative effects of histidylhistidine units in affinity binding were already known to 

Porath,215 but the full potential of using poly(histidine) tags for protein purification was only 

exploited later.222 Since then, proteins with engineered his-tags, i.e. hexahistidine units at the end of 

the amino acid sequence are routinely expressed to allow for a highly specific and affine 

purification on Ni2+-containing columns. Polyhistidine-Ni2+ interactions were also exploited to 
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immobilize his-tagged proteins on polymer brushes. Zhen and coworkers have prepared 

PLL-g-PEG polymers with a certain fraction of PEG chains containing a terminal nitrilo-triacetic 

acid (NTA) group. These polymers assemble spontaneously on negatively charged surfaces with the 

PEG-chains arranged in a brush-like manner. After complexation of Ni2+, the specific and reversible 

binding of his-tagged green fluorescent protein (GFP-His) was monitored.223 This approach offers a 

number of important advantages: 1) the protein is bound in its native conformation since only the 

his-tagged terminal is involved in binding; 2) the binding is stable, specific and fast; 3) the binding 

is reversible as the protein can be removed by adding an excess of competitor ligand such as 

imidazole, or Ni2+ can be removed with EDTA. Gautrot et al. chose a related method and grafted 

protein-resistant polymer brushes (poly(oligoethyleneglycol methacrylate) or poly(hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate))  followed by NHS-activation of the carboxylic acid moieties and binding of NTA.224 

Polymer brushes with NTA-Ni2+ functionalization were also found to increase the binding capacity 

of porous alumina membrane absorbers.225  

8.1.5 Immobilization Strategies in this Work 

The physisorption strategy (8.1.2) and two variants of the affinity binding strategy via his-tag 

(8.1.4) were tested. All approaches make use of the library of polyelectrolyte brushes established in 

chapters 3 and 4. The aim was to exploit the chemical functionality of the brushes in order to endow 

the surface with a second, more advanced type of functionality.  

In the first approach, the activity of enzymes adsorbed in PEL brushes was assessed. Alkaline 

phosphatase (ALP) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were selected because they catalyze the 

transformation of a colorless substrate to a colored product, and the enzymatic activity can therefore 

be easily monitored with colorimetry. The substrate of choice for ALP is para-nitrophenyl 

phosphate (pNPP), which is hydrolyzed to yield yellow para-nitrophenol (pNP) (Figure 8-1). HRP 

oxidizes 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide to give a 

product with deep blue colour. The enzymes differ strongly in their size and IEP, with HRP being 

the smaller enzyme (44 kDa) with the higher IEP (7.2) than ALP (57 kDa, 4.5). In order to screen 

the influence of different parameters on enzyme physisorption, neutral, positively and negatively 

charged brushes are tested, and the results are also discussed in view of the observations on 

wettability and water solubility made in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 8-1. A) Enzymes are physisorbed in polymer brushes with different character 

(neutral, positive or negative). B) The activity of the enzymes, for instance alkaline 

phosphatase (left) or horseradish peroxidase (right) is assayed with colorimetry.  

In the second approach, the immobilization of a fluorescent protein via polyhistidine-Ni2+ 

affinity interactions was tested.  The conventional strategy for the immobilization of his-tagged 

proteins involves modification of a SAM or brush with a chelator and complexation of Ni2+ 

(Figure 8-2A). Even though this has been successfully implemented, a major weak point remains. In 

order to fully exploit the potential of the extended interface provided by the brush and obtain high 

protein-loading capacities, binding of the chelator needs to proceed homogeneously throughout the 

brush. When the chelator molecules are only attached to the chain termini,223 the advantages offered 

by the brush are forfeited. Moreover, when attempting in-depth functionalization, only a low level 

of chelator functionalization was detected, and it was postulated that GFP-His was adsorbed 

preferentially at the surface of the brush.224 This occurs most probably because the diffusion of the 

bulky chelator molecules to sites within the brush is sterically hindered. Nevertheless, in order to 

have a base for comparison, chelator-modified PGMA brushes were tested for GFP-His 

immobilization in this thesis.  

To avoid the complications involved with the above strategy, a new approach was 

investigated (Figure 8-2B). Polymer brushes with polyligand character, i.e. with side groups able to 

form complexes with metal cations, were used for the immobilization of GFP-His. The 

implementation of this method is straightforward, as suitable polymer brushes only need to be 

loaded with Ni2+ after grafting, saving at least one reaction step compared to the conventional 

method. Moreover, the small Ni2+-cations should be able to penetrate easily, ensuring the presence 

HRP or ALP

A)

pH 7.4pH 9

B)
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of binding sites for his-tagged proteins throughout the brush. GFP-His was used to test this 

immobilization protocol, as this protein can be easily detected and fluorescent intensities can be 

compared among different samples.  

Figure 8-2. Strategies for protein immobilization exploiting the strong affinity of his-

tagged proteins for Ni2+. A) “Conventional strategy”. A chelator bound to a polymer brush or 

SAM complexes Ni2+. Subsequently, a his-tagged protein is bound. B) Alternative strategy: 

A polymer brush with side groups suitable as ligands for Ni2+ is grafted. Again, a his-tagged 

protein is bound after complexation of Ni2+.  

Ni2+ GFPHis

B)

A)

surface
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8.2 Results and Discussion 

8.2.1 Enzyme Immobilization via Physisorption 

Samples for the assessment of enzyme immobilization were activated by irradiation with 

EUV light through a Si3N4-membrane window to obtain brush-modified areas (squares) with a 

defined size of 2.25 mm2. The grafted brushes had different characteristics as shown in Scheme 8-1, 

covering the whole range from negatively charged strong PELs through neutral brushes to 

positively charged strong PELs. The pKa values of the weak PELs (with a positive charge in the 

protonated state) differed heavily: pKas are 3 for P4VP; 8 for PDMAEMA and 10 for PVAm. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, charged brushes are, in general, considerably more soluble in water than 

their neutral counterparts. Consequently, the swellability of the brush as well as the type and density 

of charges need to be considered in the further discussion.  

Scheme 8-1. Polymer brushes tested as platforms for enzyme physisorption. Strongly 

negatively charged (dark blue), weakly negatively charged (light blue), neutral (green), 

weakly positively charged (orange) and strongly positively charged (red) brushes were 

prepared. For weak PEL, the predominant species at the pH of the assay (7.4 or 9) is shown.  

The following comparison of the enzyme-immobilization capacity of different brushes is only 

qualitative, as grafting density and dry thickness vary among the brushes (c.f. Chapter 3). However, 

as QP4VP and QPDMAEMA brushes are prepared by quaternization of P4VP and PDMAEMA 

brushes, respectively, these pairs can be quantitatively compared.  

Very low activity levels were detected when immobilizing ALP in PGMAS, PAA and PDMAEMA 

and PVAm brushes, while no activity at all was seen in the case of P4VP. However, when 

adsorbing ALP in the two positively charged, strong PEL brushes, QP4VP and QPDMAEMA, a 

very high activity level was observed, indicating that these brushes were suitable for immobilizing 

substantial amounts of ALP. In Figure 8-3, the striking differences between the quaternized brushes 

and their neutral counterparts, P4VP and PDMAEMA, are illustrated. In the case of HRP, 
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enzymatic activity was only detected in PVAm, P4VP and QP4VP brushes. Again, activity levels 

were drastically higher in the strongly positively charged QP4VP brush than in the neutral P4VP 

brush and PVAm, a weak PEL. However, the immobilization and/or activity of HRP in QP4VP 

brushes fluctuated strongly.  

The outstanding performance of quaternized brushes can be partially assigned to their high 

density of immobile positive charges. In the case of ALP, a strong electrostatic attraction between 

the enzyme and the brush results as the pH during the incubation and under assay conditions is 

much higher than the IEP. Similarly, a net attraction should also result for HRP, even though the pH 

in the experiments was very close to the IEP of this enzyme. However, electrostatic attraction is 

probably not the only parameter leading to the drastic differences observed, even more so as 

immobilization in positively charged PVAm brushes failed to produce the same results. Most 

probably, the excellent water solubility of brushes with quaternary amines is another important 

factor. These brushes were observed to swell drastically in aqueous solutions; this suggests that the 

spatial capacity for the accommodation of enzymes is very large.  

Figure 8-3. Enzymatic activity of ALP (left, yellow bars) and HRP (right, blue bars) 

immobilized in polymer brushes as assessed with colorimetry. Neutral brushes with a low 

activity level can be transformed to positive strong PEL brushes with a very high enzyme 

activity level via quaternization.  
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In order to further characterize the performance of ALP immobilized in a QP4VP brush, the 

kinetics of the enzymatic reaction were determined and compared to the behavior of the free 

enzyme in solution. Inspection of Figure 8-4 reveals that the substrate conversion by both ALP in 

solution (A) and immobilized in a QP4VP brush (B) steadily continues over at least 60 minutes, and 

the absorbance value reached was significantly higher in experiment B). This suggests that the 

activity of the enzyme remains intact after immobilization. Knowing the concentration of ALP in 

solution (0.1 µg/mL) and the area modified with QP4VP (6.75 mm2), it can be estimated that at 

least 1.5 µg of ALP were immobilized per cm2 of brush-modified area. This value is higher than 

those reported for the physisorption of lysozyme (0.9 µg/cm2) and BSA (0.15 µg/cm2) in a PAA 

brush210 and corresponds to at least three monolayers of enzyme (1 monolayer = 0.2–0.5 µg/cm2).220  

Figure 8-4. Conversion of pNPP to pNP by ALP as a function of time. The substrate 

(pNPP) concentration was 10 mg/mL in all experiments. A) Free enzyme in solution, ALP 

concentration 0.1 µg/mL. B) Substrate turnover by ALP immobilized in a QP4VP brush 

(brush modified area 6.75 mm2).  

The above findings imply that the successful immobilization of proteins in a polymer brush 

by physisorption requires electrostatic attraction between the protein and the brush. Moreover, the 

water solubility of the grafted polymer was found to play a very important role, since brushes with 

high water swellability were found to adsorb by far the largest amounts of protein.  
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8.2.2 Protein Immobilization via His-Tag-Ni2+ Affinity  

Ni2+ complexed in polymer brushes with polyligand-character. In this approach, the 

immobilization of his-tagged green fluorescent protein (GFP-His) on polymer brushes containing 

complexed Ni2+ was tested. Among the weak PEL brushes presented earlier, there are several 

candidates with polyligand-character, for instance PAA, P4VP, PVAm or PDMAEMA. P4VP and 

PVAm were selected and the complexation of Ni2+ by the aromatic and aliphatic amine side groups 

was monitored with ATR-IR. For P4VP brushes, a shoulder (1615 cm-1) on the ring pyridine 

vibration at 1600 cm-1 appeared after complexation of Ni2+ (Figure 8-5A). Comparison of the area 

under the shoulder to the total area revealed that approximately 18% of the pyridine rings were 

involved in complexation. In the case of PVAm, the changes in the spectrum induced by 

complexation are even stronger (Figure 8-5B). Note that the bands labeled with a and b arise from 

amides that were not hydrolyzed as described in Chapter 3. Strikingly, the NH2
 δ band disappears 

completely upon complexation. Moreover, the band corresponding to the C-N stretching vibration 

in PVAm (1392 cm-1) is strongly reduced in intensity. In contrast, a very strong new band appears 

at much lower wavenumber (1097 cm-1), which is tentatively assigned to the C-N vibration in the 

presence of Ni2+, as the complexation of Ni2+ is expected to lead to a substantial change in the 

vibration of this bond. Due to the residual amide bands, quantification of the amount of 

complexated Ni2+ is prevented in the case of PVAm. However, as the changes are quite drastic and 

the NH2 band disappears almost completely, a large fraction of the amine moieties is expected to 

participate in the complexation of Ni2+. Noticeably, similar results were obtained for the 

complexation of Cu2+ by P4VP and PVAm. After washing the brushes with a solution containing 

EDTA, a strong competitor ligand, the original spectra were retrieved, indicating that the brushes 

were completely stripped of the metal cations.  
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Figure 8-5. ATR-IR spectra of polymer brushes in the as-grafted or as-modified state 

(black curves) and after complexation of Ni2+ (blue curves). A) P4VP; a shoulder on the 

pyridine ring skeleton vibration at 1600 cm-1 appears after Ni2+ complexation. B) PVAm: 

complexation of Ni2+ is accompanied by the disappearance of the NH2 δ band and the 

appearance of an additional C-N stretching vibration.  

Having established the ability of P4VP and PVAm brushes to complex Ni2+, the 

immobilization of GFP-His was tested. Polymer brushes in the as-grafted or as-modified state and 

after loading with Ni2+ were incubated with the protein. As GFP-His is inherently fluorescent, 

comparisons between different samples were made with fluorescence microscopy. Results are 

shown for P4VP- and PVAm-brush-modified samples in Figure 8-6. The fluorescence intensity was 

evaluated in areas modified with a homogeneous polymer brush, as indicated by the red squares in 

the figure, whereas background intensities were evaluated in areas indicated with white squares. 

Inspection of the images and the fluorescence-intensity histograms reveals the following: 

1) intensities are higher in PVAm brushes than in P4VP brushes; 2) for both P4VP and PVAm, the 

fluorescence intensity is higher on brushes loaded with Ni2+ than on pristine brushes; 3) the 

difference between as-grafted and Ni2+-loaded states is larger for PVAm. These findings illustrate 

that the complexation of Ni2+ indeed had a beneficial effect on the immobilization of his-tagged 

proteins, even though the protein was also immobilized in the as-grafted brushes. Noticeably, when 

considering all nine fields of a sample, the intensity was found to increase with the brush height 

which depends on the exposure dose (c.f. Chapter 3). However, the difference in intensity between 

the lowest and highest exposure dose field was considerably smaller than the difference between 

brushes in the as-grafted and Ni2+-loaded state.  
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Figure 8-6. Fluorescence images recorded after the incubation of polymer brushes with 

GFP-His. The exposure dose in the activation step was the same for all of the samples 

shown. The fluorescence intensity was characterized in the areas indicated with a red square, 

background intensities were evaluated in the areas indicated with a white square. Samples 

received the following treatments prior to GFP-His incubation: A) Pristine P4VP (upper 

panel); complexation of Ni2+ (lower panel). B) Pristine PVAm (upper panel); complexation 

of Ni2+ (lower panel). 
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Another interesting observation concerns the intensity distribution in Ni2+-loaded PVAm at 

higher exposure doses as illustrated in Figure 8-7. At low-to-intermediate exposure doses, the 

square features of the pattern appear homogeneous, as shown for dose 5, both for PVAm brushes 

with and without Ni2+. However, at higher exposure doses, this is only true for PVAm brushes in 

the as-modified state, as shown for dose 8. In the presence of Ni2+, the overall fluorescence intensity 

is still higher, but the edges of the square features are considerably brighter than their interiors. It is 

probable that complexation of Ni2+ leads to the formation of a crosslinked network of grafted 

polymer chains on the surface, and that the crosslink density is particularly high at higher grafting 

densities. Therefore, in the presence of Ni2+, the loading of GFP-His might be sterically hindered at 

high exposure doses. 

Figure 8-7. Fluorescence intensity distribution in PVAm brushes. Square features 

modified with polymer brushes appear homogeneous at low-to-intermediate exposure doses 

(e.g. dose 5) and in the absence of Ni2+ at high exposure doses. In the case of Ni2+ loaded 

PVAm at high exposure doses, the edges appear much brighter.  

In summary, protein immobilization via His-Tag-Ni2+ affinity interactions on polymer brushes 

complexed with Ni2+ exhibited some promising features, even though the difference in fluorescence 

intensity between as-grafted and Ni2+-loaded brushes was not as large as expected. However, as the 

effort needed to obtain Ni2+-loaded brushes is very small, it is still worthwhile to exploit the 

additional immobilization potential. Open questions of great interest concern the complexation 

geometry and if the protein is immobilized in the bulk of the brush or at its surface.  

Ni2+ complexed in BCML-functionalized PGMA brushes. The strategy of using polymer 

brushes as polyligands for Ni2+ complexation (Figure 8-2B) was contrasted with the more 

conventional strategy of binding chelator molecules to the brush (Figure 8-2A). Nα,Nα-

bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine hydrate (BCML) is a tetradentate chelator which can be covalently 

coupled to other moieties via the terminal amine group.  

The suitability of BCML as a Ni2+-chelator was assessed with UV spectroscopy in solution. 
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Addition of a BCML solution to an aqueous solution of NiSO4 resulted in a blueshift of the 

absorption maximum (Figure 8-8A). When mixing the two compounds in a molar ratio of 1:1, no 

UV absorption features due to Ni2+ (aq) remained, indicating excellent complexation efficiency. 

Complexation of Ni2+ by EDTA (Figure 8-8B), a stronger chelator, results in an even more 

pronounced blueshift. If the two chelators are used competitively (e.g. in a solution with 

Ni2+:BCML:EDTA=1:1:1), only the Ni2+/EDTA complex is detected. This suggests that EDTA can 

be used to efficiently remove Ni2+ from a BCML complex, be it in solution or on a surface.  

Figure 8-8. UV spectra of aqueous solutions of NiSO4 and A) solutions of Ni2+/BCML in 

a ratio of 1:1; B) solutions of Ni2+/EDTA in a ratio of 1:1.  

BCML was bound to PGMA brushes via ring opening of the epoxide by nucleophilic attack 

(Scheme 8-2). The reaction was conducted under basic conditions to ensure the deprotonation of the 

amine.  

Scheme 8-2. Functionalization of a PGMA brush with BCML under alkaline conditions 
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Monitoring the success of the grafting reaction with ATR-IR is straightforward, as a new band 

appears at 1726 cm-1 due to the C=O st vibration of the ester (c.f. Chapter 4). However, no changes 

with respect to the as-grafted state were detected when recording IR spectra on thick PGMA 

brushes after BCML modification, indicating that the brush was either not modified at all or that the 

degree of modification was too small to be detected. The latter turned out to be correct, as 

inspection of UV spectra before and after modification revealed the appearance of an absorption 

feature at 300 nm, which compares favorably with the absorption band reported for lysine in 

solution.226 Moreover, the modification was followed by water contact angle (CA) measurements 

(Figure 8-9). The water contact angle measured after reaction of PGMA with BCML (B) was 

slightly lower than in the as-grafted state (A). A brief treatment of the modified brush in sodium 

hydroxide solution resulted in a deprotonation of the carboxylic acid moieties in BCML and a 

further, strong decrease in CA (C). This is in line with the observation that CA values measured on 

deprotonated PMAA brushes were also significantly lower than when the brush was in the neutral 

state (c.f. Chapter 4).  The PGMA brush modified with BCML was then exposed to a solution 

containing Ni2+, leading to a substantial increase of the CA (D). Most probably, this change is due 

to the carboxylic acid moieties being involved in the complexation of Ni2+ and no longer being free 

to interact with water. This reasoning is justified, as the CA decreases again after treatment with 

EDTA solution and removal of Ni2+ (E). Moreover, this value is very close to that measured in step 

B, indicating that the original state with unoccupied bound chelator molecules can be recovered. 

The CA results indicate that BCML was indeed bound to PGMA brushes and capable of 

complexing Ni2+. However, for further discussions, the fact that water CA measurements only probe 

the properties of the outermost surface of the brush needs to be taken into account. 

Figure 8-9. Water contact angles measured on surfaces modified with PGMA after 

successive treatment steps: A) PGMA as grafted; B) after modification with BCML; C) after 

deprotonation of the carboxylic acid moieties in BCML; D) after complexation of Ni2+; 

E) after removal of Ni2+ by EDTA. 
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The immobilization of GFP-His was tested on PGMA brushes modified with BCML; both in the 

presence and in the absence of Ni2+ (Figure 8-10). Surprisingly, a significantly higher fluorescence 

level was detected on the brush without Ni2+. This probably signifies that the immobilization of 

GFP-His was not mediated by his-tag-Ni2+ affinity interactions as intended. It is suspected that only 

a low number of repeat units in PGMA was functionalized with BCML, due to the large size of the 

chelator molecule - as already suggested by the IR and UV data. This also implies that the 

modification was restricted to the surface of the polymer brush. Additionally, the significant 

increase in CA upon complexation with Ni2+ could mean that the BCML-modified portion of the 

brush collapsed. In a similar system, Dai et al. documented such a collapse by measuring a very 

significant decrease in brush thickness upon complexation of Ni2+.220 In view of these 

considerations, it is likely that GFP-His immobilization took place via physisorption. A higher 

amount was immobilized in the absence of Ni2+, as the outermost layer of the brush had a better 

water solubility and was therefore able to accommodate the protein. In contrast, the amount of Ni2+ 

in the collapsed brush was probably too low to achieve any appreciable his-tag-Ni2+ affinity 

interactions.  

Figure 8-10. Fluorescence images recorded after incubation of polymer brushes with 

GFP-His. The exposure dose was the same for the two samples shown. Samples received the 

following treatments prior to incubation with GFP-His: Upper panel: PGMA brush modified 

with BCML; lower panel: PGMA brush modified with BCML, additional treatment in NiSO4
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The above findings illustrate that BCML coupling to PGMA brushes is not a practicable way 

for immobilizing his-tagged proteins. This is a consequence of the inherent shortcomings of the 

chelator coupling strategy (as outlined in section 8.1.5) and is further aggravated by the high 

grafting densities obtained in EUV-IL activated samples (c.f. Chapter 3). Alternatively, coupling of 

a chelator to the glycidyl methacrylate monomer as applied in hydrogel preparation by Lin et al. 

could be considered.227 However, even though the degree of chelator functionalization might be 

increased with this approach, the grafting density would most probably suffer due to the 

significantly increased size of the monomer.  
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8.3 Conclusions and Outlook  

The chemical variety of the polymer brushes introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 was exploited to 

test different immobilization strategies for biomolecules, with the aim of implementing 

biofunctionality in addition to the chemical functionality provided by the polymer brushes. 

Enzymes were immobilized on polyelectrolyte brushes by physisorption. Most brushes showed a 

very limited potential for immobilization. However, very strong enzyme activity was detected in 

two strong, positively charged brushes with quaternary amine functionality. It seems that both 

electrostatic attraction between enzyme and brush and an excellent water swellability of the brush 

are necessary to accommodate enzymes in appreciable amounts. In contrast, almost no enzymatic 

activity was detected when attempting to adsorb HRP and ALP onto a strong, negatively charged 

polyelectrolyte, i.e. under conditions of electrostatic repulsion. Therefore, mechanisms such as 

counterion release, which mediate this incompatibility, did not seem to be active in this case.  

In a new strategy, affinity interactions between his-tagged green fluorescent protein and Ni2+ 

complexed in polymer brushes with polyligand character were exploited. It was shown that more 

protein was immobilized in the presence of Ni2+. However, non-specific adsorption also took place 

in the absence of Ni2+. The conventional strategy of binding a chelator to a polymer brush failed, 

most probably due to low coupling efficiency. Comparing these methods, the polyligand strategy 

clearly required much less experimental effort than the chelator-binding strategy and does not suffer 

from any inherent conceptual problems.  

Further investigations could be directed towards the stability and reusability of the prepared 

biofunctional polymer brushes.   



 

 

 

 

9 Nanomechanical Response of Weak Polyelectrolyte Brushes 
Probed with Atomic Force Microscopy 

 

9.1 Introduction 

The properties of surfaces modified with weak polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes can be altered 

by a simple external stimulus, such as pH. As shown in Chapter 4, switching the brush from the 

charged to the neutral state induces, for instance, pronounced differences in wettability (c.f. 

Figure 4-6). Another interesting question is how this switching behavior influences the interaction 

of a polymer brush with another material. This becomes particularly relevant when brush-modified 

surfaces are considered for use in systems where aqueous lubrication is required.  

Polymer brushes in a good solvent are known to have a great potential to reduce friction. Klein and 

coworkers were among the first to observe that the friction coefficient between sliding polystyrene 

brush-modified mica surfaces was reduced to below the detection limit in toluene.228 In a later 

seminal study, neutral and charged polymers with different architectures, i.e. randomly adsorbed or 

grafted to the surface, were compared in terms of their friction properties. It turned out that charged 

polymer brushes had outstanding lubrication properties, a finding which was assigned to their 

“exceptional resistance to mutual interpenetration”.229  

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is well suited for the study of mechanical properties on 

the nanoscale. The adhesion between tip and sample is assessed by measuring force versus 

displacement curves, and friction forces are determined by monitoring the lateral deflection of the 

cantilever.230 The microscope needs to be operated in contact-mode for these measurements, and 

normal forces are usually varied in the nano-Newton range, depending on the probe diameter used. 

From the dependence of the friction forces on the applied normal force, the friction coefficient can 

be derived for a given system. Here, nano-patterned weak PEL brushes were probed with atomic 

force microscopy, and the influence of the solution pH on the friction properties was investigated. 

Measurements were carried out at different pH values and with positively or negatively charged 

AFM tips in order to monitor the influence of brush swelling and electrostatic interactions. In the 
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following introductory sections, literature reports on the use of AFM and other methods for the 

study of the mechanical properties of functional organic layers such as SAMs (9.1.1) and polymer 

brushes (9.1.2) are reviewed.  

9.1.1 Study of Self-Assembled Monolayers with Atomic Force Microscopy 

The possibilities for the characterization of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) with atomic 

force microscopy are manifold as depicted below. SAMs are highly useful for the investigation of 

interactions between different types of functional groups, as they can be used to modify both the 

surface to be studied and the AFM probe.  

Frisbie and coworkers “mapped” the spatial arrangement of chemical functional groups with 

AFM by exploiting differences in adhesion and friction forces between substrates and tips that were 

both modified with various SAMs. They found that the adhesion and, consequently, friction 

between -COOH terminated SAMs was considerably higher than between -CH3 terminated 

monolayers. The difference was large enough to obtain chemical contrast when imaging surfaces 

with patterns of different SAMS.231 Using the same concept, adhesion and friction were determined 

on –NH2, -COOH, -CH3 and –OH terminated SAMs as a function of pH. While the values were 

independent on pH for –CH3 and –OH as expected, “force titrations” could be carried out on 

carboxylic acid- or amine-functionalized surfaces. Reasonable pKa values were obtained by 

determining the pH at which a drop in adhesion occurred. When imaging patterned surfaces, the 

obtained contrast was not only sensitive to the chemical groups, but also to their ionization state.232 

Apart from the chemical functionality, the length of the alkyl-chain in SAMs was identified to be 

another important parameter influencing friction. High friction forces were measured with a silicon 

nitride tip on short-chain alkylsilanes, while the friction was significantly reduced for longer chains. 

This finding was explained by the fact that silanes with long chains form more compact and rigid 

layers, which act as better lubricants than the disordered arrays of short-chain SAMs.233 Friction 

measurements were even found to be sensitive enough to monitor structural changes in 

hexadecanethiol SAMs as a function of temperature. It was shown that moderate heating led to 

improved ordering of the SAM, and, consequently, decreased friction.234 

The above examples serve to illustrate that adhesion and friction measurements with AFM are 

extremely sensitive and susceptible to changes in chemical functionality, or even ionization states. 

However, when similar measurements are carried out on polymer brushes, the complexity of the 
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system is increased because much thicker and more compliant layers are probed. Moreover, 

swelling or collapse of the brush layer needs to be taken into account.  

9.1.2 Mechanical Properties of Polymer Brushes 

The properties of polymer brushes are heavily influenced by the quality of the solvent in 

which the brush is immersed. The dependence of the friction coefficient on the brush lubricity was 

demonstrated with colloidal probe measurements on a PS brush in different solvents. Compared to 

the values obtained in measurements on a polystyrene (PS) brush in 2-propanol or n-butanol, the 

friction coefficient was dramatically reduced on the PS brush in toluene. This finding was 

correlated with the significantly higher uptake of toluene, a good solvent for PS, as confirmed with 

quartz crystal microbalance measurements.235 In superhydrophilic, zwitterionic brushes of poly(2-

methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine), the friction as measured with a glass-ball probe was 

found to decrease as a function of the relative humidity in air. A further improvement in sliding 

properties was achieved by modifying the glass ball probe as well. Additionally, it was shown that 

the polymer brush was considerably less prone to wear than a spin-cast film of the same polymer.236  

The applicability of poly(L-lysine)-graft-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG) and 

poly(allylamine)-graft-poly(ethyleneglycol) brushes in aqueous lubricant systems was tested with 

rolling- and sliding-contact tribometry and the surface forces apparatus. These copolymers readily 

adsorb onto negatively charged oxide surfaces via electrostatic interactions between the backbone 

and the surface, while the grafted PEG chains extended into the solution. Both brushes provided 

significantly better lubrication than water alone.237 Similarly, the properties of  SAMs with chains 

of oligo(ethyleneglycol) (OEG) or PEG were studied with pin-on-disk tribometry. As expected, a 

significantly lower friction coefficient was observed on the PEG-modified SAM than on the OEG-

modified SAM. Exposing the samples to solutions with high sodium chloride concentration (0.1 M) 

resulted in reduced hydration of both types of SAMs and, consequently, in conformational changes. 

The friction coefficient was found to increase upon collapse of the ethylene glycol chains.238  

Even lower friction coefficients than observed for PEG-modified surfaces were measured on 

PMMA brushes grafted from SiO2 surfaces. Brushes with different dry thickness were 

indistinguishable in sliding tests due to their extremely low friction coefficients. However, thicker 

brushes proved to be significantly more resistant to wear.239   
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Charged brushes are of high interest for the reduction of friction as mentioned above.229, 240 

However, it appears that the friction properties of weak PEL brushes have been scarcely 

investigated as a function of pH. For instance, the behavior of poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate) brushes grafted on gold surfaces was studied with a brush-modified gold colloidal 

probe. The friction coefficient determined at pH 3 was 15 times lower than that determined at 

pH 11, demonstrating the huge potential to tailor the interaction and friction between these surfaces 

in response to pH.241 A detailed study of weak poly(2-vinylpyridine) and PAA brushes with 

colloidal probe AFM also documented the dependence of the interaction forces on the pH value and 

the salt concentration. However, the authors did not report any friction measurements.242 
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9.2 Results and Discussion 

Friction forces between AFM tips and polymer brush-modified surfaces were determined as a 

function of the applied normal force and the solution pH. Measurements were carried out on nano-

patterned polymer brushes to ensure defined brush heights and topography. Poly(4-vinylpyridine) 

(P4VP) and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) brushes were investigated as representatives of 

positively and negatively charged weak PEL brushes. It is expected that friction forces will be 

particularly low when a brush in the charged, and, consequently, swollen state, encounters a like-

charged probe. Therefore, measurements were first carried out with a positively charged tip on 

P4VP, and with a negatively charged tip on PMAA.  

The interactions between tip and sample were qualitatively assessed under different 

conditions by obtaining images of the samples. In Figure 9-1, images of a P4VP brush in height and 

friction mode acquired in liquids of different pH are shown. A sharp tip (~ 10 nm radius) modified 

with poly(ethylene imine) was used in order to scan the surface with a positively charged probe. At 

pH 2 (Figure 9-1A), the P4VP brush is positively charged. Applying a normal force of 50 nN, the 

features of the patterned brush could not be imaged. Doubling the normal force to 100 nN resulted 

in a slightly improved but still blurred image. In contrast, at pH 8 (Figure 9-1B), a well-defined 

image of the dot pattern was obtained at 50 and 100 nN. Noticeably, the height range of the images 

recorded at pH 8 was almost tripled compared to the height range at pH 2. These observations 

illustrate how strongly the tip-brush interaction varied as a function of pH. At pH 2, both tip and 

brush are positively charged, and the brush is in a swollen state. Due to electrostatic repulsion 

between the two surfaces, the tip was prevented from contacting the surface at the lower normal 

force setting. Increasing the normal load enforced a better tip-surface contact. However, the dots 

appear to be much smaller and less thick than at pH 8, indicating that the electrostatic repulsion 

efficiently prevents the tip from closely scanning the contours of the pattern. At pH 8, the brush is 

neutral; therefore, there is neither electrostatic attraction nor repulsion between tip and surface. This 

is reflected in the good image quality at both lower and higher normal forces. Inspection of the 

images recorded in friction mode also shows that the friction was apparently much lower at pH 2, 

indicating that the tuning of tip-sample interactions via pH is a valuable means to reduce friction. 

This was confirmed when measuring the friction forces between tip and sample as a function of the 

applied normal load (Figure 9-1C), as the friction force measured at pH 2 was more than 13 times 

lower than that at pH 8. Contrary to expectations, the values determined at pH 5 were higher than at 

pH 8, even though P4VP is neutral at both pH values. It is assumed that the brush is fully collapsed 
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and insoluble at pH 8, whereas it is still slightly swollen at pH 5. At all pH values, the friction force 

was observed to be independent of the applied normal force as discussed later.  
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Figure 9-1. AFM images of a nano-patterned P4VP brush in height and friction mode. 

Images were acquired in liquid with the normal force set to the indicated value. The scans 

have a size of 5 µm x 1.25 µm. The solutions were at A) pH 2; B) pH 8. C) Friction forces 

measured on a P4VP brush at different pH values as a function of the applied normal force. 

A sharp tip covered with poly(ethylene imine) was used.  

In contrast to P4VP, PMAA is negatively charged at high pH values. Consequently, the brush 

was probed with a negatively charged tip to obtain the lowest friction values possible. In Figure 9-2, 

images obtained on a PMAA brush at different pH values are shown. Again, the image quality is 

very low when brush and probe are like-charged and the applied normal force is insufficient (pH 8, 
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6 nN). As expected, an increase in normal force or a change to more acidic solutions improved the 

picture quality.  
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Figure 9-2. AFM images of a nano-patterned PMAA brush in height and friction mode. 

Images were acquired in liquid with the normal force set to the indicated value. The scans 

have a size of 5 µm x 1.25 µm. The solutions were at A) pH 3; B) pH 8. C) Friction forces 

measured on a PMAA brush at different pH values as a function of the applied normal force. 

A sharp silicon tip with a native SiO2 layer was used.  

In Figure 9-2C, the friction between the PMAA brush and the AFM probe is shown as a 

function of the applied normal force. As expected, at pH 8, the friction between the negatively 

charged brush and the negatively charged tip was lowest due to electrostatic repulsion. In contrast, 

8 times higher friction forces were observed at pH 3, which can be explained by the lack of 
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repulsion between the tip and the neutral PMAA surface. At pH 5, which is slightly lower than the 

pKa of PMAA, an intermediate friction force was found.243 It is surprising that the friction force 

was independent of the applied normal force at all pH values for both P4VP and PMAA brushes. 

This observation will be addressed in more detail below. 

In a further step, the influence of the probe charge and type (sharp or colloidal) on the friction 

forces was investigated. PMAA brushes were probed with PEI-covered sharp tips (positively 

charged) or with colloidal probes equipped with a 5 µm silica sphere instead of a tip.  

When scanning a PMAA surface with a PEI-modified tip (Figure 9-3), a different behavior than in 

Figure 9-2 was observed. As expected, the friction forces between the positively charged tip and the 

PMAA brush were highest when the brush was fully deprotonated and therefore negatively charged, 

i.e. at pH 8. The friction forces determined at pH 2 and 5 were very similar. In strong contrast to the 

results obtained with the unmodified sharp tip, the friction forces increased linearly with the applied 

normal force at all pH values. From the slopes of the linear fits, friction coefficients were obtained 

as reported in Table 9-1. The friction coefficient at pH 8 was found to be about 60 % larger than the 

coefficients determined at pH 2 and 5.  
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Figure 9-3. Friction forces measured on a PMAA brush at different pH values as a 

function of the applied normal force. A sharp tip covered with an adsorbed layer of 

poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) was used. 
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Table 9-1. Friction coefficients in arbitrary units derived from the slopes of the linear fits of 

data points in Figure 9-3.  

pH slope (arb. units) 

8 2.2 ± 0.1 

5 1.3 ± 0.1 

2 1.4 ± 0.1 

 

Investigation of a PMAA brush with a colloid probe is of interest because the contact area 

between the sphere and the brush is orders of magnitude larger and better defined than in the case of 

a sharp tip (see below). In Figure 9-4, the friction forces measured at different normal loads are 

plotted. Measurements were not possible at low applied normal forces at pH 8, most probably 

because the repulsion between the probe and the brush was too large. The friction coefficients 

derived from the linear fits are given in Table 9-2. At pH 8, the friction coefficient was lowest as 

expected. Surprisingly, both the absolute values of the friction forces and the friction coefficient 

were significantly larger at pH 5 than at pH 2. It can only be speculated that this is due to the 

reduced solubility of the PMAA brush at low pH values, causing the brush to be in a collapsed, 

more rigid state.  
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Figure 9-4. Friction forces measured on a PMAA brush at different pH values as a 

function of the applied normal force. A silica colloid probe of 5 µm radius was used.  
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Table 9-2. Friction coefficients in arbitrary units derived from the slopes of the linear fits of 

data points in Figure 9-4.  

pH slope (arb. units) 

8 0.2 ± 0.1 

5 1.6 ± 0.1 

2 0.6 ± 0.0 

 

Comparing the results obtained on PMAA with a sharp silica-covered tip (Figure 9-2) and 

with a silica colloid probe (Figure 9-4), it is remarkable that the friction force was independent on 

the normal force in the former case, while a linear relationship was found in the latter. Even though 

the same materials were involved, it appears that the dimension of the probe strongly influences the 

outcome of the experiment. In order to estimate the contact area and pressure between the probes 

and the polymer brush, the contact was assumed to be Hertzian. With the Hertzian contact theory, 

the contact area is calculated considering the elastic properties of the bodies in contact, but 

neglecting any adhesive interactions. An effective modulus (Eeff) needs to be calculated in order to 

describe the situation at the contact between probe and brush:   
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whereν is the Poisson ratio (0.17 for SiO2, 0.4 for polymers) and E is the Young’s modulus (70 GPa 

for SiO2, 1 GPa for polymers). It becomes clear from equation 1 that the effective modulus 

describing two surfaces in contact is dominated by the modulus of the more compliant material. The 

Hertzian contact area and pressure are then calculated using the radius of the probe (R), the normal 

force (FN) and the effective modulus (equations 2 and 3).  
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In Figure 9-5, the resulting contact area and contact pressure are plotted for a colloid probe 

and a sharp tip. For a given normal load, the contact pressure exerted by a sharp tip is 40 times 
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higher than the pressure exerted by a colloid probe. The difference between the two probes is 

therefore dramatic.  

Figure 9-5. A) Estimation of the contact area between a colloid probe (black circles) and 

the polymer brush surface, or a sharp tip (red triangles) and the polymer brush surface. 

B) estimation of the contact pressure. Values were calculated assuming Hertzian contact.  

In the light of these calculations and the above experimental findings, it is likely that the sharp 

tip penetrated the polymer brush to a certain degree and ploughed through it rather than probing its 

surface. This would explain why the friction force only varies with pH, but not with the applied 

normal force. However, the results obtained with a PEI-modified sharp tip (Figures 9-1C and 9-3) 

remain contradictory. The friction forces were independent on the applied normal force in 

Figure 9-1C, i.e. when probing a P4VP brush, but exhibited a linear dependence when a PMAA 

brush was investigated.  

The type of experiments described above suffered from poor reproducibility, most probably 

due to the high complexity of the system and the large number of parameters that need to be 

considered. The probe constitutes one major source of uncertainty, since important parameters such 

as the force constant and the tip radius are known to vary strongly from cantilever to cantilever. 

Moreover, differences in the alignment of the laser on the cantilever can critically influence the 

sensitivity of the measurement.244  
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9.3 Conclusions 

It was found that the friction between an AFM probe and weak polyelectrolyte brushes in 

liquid could be strongly influenced by changing the pH value. When the brushes were highly 

charged and electrostatic repulsion prevailed between brush and probe, the lowest friction values 

and friction coefficients were obtained. With the described experiments, the qualitative description 

of the friction between the probe and the brush was possible; however, the quantitative 

interpretation remained difficult and was not always conclusive.   

It turned out that unmodified sharp tips were only of limited use for well-defined friction 

measurements, as they tended to plough through the brush rather than probing its surface. Colloid 

probes appear to be more suitable because they exert a much lower contact pressure and probe a 

much larger brush area at a time than a sharp probe, leading to a more faithful representation of the 

interfacial friction.  

While the investigation of tribological behavior on the nanoscale is very instructive, it is 

evident that measurements on the “macroscale” need to be conducted when polymer brushes are 

considered for use in aqueous lubricant systems. This would for instance require the preparation of 

polymer brushes with plasma-activated samples (c.f. Chapter 4) in order to obtain larger brush-

modified areas. Compared to AFM, the use of an alternative setup such as a pin-on-disk tribometer 

should also allow obtaining more reliable friction measurements as the experimental parameters can 

be more easily controlled and much larger areas are probed.  

 



 

 

 

 

10 Conclusions and Outlook 

 

The aim of this thesis was to prepare functional polymer surfaces by the grafting of 

polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes. A library of weak and strong PEL brushes was established by 

directly grafting monomers with appropriate functionality from activated surfaces, or by chemical 

modification of the grafted brushes. Modifications were also possible under harsh conditions, as the 

grafted brushes were tethered to the surface by a strong covalent bond. The activation procedures 

used, i.e. extreme ultraviolet interference lithography (EUV-IL) or atmospheric-pressure helium 

plasma, ensured a highly surface-sensitive modification of the polymer foils. In the light of the 

findings discussed in this work, new strategies to increase the potential of surfaces modified with 

PEL brushes can be envisioned.  

The unique advantages of the EUV-IL activation strategy lie in the preparation of micro- and 

nanopatterned brushes. Moreover, brush height and grafting density can be controlled by selection 

of the exposure dose, i.e. the number of photons impinging on the sample. EUV-IL activation 

followed by free-radical polymerization is probably the only strategy to obtain polymer brushes 

with nanoscale resolution in only two steps. The dot and line patterns, typically with resolutions 

down to 200 nm, are ideally suited to study brush morphology, whereas the unpatterned areas 

obtained adjacent to the patterned ones were used to study brush height. At present, a drawback of 

the EUV-IL activation method is the limited size of the exposed areas. While unpatterned areas of 

9 mm2 can be obtained by open frame exposures, the size of patterned areas is usually smaller than 

1 mm2. Larger patterned areas would be of high interest for the continuation of the enzyme 

immobilization studies, for example. As shown in Chapter 8, negatively charged enzymes such as 

ALP and HRP preferentially adsorbed to strong positively charged PEL brushes with high water 

swellability. Apart from the dependence on the chemical nature of the brush, it is expected that 

there will also be an optimum grafting density for obtaining the highest enzyme loadings. 

Moreover, it might even be possible to detect changes in the morphology of the brush nanopatterns 

upon enzyme loading.  
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Atmospheric-pressure helium plasma activation was shown to be very well suited for 

activating and grafting areas on the order of cm2. The wettability of ETFE, PE and PP was tailored 

over a wide range by grafting a variety of polyelectrolyte brushes. A number of phenomena such as 

pH-induced switching, high wettability contrast and wettability gradients were studied. On 

substrates with a microstructure produced by hot-embossing, strong droplet pinning resulting in 

highly anisotropic drop shapes was observed at intermediate hydrophilicity. Substrates with 

periodic grooves were modified with a gradient in polymer brush composition, provoking 

spontaneous liquid movement away from the end of the gradient displaying poorer wettability. The 

potential of the plasma-activation strategy remains to be explored more thoroughly in further 

experiments, as illustrated with two examples below.  

Studying Mixing and Diffusion in Planar Hydrophilic “Channels”.  In terms of wettability contrast, 

the use of masks with finer features during activation would provide a straightforward approach to 

obtaining hydrophilic lines or patterns on the mm- or µm-scale against a hydrophobic background. 

These substrates are predestined to be used for the observation of mixing and/or diffusion 

phenomena, since the transparency of ETFE even enables to view the samples from below. 

Individual hydrophilic features can also be regarded as “planar reaction vessels”, where, for 

instance, enzyme-mediated reactions producing a colored product can be observed or even 

quantified. One way of testing these substrates for applicability in biosensors would involve 

immobilizing biotinylated biomolecules in the brush and subjecting them to an assay with 

streptavidin-ALP conjugates.  

Macromechanical Responsiveness of Weak PEL Brushes. Studying the friction between weak 

nanopatterned polyelectrolyte brushes and AFM probes yielded valuable qualitative information. 

However, these measurements, conducted with a very small probe (R = 10 nm or 5 µm) on small 

areas (5 µm x 5 µm), suffer from poor reproducibility. The preparation of larger brush-modified 

areas allows the friction properties to be studied on a macroscopic level. It would be particularly 

interesting to see whether the excellent chemical stability and anchoring of the polymer brushes also 

translates into durable and wear-resistant properties of brush-modified surfaces.  

One of the most intriguing features of PEL brushes is their ability to switch between different 

states. In this thesis, pH induced switching to alter the wettability (Chapter 4) or the friction forces 

in contact with a probe (Chapter 9) has been discussed. Moreover, especially in the case of strong 

PELs, counterion exchange plays an important role as shown for the switching of wettability 

gradients in Chapter 5. In the following, some potential future concepts and strategies are discussed. 
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Increased Contact-Angle Range in pH-Induced Wettability Switching. One well-known strategy to 

increase the contact-angle range in pH-induced switching is to prepare surfaces with hierarchical 

structures, i.e. having features on both the micro- and the nanoscale.26 In Chapter 6, hot-embossing 

was shown to be a straightforward method to produce a microscale topography on ETFE, and the 

pinning effects induced by the structures were studied as a function of surface chemistry. In 

principle, it should also be possible to imprint hierarchical features by hot-embossing. To this end, a 

stamp with features on the micrometer-scale could be treated by reactive ion etching to additionally 

induce nanoscale roughness.245 It is expected that the CA difference measured on pH-responsive 

polymer brushes grafted from these hierarchically structured ETFE substrates is significantly higher 

than on flat surfaces.  

Responsive Brushes for Flux Control in Microfluidic Channels. In the literature, the pH-

responsiveness of weak polyelectrolyte brushes has been exploited for flux regulation in membranes 

or filters.246, 247 This concept is most probably also applicable to other confined geometries, such as 

microfluidic channels. Apart from the obvious pH-induced swelling or collapse of weak PEL 

brushes, a switch based on the complex formation of PMMA, P4VP and PVAm brushes with 

transition metal cations such as Ni2+, Cu2+ and Fe2+ can be envisioned. It is highly likely that the 

complexation leads to a cross-linking of the polymer brushes, reducing both their softness and their 

swellability. This process is reversible as the metal cations can be extracted by a competitor ligand 

such as EDTA as proved with ATR-IR. Therefore, PEL brushes grafted in microfluidic channels 

can potentially be switched from a collapsed to a swollen state and vice versa by flowing either a 

solution of transition metal cations or an EDTA solution through the channels.  

Wettability Switching Induced by External Stimuli. All of the examples for switching discussed 

above require the brush to be in contact with a solution. However, external, “non-contact” stimuli 

are also very attractive as discussed in Chapter 7 on the example of polymer brushes with iron oxide 

nanoparticles that could be remote-controlled by a magnetic field.36 A particularly intriguing idea is 

to switch the properties of a polymer brush by illumination with light. Light-induced wettability 

switching was already demonstrated on a number of substrates ranging from copolymer membranes 

to superhydrophobic nanowire surfaces and self-assembled monolayers.248-251 Most commonly, 

azobenzene or spiropyran moieties were used to provide light-sensitivity. In the latter case, the 

relatively nonpolar spiropyran can be switched to a zwitterionic, polar form by UV-irradiation, 

leading to an increase in hydrophilicity. The process can be reversed by shining visible light on the 

brush. Very few examples of reversible light-induced wettability switching on a polymer brush have 

been reported so far.252, 253 However, the reported synthesis procedures to graft spiropyran modified 
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brushes was very complex. It appears that light-sensitivity could be implemented in a more 

straightforward way by either modifying the monomer with a light-sensitive molecule or by 

functionalizing the polymer brush after grafting. With the grafting strategies presented in this thesis, 

both routes should be feasible. As an alternative to azobenzene and spiropyran molecules, stilbene 

derivatives could be used. Depending on the functionality, they could either be coupled to 

polyamines or polyacids (e.g. PVAm or PMAA) via peptide coupling chemistry. Two stilbene 

derivatives, i.e. 4,4’-stilbenedicarboxylic acid and 4,4’-diaminostilbene-2,2’-disulfonic acid appear 

to be particularly promising candidates, as they consist of polar and nonpolar parts and are equipped 

with moieties suitable for coupling. It is expected that the cis- and trans-isomers of the immobilized 

stilbene molecules will lead to different wetting properties and therefore enable a light-induced 

wettability switching.  

The above discussion serves to illustrate some of the directions that could be followed in the 

further development of polymer surfaces functionalized with polyelectrolyte brushes. One should 

bear in mind that the control and analysis of the different steps in the surface modification 

procedure will continue to be major challenges. The grafting, functionalization and characterization 

strategies presented in this work are expected to serve as a valuable toolbox for further 

investigations. 
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